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About this Workbook
This workbook covers all the information you need to pass the CompTIA Security+ Exam that is SY0-501. The workbook is designed to take a practical approach to learning with real-life examples and case studies.

- Covers complete CompTIA Security+ SY0-501 blueprint
- Summarized content
- Case Study based approach
- Ready to practice labs on VM
- 100% pass guarantee
- Mind maps

CompTIA Certifications
CompTIA certification helps to establish and build your IT career. It benefits you in various ways either seeking certification to have a job in IT or want to upgrade your IT career with a leading certification that is CompTIA certification. For better understanding, these certificates are categories as follows:

- Core Certification:
  - IT Fundamental
  - A+
  - Network+
  - Security+

- Infrastructure Pathway:
  - Linux+
  - Server+
  - Cloud+

- Cybersecurity Pathway:
  - CySA+

CASP

- Additional Certificates:
  - Project+
  - Cloud Essentials CTT+
**About Security+ Certification** This certification goal is to make you a better IT Security Tech. All the necessary principles for network security are covered in this Security+ certification.

The skills or techniques you will learn when you get Security+ certificate:

- Configuring a secure network for protection against threats, malware, etc.
- Identification of vulnerabilities in a network and provision of proper mitigation techniques.
- Knowledge of latest threats that are harming your system intelligently.
- Implementation of secure protocols and appropriate security checks and the establishment of end-to-end host security.
- Implementation of access and identity management controls to have your data in legal hands.
- Ability to use encryption, configuring wireless security for information safety purpose.
About the CompTIA Security+ Exam  

**Exam Number:** SY0-501

**Duration:** 90 minutes  
**Number of Questions:** Maximum 90  
**Types of Questions:** Multiple choice & performance based  
**Passing Marks:** 750

**Exam Price:** $330 USD

The CompTIA Security+ Exam (SY0-501) is a 90-minute qualifying exam with a maximum of 90 questions for the CompTIA certification. The CompTIA Security+ Exam certifies the successful applicants that have awareness and skills needed to configure and install the systems in order to secure the networks, devices, & applications. This Exam certifies that the successful applicant has the knowledge and skills of:

- Environmental and personal security and controls.
- Wireless, cloud and mobile security.
- Risk management.
- Authentication and authorization.
- Host, LAN, and application security.
- Cryptography.

The following topics are general guidelines for the content that are likely to be included on the exam:  
**Threats, Attacks, and Vulnerabilities** 21%
- Technologies and Tools 22%
- Architecture and Design 15%
- Identity and Access Management 16%
- Risk Management 14%
A complete list of topics covered in the CompTIA Security+ SY0-501 exam can be downloaded from the CompTIA website: [http://www.comptia.org](http://www.comptia.org)  

**How to become Security+ certified?**

**Step 1: Choose a certification** Explore what is available and choose an IT certification that will benefit you in accomplishing your career target.

To study about various IT career tracks and to choose the best certification for yourself, you can use the “[CompTIA Career Roadmap.](http://www.comptia.org)"  

CompTIA has four core IT certifications that is; IT Fundamental, A+, Network+, and Security+ that examine your knowledge from the entrance to the expert level.

If you have skills to secure a network & deter hackers and want to become the best IT Security Tech, then CompTIA Security+ is the right kind of certification for you.

**Step 2: Learning & Training** Exam preparation can be accomplished through self-study with textbooks, practice exams, and on-site classroom programs. This workbook provides you with all the information and knowledge to help you pass the CompTIA Security+ Exam.

IPSpecialist provides full support to the candidates in order for them to pass the exam.

**Step 3: Familiarization with Exam** A great suggestion is to understand what you are training for. For that, we are providing you not only the exam objectives but practice questions too in order to lend you a solid idea about the exam when you are going to have your certification exam

**Step 4: Register & Take Exam for Certification** After all the learning process, the next step is to take your test. Certification exams are offered at locations throughout the world. To register for an exam, contact the authorized test delivery partner of CompTIA, contact [Pearson VUE](http://www.pearsonvue.com).

The following are the steps for registration and scheduling an exam:

- Buy the exam voucher from here “[Buy a certification exam voucher.](http://www.comptia.org)"
- Find and visit a testing center “[testing center.](http://www.comptia.org)"
- Create Pearson VUE account & Schedule your exam. Here is a link for that “[Create a Pearson VUE testing account and schedule your exam.](http://www.comptia.org)"
You will receive a confirmation email having testing information after the registration process.
You are ready for the test.

**Step 5:** After you complete an exam at an authorized testing center, you'll get immediate, online notification of your pass or fail status. If you have passed the exam, a congratulatory email will be forwarded to you with guidelines to access your record.
Make sure to keep a record of the email address you used for registration and score report with exam registration number. This information is required to log in to your certification account.

Congratulations! You are now CompTIA Security+ Certified.
Chapter 01: Threats, Attacks, and Vulnerabilities

An Overview of Malware

The term “Malware” can be defined as any malicious software performing bad functions on the network. Malicious intentions of that software could degrade performance, steal information, unavailability, and data loss. Some of the most common forms of malware are:

- Virus
- Botnets
- Rootkits
- Crypto-Malware
- Ransomware
- Worms
- Trojan Horses
- Spyware
- Adware
- Keylogger
- Logic Bomb

How does Malware get in?

Malware takes advantage of the vulnerabilities in the operating system or the vulnerabilities introduced by yourself when you accidentally click on the malicious links. A malware program is running initially before the malware deploys itself on the system.

How to Keep Malware Away?

- Make sure to keep Operating Systems up to date.
- Update all the Applications.
- Avoid clicking unnecessary or malicious links.
- Use Anti-Virus / Anti-Malware software.

Malware Types

The following are the details of various kinds of Malware:

Virus

The term "Virus" in Network and Information security describes malicious software. This malicious software is developed to spread, replicate themselves,
and attach themselves to other files. Attaching with other files helps to transfer onto other systems. These viruses require user interaction to trigger and initiate malicious activities on the resident system.

The virus is known for its “self-reproduction.” Viruses replicate by attaching themselves with an executable file. For example, copying an infected file copies a virus. Some types of viruses does not cause problems; they are invisible, but some are obvious (provide pop-ups). The first viruses created were of two types:

1. Boot sector viruses.
2. Program viruses.

To prevent viruses, anti-virus programs are commonly used. This anti-virus software constantly scans the system, finds, and stops the virus from getting into the system and ensures that no virus is executing into the system. One must maintain the signature list that is on the anti-virus software because a number of viruses are being discovered every day.

**Worms**

Unlike Viruses, Worms are capable of replicating themselves. This capability of worms makes them spread on a resident system very quickly. Worms are propagating in different forms since the 1980s. Some types of emerging worms are very destructive and responsible for devastating DoS attacks. It can move without human action or intervention inside the network or computer. They spread and take over system quickly. A well-known virus can be filtered through next-generation intrusion prevention system or firewall.

**Example of worm:**

- Sobig worm of 2003
- SQL Slammer worm of 2003
- 2001 attacks of Code Red and Nimba
- 2005 Zotob worm

**Ransomware:**
It takes the user data and encrypts it, and in return, it asks for money. Ransomware makes the system or computer encrypted. When user attempt to access the files, a message is shown to him to pay a ransom to unlock your files. In case of ransomware, you need to take your system to a security professional to remove ransomware and decrypt your files and data, or you may need to follow the procedure through which you can send money for regaining access to the files or to have the decryption keys. The system of payment is not traceable, and also you can’t decrypt the data files because of the strong encryption method, i.e., Public Key Cryptography.

**Example of ransomware:** CryptoLocker

**Crypto-Malware:**
It encrypts all the data or file either permanently or temporarily. It is more intended for denial of service by permanently encrypting the files or temporarily until a ransom amount is paid.

**How to prevent this infection?**
- Update Operating system and applications.
- Backup all data offline.
- Install anti-virus and update the anti-virus signature.

**Trojans:**
It damages the system by hiding its real functionality; this means that it pretends something other than malware. It is easy for the malware to get inside of the system. However, once they get inside, they open doors for other malware too, and that open door is referred to as a back door. Remote Access Trojan commonly referred to as Remote Administrative Tools is a category of Trojan horse malware. It provides administrative access to the system and set up the back door.

**How to prevent this malware?**
- You should examine the software before installing it. Install only what is trusted.
- You should have a backup of your data.
- You should update the antivirus software and operating system.

**Rootkits:**
It combines with another software to create malware and is mostly found in the kernel. **Example of Rootkit:** Zeus or Zbot. Rootkits are used for gaining administrative control over a machine.
How to prevent this malware?
- Install a specific Rootkit Remover.
- Update anti-virus software.
- Take advantage of UEFI BIOS.

Keyloggers:
Keylogger saves the keystrokes you entered and then make a file and send it to the attacker who wants to damage our system and want our personal information and data. It also saves information other than keystrokes.

How to prevent this malware?
- Update Anti-Virus Software.
- Use of exfiltration process.
- Set up firewall rules for the file transfer from the system.
- Use Keylogger scanner.

Spyware:
Malicious software that watches the user activity like the website they visit and wait for their input to steal their personal information.

How does this get in?
It poses a security software which in reality, a fake software or it may be installed along with another software.

How does it work?
Once it is installed, it starts watching the user activity to capture the browsing history and use it for their own interest like when you log in to your bank account and use the captured information to log in to your account and transfer the money into another account.

How to prevent it?
- Update the latest signature for the anti-virus.
- Be particular while installing the application.
- Backup all the data.

Adware:
A kind of malicious software that once installed on the system, it starts showing advertisement and popping up messages, and through this, the threat actors make money because they know it is one of the best ways to make money on the internet. The threat actor sometimes encapsulates the adware software inside some other application that people install normally and when they install that
application, adware installed along with it.

**Adware removal - A Challenge** Removing adware is a challenge because threat actors are very clever, they know that people will definitely want the adware removal tool when they come to know about the adware, and they present removal tool that is more adware.

**Botnets:**
A kind of malware that stands for robot network. A robot is present inside the network and performs the tasks that are commanded to it and infect the device.  
*Example of Botnet: ZeuS.*

**Logic Bombs:**
As the name implies, it is like a time bomb that waits for the right time for the event to occur. When the bomb goes off, something devastating happens like removal or deletion of information from the system. Identification of this malware is difficult because it is commonly installed by someone with administrative access and also because a known anti-malware signature does not match with it.
Types of Attacks

There are numerous types of attacks, and some of them are as follows:

Social Engineering Attacks

Phishing

Threat actor uses this technique to convince the user to give their personal information like username & password or credit card number etc. Phishing attacks can be implemented in various ways like through email or other electronic communication mediums. Spam emails are a very common way for phishing attacks. Malicious attachments are sent through phishing emails that masquerade or appear to come from a reputable entity and ask the user for their confidential information such as their credit card number, ID or Password, etc.

Tailgating and Impersonation

Impersonating is a human-based social engineering technique. Impersonation means pretending to be someone or something. Impersonating in Social engineering is where an attacker pretends to be a legitimate user or an authorized person. This impersonating may be either personally or behind a communication channel such as while communicating with email, telephone, etc.

Personal- impersonating is performed by identity theft when an attacker has enough personal information about an authorized person. An attacker gathers information impersonating as a legitimate user providing the personal information of a legitimate user. Impersonating as Technical support agent asking for the credential is another way to impersonate and gather information.

Piggybacking and Tailgating are similar techniques. Piggybacking is the technique in which an unauthorized person waits for an authorized person to gain entry in a restricted area, whereas Tailgating is the technique in which unauthorized person gain access to the restricted area by following the authorized person. By using Fake IDs and close following while crossing the checkpoint, tailgating becomes easy.

How Does It Work?

Threat actors are very clever and intelligent too; they search for the target through stalking and uses various methods for identity theft like email phishing and avesdropping. And once they get the identity, they try to gain access to the system or network so that they can do whatever their intentions are.
Another technique used by the threat actor is Tailgating. This attack technique is done through which the attacker gain access to the restricted area by simply walking behind a legitimate person. Through this, they can use various tricks like showing fake identity token while carrying large pile of books and asks for other (legitimate person) to hold the door so that they can easily get inside the restricted area.

**Dumpster Diving**

Referred to as a rubbish skip or garbage bin. Dumpster diving is a technique used by the malicious actor to look for the information in the garbage bin because sometimes the information that is normally not available, can be found in the garbage bin of the organization that might contain information like customer record, phone number, etc. and that can help the threat actor to gain access to the system.

**Shoulder Surfing**

Accessing the information that is on the screen of the user. It is very easy and very low-level hack because one can shoulder surf by using the webcam, telescope through which threat actor can easily see what someone is doing or what is on the screen of someone’s computer.

Shoulder surfing is easily controllable because someone can easily control what people see on their screen, they just need to be aware of their surroundings. They can also use privacy filters like only allowing the person in front of the laptop or mobile to see the screen while all others (people on the left or right) can only see a blank screen.

**Hoaxes**

A type of threat that warns the people about the particular problem and then asks for the money to solve or remove the problem. These type of threat can be sent through email or through Facebook post or tweets, and the aim of the threat is to make money by fooling others.

**Watering Hole Attacks**

This is done when the security inside the organization is extremely strong, and there is no way for the threat actor to get inside the network and attack the security system. In this situation, the threat actors attack what the insiders visit instead of attacking the insider they. For that, they just need to know what sites
are commonly visited by the insiders, and then they attack inside the organization through attacking the third party. For the purpose of defense and security of the system, there should be multiple ways for the identification of attacks and for stopping them to penetrate into the network.

**Application / Service Attacks**

**Denial of Service**

Making services and network resources unavailable to the intended users is known as Denial of Service (DoS). The threat actors have multiple ways to do this which are as follows:

- By taking advantage of Software vulnerabilities.
- Using Smokescreen method.
- Service overwhelming (too many users hitting the website at the same time).

It is not always a threat actor doing this. Sometimes the user doesn’t have enough bandwidth that is causing the Denial of Service. Maybe the user has created a loop and doesn’t have span tree enabled, or it can be a network-based denial of service.

**Man in the Middle**

As the name implies, Man in the Middle is the type of attack in which the attacker or the threat actor is present or relying on the communication path between the two parties and listen to the conversation. The goal of MITM attack is to steal personal data that can be used for identity theft, fund transfer or another purpose of attacker’s interest.

**How to prevent it?**

- Don’t use Wi-Fi connection that is not password protected.
- Do pay attention to the notification of the browser that reports you about the unsecured website.
- Must log out of the application when not in use.
- For the sensitive transaction, don’t use a public network.

**How does it occur?**
• Email hijacking
• Through Session hijacking
• Wi-Fi eavesdropping

**Buffer Overflows**

Also known as buffer overrun. Buffer Overflow is one of the major types of Operating System Attacks. It is related to software exploitation attacks. In Buffer overflow, a program or application does not have well-defined boundaries such as restrictions or pre-defined functional area regarding the capacity of data it can handle or the type of data can be inputted. Buffer overflow causes problems such as Denial of Service (DoS), rebooting, achievement of unrestricted access and freezing.

**How does it occur??**

• Due to excess amount of data in the buffer.
• Buffer overflow is the vulnerability that creates an entry point for the threat actors.
• Coding errors are the cause of buffer overflow.

**How to prevent it?**

• The developers of application should avoid using standard functions of the library.
• Regular testing and fixing practice can help in decreasing the risk of buffer overflow attack.
• The language level automatic protection should be used.
• Data boundary checking at runtime also helps in preventing the Buffer overflow attacks.

**Data Injection**

Data injection refers to putting malicious or untrusted data into the application or program. It is one of the most dangerous and oldest attack types that results in data loss and theft, data integrity loss, and DoS. In short, the full system is compromised due to this type of attack.

Data injection is due to bad programming and the attackers get inside the application through SQL (Structured Query Language).

**How to prevent it?**
- Proper input validation.
- Safe API usage.
- Contextually escape user data.

**Cross Site Scripting**

The acronym for Cross-site scripting is XSS. Cross-site Scripting attack is performed by an attacker by sending a crafted link with a malicious script. When the user clicks this malicious link, the script will be executed. This script may be coded to extract the Session IDs and send it to the attacker.

![Cross Site Scripting Diagram](image)

**Cross-Site Request Forgery**

Also known as Session riding attack and One-click attack. XSRF and CSRF (Sea...
Surf) are the acronyms used for Cross Site Request Forgery. Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attack is the process of obtaining the session ID of a legitimate user and exploiting the active session with the trusted website in order to perform malicious activities.

**Privilege Escalation**

This attack takes benefit of errors in programming and flaws in design. Privilege Escalation can be defined into two types Horizontal Privilege Escalation and Vertical Escalation. Through this attack, the Threat actor/Attacker can become
the administrator of the system and can do whatever he wants to do.

**Horizontal Privileges Escalation** In Horizontal Privileges Escalation, an attacker attempts to take command over the privileges of another user having the same set of privileges for his account. Horizontal privileges escalation occurs when an attacker is attempting to gain access to the same set of resources allowed for the particular user.

Consider an example of horizontal privileges escalation by considering an operating system having multiple users including Administrator having full privileges, User A, User B and so on having limited privileges to run application only (not allowed to install or uninstall any application). Each user is assigned the same level of privileges. By finding any weakness or exploiting any vulnerability, User A gain access to User B. Now, user A is able to control and access the User B account.

**Vertical Privileges Escalation** In Vertical Privileges Escalation, an attacker attempts to escalate privileges to a higher level. Vertical privileges escalation occurs when an attacker is attempting to gain access usually to the administrator account. Higher privileges allow the attacker to access sensitive information, install, modify and delete files and programs such as a virus, Trojans, etc.

**How to prevent it?**

Privilege escalation can be found and patched quickly.

- Update Operating system and anti-malware software.
- Through data execution prevention.
- Address Space Layout Randomization.

**DNS Poisoning and Domain Hijacking**

DNS poisoning is also known as DNS Spoofing. In DNS Poisoning attack the threat actor makes changes in the DNS server, and when the user visits any website, it directs the user to the wrong site (a malicious site) that they were not intended to visit (or to the site they were not going).

Domain Name System (DNS) attacks include DNS Poisoning, Cybersquatting, Domain hijacking & Domain Snipping. An attacker may attempt to spoof by
poisoning the DNS server or cache to obtain credentials of internal users. Domain Hijacking involves stealing cloud service domain name. Similarly, through Phishing scams, users can be redirected to a fake website. DNS Hijacking is a type of attack in which the threat actor access the Domain registration and control the flow of traffic.

There is a slight difference between Hijacking and Poisoning. Through Spoofing the attacker poisons the cache of the DNS server whereas in Hijacking the attacker hacks the DNS setting of the router or plant malware.

In case a DNS server receives a false entry, it updates its database. As we know, to increase performance, DNS servers maintain a cache in which this entry is updated to provide quick resolution of queries. This false entry causing poison in DNS translation continues until the cache expires. DNS poisoning is performed by attackers to direct the traffic toward the servers and computer owned or controlled by attackers.

**How to prevent it?**
- Don’t visit every website you encounter.
- Make your password as strong as possible.
- Use anti-malware software.
- Being proactive can also save you from cyber-attack.

**Zero-day Attacks**
Many operating system and applications have vulnerabilities. People are working hard to find those vulnerabilities before the hacker. In zero-day attack, the attacker finds the vulnerabilities that are not known to anyone and takes advantage of that before the security patches are made available that means a zero-day attack exploits the vulnerabilities that are not known to anyone except the attacker.

**Replay Attacks**
When the information is transferred over the network the threat actors take advantage of it by replaying the information this is known as a relay attack. For replaying the information, the threat actors need raw network data (Network Packets). Malware is installed on the user’s computer that captures the data and sends it to the threat actor for the purpose to use that information later. A replay
attack seems like the man in the middle attack, but in actual, it is not a MitM (Man in the Middle) attack.

**Client Hijacking Attacks**

- URL Hijacking
- Click Hijacking
- Browser Cookies and Session ID.
- Session Hijacking/Side-jacking.

![Figure 1.5. Session Hijacking](image)

**How to prevent it?**

- Use session ID Monitor.
- Setup VPN connection (End to somewhere Encryption).
- End-to-End Encryption.

**Spoofing**

Spoofing is a very commonly used technique. In this type of attacks, the device pretends to be the device that it is not such as pretending as a fake web server or DNS server. Spoofing can be implemented in various ways such as:

- Email Address Spoofing
- Caller ID Spoofing
- Man in the Middle Attack (ARP Spoofing)
- MAC (Media Access Control) Address Spoofing
- IP Address Spoofing

**Wireless Attacks**
**Wireless Replay Attacks**
In a wireless replay attack, the attacker spies the information being sent between the sender and the receiver and then gets the encryption key that is used later for replay attack for proving his identity or for authentication.

**Wireless Jamming**
It is the type of attack in which the attacker jams the radio frequency for communication. It is something like a denial of service, i.e., prevent wireless communication. The goal is to decrease Signal to Noise (SNR) ratio.

**WPS attacks**
WPS is abbreviated as Wi-Fi Protected Setup. An example is the Pixie Dust-A WPS attack that occurred in 2014 (summer).

**BlueJacking and BlueSnarfing**
BlueJacking and BlueSnarfing are the two vulnerabilities associated with the Bluetooth.
- *BlueJacking* refers to the attack in which someone can send unsolicited messages over Bluetooth to the other devices and the person receiving it can’t stop it.
- *BlueSnarfing* is the significant insecurity of Bluetooth, and through this type of attack, someone can access the Bluetooth enabled device and can easily transfer the data.

**RFID and NFC Attacks**
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) attacks include multiple attacks like:
- Data Capture
- Spoof the Reader
- Denial of Service
- Decryption of Communication

NFC (Near field Communication) attack also includes various attacks that are as follows:
- Remote Capture
- Frequency Jamming
- Relay/Replay Attack
- Loss of RFC Devices

**Cryptography Attacks**
**Birthday**

A type of cryptographic attack that takes its name from birthday paradox that states that in a class of 23 students, there is a 50 percent chance that 2 persons share the same birthday. Mathematically, the following equation can be used:

\[ 1.25k^{1/2} \]

\( k \) = the size of the set of possible values
**Known plaintext/ciphertext**

In this type of attack, the attacker has the encrypted information as well as some plain text. The plain text helps an attacker in breaking the cryptography, and this plaintext is known as “crib.” The remaining part of the plaintext is determined through this crib.

**Rainbow table**

A table that contains every possible password and had done all the calculation is known as Rainbow Table. It may also be referred to as “pre-built set of hashes.” By performing a simple search, the password can be determined in few seconds by matching up the hashes, but it does not work with salted hash.

**Dictionary**

Dictionary attacks are used to reverse engineer the password. Generally, common words are used as passwords; therefore, if the attackers try those most common words first, they would be able to determine the password quickly. These common words can be found in the dictionary or on the internet.

**Brute force**

In brute force attack, the attacker tries every possible combination of numbers, letters, and special characters in order to determine the password.

**Online/offline** Online brute force attack is difficult and also a slow process. The system mostly detects when the wrong password is used again and again, and they disable the account. If the file containing the hash is accessed by the attackers, it will be easier for them to brute force offline.

**Collision**

Collision refers to the hash collision, which means two different plaintext has the same hash value and this is something that is not liked to be in a hash algorithm. It benefits the attacker to determines someone’s password. Hence, to avoid this hash collision, it is better to use large hash sizes.

**Downgrade**

Use of some weak cryptographic algorithm instead of a strong algorithm may result in downgrade attack. Example: A downgrade attack was used in 1995 with web servers

**Replay**
When the information is transferred over the network, the threat actors take advantage of it by replaying the information this is known as a relay attack. For replaying the information, the threat actors need raw network data (Network Packets). Malware is installed on the user’s computer that captures the data and sends it to the threat actor for the purpose to use that information later. A replay attack seems like the man in the middle attack, but in actual it is not MitM (Man in the Middle) attack.

**Weak implementation**

Another issue linked with backward compatibility is weak implementation. Whenever an older version is granted to proceed operation, there is a risk linked with weaker implementations.
Introduction to Threat Actors

Threat actors are the bad people that use your personal information against you. These people are also known as malicious actors. There are various types of malicious actors that are as follows:

- Script Kiddie
- Hacktivist
- Organized Crime
- Nation states/ APT (Advance Persistence Threat)
- Insiders
- Competitors

Types of Threat Actors

Script Kiddie

Script kiddie usually an individual, not a group, is the type of malicious actor who finds vulnerabilities in the system by running pre-made script (not created by them) in order to exploit your data. They could be inside or outside of the network looking for easily exploitable vulnerabilities.

Hacktivist

Hacktivist (usually outside of the network) is the fusion of the word Hacker and Activist. They may have political agenda, or maybe their goal is to make a social change like bringing down the website. Other hacks may include DoS (Denial of Service), Releasing of personal documents, etc.

Organized Crime

A professional who is well organized in crime. They usually work in a group, in which one is for hacking, other is for managing, one is for gathering those data, and maybe they have selling team also whose work is to sell the hacked data. Their main goal is to make money through this organized crime.

Nation-State

Hackers that works for government agencies against external government or organization, for national security purpose. They are usually for attacking large security sites like a military organization.

Insider

The threat actors that are inside the network are referred to as insiders, and they are difficult to guard. They can easily pass through various security path because
as they are an insider that is why they have much knowledge of security related things like the IP addressing scheme or the location of the server and possibly have access to a number of things. For example, a disgruntled employee of an organization is a type of insider threat.

**Competitor**

Significant threat actors are the competitors in the organization. They have multiple intents for attacking; maybe they want to corrupt or steal the data or to bring someone’s system down. Competitive Intelligence gathering is a method of collecting information, analyzing and gathering statistics regarding the competitors. Competitive Intelligence gathering process is non-interfering as it is the process of collection of information through the resources such as the internet, target organization's website, advertisements, press releases, Annual Reports, Product Catalogues, analyst reports and well as agent and distributors.
Vulnerability Assessment

Vulnerability analysis or assessment is a procedure to find out loopholes (security holes) in our network infrastructure that can be risky for it. This process helps in preventing your computer or network from attacks, by stopping/blocking threats from entering or spreading into the network. Vulnerability assessment mainly focuses on exposing as many security weaknesses as possible. To make your system or network attacks free and totally secure, vulnerability assessment is needed, and all the possibilities of security attacks must be fixed. Any defects exposed to security attacks or hacking, the tests will figure them.

Vulnerability Assessment Process:

![Vulnerability Assessment Process Diagram](image)

*Figure 1.6. Vulnerability Assessment Process* The steps through which the assessment process is carried out are as follows:

- **Network Discovery**-It is the identification of assets (resources) in a network and collection of key information about an application and its infrastructure
- **Vulnerability Scanning**-Is a step for discovering security vulnerabilities and possible theft to each asset.
- **Result Analysis**-Refers to carry out a comprehensive report of the assessment of the company’s security position and a list of vulnerabilities, which may include false positive.
- **Remediation**-In this step the tester recommends proper remediation or mitigation to eliminate or reduce risk.
LAB 01-1: Installing and Using Vulnerability Assessment Tool.

Main Objective: In this lab, you will learn how to install and use vulnerability assessment tool. There are many tools available for vulnerability scanning. The one I am going to install and use is “Nessus”.

Let’s start the lab

Go to the browser and type ‘Nessus Home’. Click on the Nessus home link that I have marked.

This is going to take you to the Nessus registration page. You need to register in order to get the activation code which you are going to need to activate Nessus.

For registration, you need to put in your first name, last name, email address. Check the checkbox and click on register.
Now to download Nessus, click on the download link.

Select the Operating system on which you are going to install Nessus. I am going to install it on Windows 8 machine (64 bit), therefore I am going to download the first link which is for the 64-bit version of Windows.
Now read the agreement and click on “I Agree” and save the file to a computer.

Double-click the downloaded file and install it.
Click on Next.

Select “I agree” and click on the next button.
Now if you want to change the file destination, you can change it by clicking on the ‘change’ button or else just click on next button.

Now click on ‘Install” button.
Once you click the ‘install’ button, the installation process will start.

Now the installation is complete. Click on ‘Finish’ button.
It is installed now and you are going to see this window, just click on ‘Connect via SSL’.

Click on ‘Advanced’ option.
Now click on ‘Proceed to localhost’.

Now you have to create an account for Nessus server. here you are going to choose a login name and password and make sure you remember it because this is what you going to use to log in to Nessus from now on. After inserting username and password, click on ‘Continue’ button.
Now choose the scanner type that you want. I have selected the first one which is ‘Home, professional or manager’.

Now go to the email and copy the activation code that was forwarded to you and paste it here and click ‘Continue’.
After that, you are going to see this ‘Initializing’ window. It basically fetching all the plugins for Nessus and this can take about 15 to 20 minutes.

Once all the plugins are installed, this Window will appear and this is what Nessus looks like. Now the first thing you have to do is to create a policy. So click on ‘Policies’
Now click on ‘Create new policy’.

Here you have multiple scanner options available. What I am going to do is ‘Basic Network Scan’. So for this click on Basic network scan option.
Now you are going to see this window. Here you have to name the policy. You can name it anything you want, I am going to name it ‘Basic Scan’.

In basic setting, you have another setting option that is ‘Permission’ setting. In this you have two option, one is ‘No Access’ and other is ‘Can Use’. I am going to leave it as default. Now click on ‘Discovery’ option.
Here you have to choose the Scan Type. Either you want scan common ports, all ports or you want to customize it. After selecting your desired option, click on ‘Assessment’.

Here you are going to see 3 scanning option, choose whatever you want and then click on ‘Report’.
In this window, you have multiple options and you can see that some of them are marked as ‘checked’ by default. So I am going to leave it as default but if you want to change some settings, you can change it according to your need.

Here in the ‘advanced’ setting option, you have 3 options to choose from. Select any of them and click on ‘Credentials’ button.
Here I am going to select ‘Windows’ as I have Windows OS but if you have Mac or Linux then you have to select SSH.

Go ahead and insert your credentials and authentication method. If you have a domain, you can insert that, in my case I don’t so I am going to leave it blank. Check the below boxes and click on Save button at the bottom.
And that is it, the policy has been created. Now in order to scan, you have to click on ‘Scan’ button up on top.

Click on ‘Create a new scan’ option.
Go to ‘User Defined’ option.

Click on ‘Basic Scan’.
Now name this Scan, I am going to name it ‘Basic Scan’, same as my policy name. You can also add a description if you want.

Select the folder where you want to save a scan and at last insert the IP address of the target.

You can insert the target in different ways. Example: 192.168.1.1, 192.168.1.1/24, test.com

You can also schedule your scan. For this, click on ‘Enabled’ now select the frequency, start time and Time zone.
And if you want to get a notification, you can add your email address. After doing all the settings click on ‘Save’ button.

Here you can see that the scanning process is started. Once the scanning process is completed. You can see the result by clicking on the section that I have marked.
Here is the scan result. The result is shown in multiple colors. The red represents the Critical Vulnerability, the Orange one is for High, Yellow is for Medium, Green is for Low and Blue one is for Info.
Now click on the ‘Vulnerability’ next to ‘Host’ option. And here you are going to see the vulnerabilities that have been found. Now click any of that.

Now you can see the description of a particular vulnerability as well as a solution for it.
In the remediation section, you are going to see this.

And in the history section, you can see the history of the scan.

Here are some other vulnerabilities that were found.
Now I am going to do a Malware Scan. Here I am going to do all the settings that are required for creating a policy. First I have to name the policy. You can name it whatever you want.
Now select the Scan type.

Enable the ‘Scan for Malware’ option and leave everything as default.
Check the checkboxes.

Select any option you want.

Now go to ‘Credentials’ section and choose Windows or SSH.
Fill out the credential section and click on the ‘Save’ button.

Now the policy has been created. Click on the scan button at the top then click on the ‘New scan’.
Go to ‘User Defined’ option and click on the ‘Malware Scan’.

Here you have to name the scan. Choose a folder to save it and insert the target in the target section and click on the ‘Save’ button.
Here you can see that the scan has been created. Now when you click on the launch button, it will start to run. Launch button looks like this

Here is the result of my scan.
**Threat actor attributes**

**Internal/external**

One considerable superiority of internal threat actors over external threat actors is that they have an approach to the system which is limited as compared to the user but it gives them strength to continue their attack. On the other hand, external threat actor has one extra step to do that is they have to establish access to the system that is under attack.

**Level of sophistication**

The stronger the skill level, the better a threat actor will be supposed to lead and plan the attacks. One prominent thing that is linked to the level of sophistication is that strong skills result in the adoption of minimum methods.
Resources/Funding

A criminal organization has large team and budgets to continue operation for the long time period. Advanced Persistence Threats requires considerable resources to involve in this type of actions, so long-term resources are desired that large organizations or states can manage.

Intent/Motivation

Behind any attack, the motivation or intention can be simple or can be multifold. Like the threat actor just want to carry out a technique work or want to steal something valuable.

Use of open source intelligence

Open source intelligence is also called open source threat intelligence. OPSIT refers to the intelligence data that is gathered from open or public sources. Used primarily in law enforcement, national security, & business intelligence functions.

One of the biggest decision is where one’s resources can be applied to the compound environment of cybersecurity defenses. Threat intelligence refers to the gathering of information from multiple sources in order to allow a system to concentrate well on their defenses against possible threat actors.
Penetration Testing

Penetration testing often-called pen test can have a great deal of overlap with a vulnerability assessment. In fact, a penetration tester often performs a vulnerability assessment to some extent. A penetration test has less to do with uncovering vulnerabilities and is rather more focused on how an attacker is able to breach defenses.

It identifies if one can access the system without authorization. It tries to carry out a vulnerability in the system and thus regulate unauthorized access situation.

The difference is, the pen tester will then take things further and try to exploit a site within the bounds of an agreed-upon test. The vulnerability assessment will often just check to see where the problems likely are but a good penetration test should show not only where they are but also how to actually attack them.

Reconnaissance

The first step that is performed in pen test is reconnaissance. The purpose of it is to have a knowledge of the system and the components of that system that attackers may choose to attack. Reconnaissance is of two types: Active and Passive.

Active reconnaissance

In an active reconnaissance testing, the use of tools can be viewed by the defenders (defenders get alert) means the tools actually collaborate with the system & network. Active reconnaissance provides a lot of effective information.

Passive reconnaissance

In a passive reconnaissance, when tools are used, the information is not provided to the system or network that is under investigation.

Pivot

A method that enables attacker or pen tester to move or flow across a network is called Pivot. The first step in pivoting is obtaining access to a machine and moving tools to that machine and then controlling them remotely. The pen tester then examines the system or network using the IP address of the machine that is accessed remotely.
**Initial exploitation**

The initial exploitation is destined to indicate only the presence of vulnerability and that the vulnerability is exploitable, but it does not indicate whether the target of the pen test is attainable or not.

**Persistence**

Persistence is a key element of attack which is also referred to as Advanced Persistence Threat that places two factors at the lead edge of all the actions, i.e., persistence and invisibility from defenders. Persistence can be accomplished through multiple methods, from agents that beacon back out, to malicious accounts, to vulnerabilities introduced to enable reinfection.

**Escalation of privilege**

Escalation of privilege is transferring from a low-level account to an account that permits activity of root level. An ordinary account is used by the attacker for the exploitation of vulnerability on the processes that are operating at the root and this permit the attackers to assume the privileges of the process that is exploited.

**Types of Penetration Tests**

There are three types of penetration tests:

1. Black box penetration test
2. Grey box penetration test
3. White box penetration test

Let’s discuss these in detail.

**Black box**

This is the type that most people probably visualize when they think of hacking. In a black box penetration test, the tester does not know about the internal system, he/she only is given a single URL and no further information.

**Gray box**

Gray box, is a type of penetration testing in which the pentester has very limited prior knowledge of the system or any information of targets such as IP addresses, Operating system or network information in very limited. Gray boxing is designed to demonstrate an emulated situation as an insider might have this information and to counter an attack as the pentester has basic, limited information regarding target.
**White box**

Refers to the test where an attacker is provided with the whole range of information of the system, in other words, keys to the kingdom. The tester can have any information they want including; the ability to log into any system with any level of access can get the diagram of the infrastructure and can have the source code for review. Everything about the system is wide open for the tester’s review.

**Pen Testing Process**

![Penetration Testing Process](image)

- **Planning**-In this step the penetration test goals and objectives are decided by the client and the tester.
- **Reconnaissance**-The tester obtains complete information of the system from the client. Analyze available information and requests for more if required.
- **Discovery**-A tester discovers; Network (servers and other devices), Host (determine open ports on these devices) and Services (interrogate ports to determine actual services running on them). In this step, tester use tools to scan target assets to find vulnerabilities.
- **Analysis**-It refers to the analysis of information and vulnerabilities identified which possess the actual risks and eliminate the weaknesses in the system or recommend fixing them.
- **Reporting**-In this step a complete report containing the summary of the penetration test that is the detail of all vulnerabilities discovered,
information about cleaning the system and suggestion for future security is generated.

**Difference between Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing**

Both are used to assess weaknesses in a company’s physical and IT system. The most company frequently tests their own security, and at some companies, it is ongoing every minute of every day, and all changes are immediately run through a vulnerability scanner other may just check periodically.

Vulnerability assessment discovers weaknesses and tries to resolve them whereas pen test also responds if anyone can break-in the system and if yes, then what damage can he do.

Penetration test also determines whether an identified vulnerability is authentic. If tester manages to exploit that, it is considered authentic.

Here are some common differences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PENETRATION TEST</th>
<th>VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on depth over breadth approach- when the network security defenses are strong but want to check if they can withstand an attack from the advanced attacker.</td>
<td>Focuses on breadth over depth approach- when the organizations are not security mature and want to know all possible security weak points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of automated and manual techniques.</td>
<td>Usually automated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performed by only high maturity level clients</td>
<td>Does not require high-level expertise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.1. Pen Test and Vulnerability Assessment Difference*

**Why Is Pen Testing and Vulnerability Assessment Necessary?**

The reason that VAPT (Vulnerability assessment and Penetration testing) is needed is because it protects us from harm, secure us from intrusion, keep our confidential data confidential and keep our information away from prying eyes. Every corporate manager or network administrator needs to know their weak points so they can harden them. We all know networks are vulnerable, but we don’t all know where and how that is where a vulnerable assessment comes in.
It is a comprehensive check of physical weaknesses in computers and networks. It identifies potential risks and threats and any exposure and develops strategies for dealing with them.

“Prevention is better than the cure.”

Another reason for VAPT is Hacks prevention. We are very much aware of hacks such as:

- Loss of sensitive data
- Account numbers
- Email addresses
- Personal information

These things happen every day everywhere. This is why we need to look at our network from the outside. See as an attacker would see it. Learn its strength, its weaknesses and then plug the gaps. Your infrastructure may be secure, your servers lock down the firewall on strong policies but what about attached devices printers, scanners, fax machines, default configuration are your enemy. They are adorned to your network vulnerability often neglected this is the thing a vulnerability assessment and penetration testing would highlight in seconds. Any network that has users is not as secure as we would like. Protecting our network is our job.

Therefore to summarize, the reasons to perform VAPT are:

- To protect the network from attack
- Learn its strength and weaknesses
- Safeguard information from theft
- To comply with data security standards
- To add reliability and value to services
Vulnerability Scanning concepts

Passively test security control
A side effect of using an automated vulnerability scanner is security control’s passive testing. In passive testing, the system is the target of a scanner, not the controls. Effective security control resist the scanner in identifying the vulnerabilities.

Identify Vulnerability
Vulnerability scanner goes through a list that is well-defined of known vulnerabilities. It provides as much information as it can, but the scanner does not perform an exploit (it is performed in pentest).

Identify lack of security control
The result of vulnerability scan provides information about making system secure. It may provide information about lack of security like no firewall is running, signatures of anti-virus are outdated, etc.

Identify common misconfiguration
The vulnerability scanner also helps you in identifying common misconfigurations like open shares or guest access into parts of the OS.

Intrusive vs. Non-intrusive
A method of scanning in which information that we see on the network is collected is called Non-Intrusive Scanning. It is like a simple packet capturing process in which the conversation is determined by looking through the packets. This is a type of scanning in which you will try out the vulnerability to see if it works without taking any advantage of the vulnerability.
**Credential vs. Non-credentials**

Credential scanning is something in which the scanner is provided with the credential to get into the system and then find ways to run around the existing security. Another type of scanning is Non-credential scanning in which the scanner doesn’t have any credential that could be used for authentication and try to get into the system.

**False positive**

False positive can also be called as incorrect notice. It is something that is reported falsely as a vulnerability which means the scanner informs you that there is an issue but in reality, there is no issue.
Impact associated with types of vulnerabilities

Race condition

Race condition refers to a coding problem. When multiple functions are performed by multiple users at the same time, and the coding is not done for this condition properly, then it results in an error called race condition. The impact associated with this type of vulnerability is generally the ‘System Failure.’

Vulnerability due to:

End of life system

When the system no longer operates or work as expected, it is called as ‘End of life system.’ There are many reasons behind the end of life system, like lack of vendor support or incompatibility with the other features of systems. The impact of this vulnerability is that the system becomes easy to target for the attacker as the vendor no longer helps it with patches and updates.

Embedded system

Embedded system is that system that uses embedded operating system, and the user doesn’t have any direct access to that operating system, and it is simply accessed through the user interface one of the impacts associated with this embedded system is that if it is not updated or patched, it can bring unrevealed vulnerabilities into the system.

Lack of vendor support

When the devices, components or software are no longer under the vendor’s support, it is known as End of life system. It typically increases the risk factor and makes the system more vulnerable.

Improper input handling

The main cause of injection attack, memory overflow, or structure error is Improper Input Handling. While handling input, trust nobody and handle all the input properly because allowing inputs that are invalid, can be devastating. Impact of improper input handling is the increase of attacker’s privilege level.

Improper error handling

The improper error handling of errors can drive to a variety of disclosures like SQL errors can reveal data elements or structures. The impact of it is that the
attackers can utilize the information that is collected from the errors to facilitate their attack.

**Weak configuration**

Weak configuration is the type of vulnerability that resists the system from achieving all the required security objectives. The type of vulnerability opens the gate for attackers and advance their privilege level.
Default configuration

Default configuration needs to be secured from the start because no security against default configuration can make the system vulnerable. Just like weak configuration, this type of vulnerability also opens the gate for attackers and advance their privilege level.

Resource exhaustion

When the system does not have all the necessary resources required for the function to work, is called Resource exhaustion. The impact related to this type of vulnerability is a system failure.

Untrained users

Untrained users are those who do not have any training related to the capability of the system, and they do not know how to properly operate a system. The impact of this vulnerability is the addition of risk to a system.

Improperly configured accounts

The improperly configured account can cause improper allowance and access. An account that is not configured correctly makes it easy for the attacker to access the account and steals valuable information.

Vulnerable business processes

If the organization does not have necessary check and balance for handling business processes, then this could benefit the attackers and can result in failure of a business process. Like if the invoice of payment is processed by the organization without any verification, then it is clearly a failure of a business process.
Weak cipher suites and implementations

Weak cipher suites are those that were once regarded as secure, but they are no longer considered secure. The impact of this type of vulnerability is the lack of security (the security that was granted no longer exists).

Buffer vulnerability

Buffer vulnerability that is also referred as a memory vulnerability is of following types: Memory Leak, Memory Overflow, Pointer Dereference, and DLL Injection.

Memory leak When memory is assigned during program execution and is never unassigned after being used. Eventually uses all memory that is available and as a result, crashes the system or application.

Overflow Also known as a buffer overrun. Reasons behind buffer overflows are:
- An excess amount of data in the buffer.
- Coding errors

The impact associated with buffer overflow is that it creates an entry point for the threat actors and also cause the system to crash or abort the program.

DLL injection DLL (Dynamic Link Library) injection is the adding of the library to a program containing the specific vulnerability. DLL injection also creates an entry point for the threat actors.

Pointer dereference Pointer dereference refers to the programming technique in which the programmer dereference a memory portion, and there is nothing to dereference at the memory address. Pointer dereference is the type of vulnerability that can cause a denial of service and system to crash.

System Sprawl/Undocumented Assets

System sprawl takes place when the system is improved constantly by adding functionality but not periodically updated and these added elements become undocumented assets. Impact of these type of vulnerabilities is that they become unknown vulnerabilities.

Design weaknesses

Any weakness in architecture or design, adds vulnerability and increase the risk factor. And it makes it easy for the threat actor to approach the sensitive data.
New threat/zero-day

The zero-day attack is the type of vulnerability that is unknown (that is not yet addressed). And as this vulnerability is unknown therefore its effect on risk is also unknown, however, the compensating control usage can mitigate the risk.

Improper certificate and key management

The cryptographic keys are transferred and managed through the certificates. Therefore, the improper management of certificate can cause cryptographic failure and key issues, and the improper management of key can cause failure to secure the data.

Practice Question

1. A harmful program which disrupts operation, gathers sensitive information, or gains unauthorized access to computer systems are commonly referred to as?

2. A self-replicating computer program containing malicious segment is called:

3. Which of the terms listed below refers to an example of a crypto-malware?
   A. Virus  B. Ransomware  C. Worm  D. Adware

4. Malware that restricts the access by encrypting files or locking the entire computer system down until the user performs requested action is known as?

5. A standalone malicious computer program that typically propagates itself over a computer network to adversely affect system resources and network bandwidth is called?

6. A type of software that performs unwanted and harmful actions in disguise of a legitimate and useful program is known as a Trojan horse. This type of malware may act like a legitimate program and have all the expected functionalities, but apart from that it will also contain a portion of malicious code that the user is unaware of? (True/False)

7. A collection of software tools used by a hacker to mask intrusion and obtain administrator-level access to a computer or computer network is known as?
8. Which of the following answers lists an example of spyware?
   - Keylogger
   - Vulnerability Scanner
   - Worm
9. What is adware?
10. Malicious software collecting information about users without their knowledge/consent is known as?
11. A malware-infected networked host under remote control of a hacker is commonly referred to as?
12. Which of the terms listed below applies to a collection of intermediary compromised systems that are used as a platform for a DDoS attack?
Chapter 02: Technologies and Tools

An Overview of Security Components

Firewall

Firewall is used to control traffic flow, i.e., usually controlling malicious incoming traffic from outside the network, or we can say inappropriate or undesired traffic and content. Firewall lets you filter all unwanted traffic, in order to protect your system from threats.

Firewalls are usually classified into two types:

1. *Host-based Firewalls*
   Host-based firewalls are usually software-based firewalls installed on the endpoint host to protect it. It is installed on each server to filter incoming and outgoing network traffic.

2. *Network-based Firewalls*
   A Network-based firewall is a network security device that monitors and filters the incoming and outgoing traffic, either allow or block the filtered traffic based on a defined set of security rules.

There are various types of the firewall by their functions and features:

- Stateless Firewall
- State-full Firewall
- Application-Aware Security Device

*Stateless Firewall*

Stateless firewall is like packet filter. It does not keep track of the session currently active. It looks at the traffic going by then compare it to a list of access control and then either allow or disallow traffic to flow.
Figure 2.1. Stateless Firewall

Figure 2.2. Stateless firewall-traffic blocking

State-full Firewall
State-full is a bit intelligent firewall. It keeps track of the flow of traffic and remembers the ‘state’ of the session. It only allows the valid traffic to flow.

![Stateful Firewall Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3. Stateful Firewall**

### Difference between Stateless and Stateful firewall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stateless Firewall</th>
<th>Stateful Firewall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No session</td>
<td>Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No login</td>
<td>Login</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No basket</td>
<td>Basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Content</td>
<td>Dynamic Content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.1. Difference between Stateless and Stateful Firewall*

### Application-Aware Security Device

As the name implies it filters the traffic based on the application, which is a modern firewall technique. It is also named as Application Layer Gateway, State-full Multilayer Inspection, and Deep Packet Inspection.

### Firewall Rules

**Access Control List (ACL)**

A series of rules through which the firewall determines whether to allow or disallow the traffic flow. It can also be said the group of variables (tuples) or
security policies.

**Logical Path**
Matches the traffic with the policies in the checklist from top to bottom in series. Alternatively, in short, examined the rules in the list.

**Specific or General**
Firewall rule can be very specific or can be very general.

**Implicit Deny**
Once every rule in the list is examined, and the firewall has gone through the entire list, but if any of the rules does not match the traffic it is dropped by the firewall, this is known as implicit deny.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risks</th>
<th>Protection by firewall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access by untrusted entities</td>
<td>Firewalls try to categorize the network into different portions. One portion is considered as a trusted portion of internal LAN. Public internet and interfaces connected to are considered as an untrusted portion. Similarly, servers accessed by untrusted entities are placed in a special segment known as a demilitarized zone (DMZ). By allowing only specific access to these servers, like port 90 of the web server, firewall hide the functionality of network device which makes it difficult for an attacker to understand the physical topology of the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Packet Inspection and protocols exploitation</td>
<td>One of the interesting features of the dedicated firewall is their ability to inspect the traffic more than just IP and port level. By using digital certificates, Next Generation Firewalls available today can inspect traffic up to layer 7. A firewall can also limit the number of established as well as half-open TCP/UDP connections to mitigate DDoS attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Control</td>
<td>By implementing local AAA or by using ACS/ISE servers, the firewall can permit traffic based on AAA policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antivirus and protection from infected</td>
<td>By integrating IPS/IDP modules with firewall, malicious data can be detected and filtered at the edge of the network to protect the end-users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2. Firewall protection against risks
LAB 2-1: Configuring Zone-based Policy Firewall

Case Study:
Consider a scenario in which a small private network is connected with Internet. Requirement for the private network is to configure Zone-based policy which only permits the traffic requested from inside interfaces & return traffic of these requests. Any incoming traffic originated from outside zone will be denied.

Topology Diagram:

### Configuring Edge Router:
Edge_Router(config)# interface FastEthernet0/0
Edge_Router(config-if)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.252
Edge_Router(config-if)# no shutdown
Edge_Router(config-if)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# interface FastEthernet0/1
Edge_Router(config-if)# ip address 10.0.0.2 255.255.255.252
Edge_Router(config-if)# no shutdown
Edge_Router(config-if)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.2
Edge_Router(config)# ip route 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.0.0.1

Edge_Router(config)# zone security IN-ZONE
Edge_Router(config-sec-zone)# exit
Edge_Router(config)# zone security OUT-ZONE
Edge_Router(config-sec-zone)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# access-list 101 permit ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 any
Edge_Router(config)# class-map type inspect match-all IN-NET-CLASS-MAP
Edge_Router(config-cmap)# match access-group 101
Edge_Router(config-cmap)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# policy-map type inspect IN-2-OUT-PMAP
Edge_Router(config-pmap)# class type inspect IN-NET-CLASS-MAP
Edge_Router(config-pmap-c)# inspect
%No specific protocol configured in class IN-NET-CLASS-MAP for inspection. All protocols will be inspected
Edge_Router(config-pmap-c)# exit
Edge_Router(config-pmap)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# zone-pair security IN-2-OUT-ZPAIR source IN-ZONE destination OUT-ZONE
Edge_Router(config-sec-zone-pair)# service-policy type inspect IN-2-OUT-PMAP
Edge_Router(config-sec-zone-pair)# exit

Edge_Router(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1
Edge_Router(config-if)# zone-member security IN-ZONE
Edge_Router(config-if)# ex

Edge_Router(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0
Edge_Router(config-if)# zone-member security OUT-ZONE
Edge_Router(config-if)# ex

**Configuring Internal Router:**

Router(config)# hostname Internal_Router

Internal_Router(config)# interface FastEthernet0/0
Internal_Router(config-if)# ip address 10.0.0.1 255.255.255.252
**Configuring Internal User:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal_Router(config)# interface FastEthernet0/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal_Router(config-if)# ip address 192.168.0.254 255.255.255.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal_Router(config)# ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 10.0.0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Configuring External User:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPC&gt; ip 192.168.0.1/24 192.168.0.254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPC&gt; Save</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Simulated Internet Configuration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config)# interface FastEthernet0/0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# ip address 2.2.2.2 255.255.255.252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# no shutdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# exit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config)# interface FastEthernet0/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# ip address 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# no shutdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config-if)# exit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP(config)# ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Verification:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge_Router# show policy-map type inspect zone-pair IN-2-OUT-ZPAIR sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VPC# Ping 2.2.2.1
//pinging External User (2.2.2.1) from Internal User (192.168.0.1)

As configured, Policy is passing the traffic generating from inside zone towards outside zone.

VPC# Ping 192.168.0.1
//pinging Internal User (192.168.0.1) from External User (2.2.2.1).
As configured, Policy is blocking the traffic from outside zone destined towards outside zone.

**VPN Concentrator**

One of the challenges with the communication through internet is that we do not know who might be in the middle of the communication path and able to see the traffic that is going on.

For this, we need *Encryption method*. VPN (Virtual Private Network) is used to encrypt data traversing a public network and make traffic useless for the attacker.

VPN Concentrator: The encryption is done through VPN Concentrator. It is sometimes integrated into a firewall and designed specifically for encryption and decryption of data or traffic.

*Remote Access VPN*
2.4. Remote Access VPN

**Common VPN**
- SSL VPN
- Site to Site VPN
- IP Sec
LAB 2-1: IPSEC Site-to-Site VPN configuration

Case Study: In this lab, we will learn how to configure IPSEC site-to-Site VPN on routers. We know that IPSEC is used to transmit data securely over unsecured network. In this lab R1 and R2 is participating in IPSEC peers, therefore, these two routers are required to be configured in order to support IPSEC site to site VPN for the traffic transmitting from their LANs. We have used two routers (R1 and R2), two switches (SW3 and Sw4), and two Virtual PCs (VPC5 and VPC6).

Topology for IPsec site-to-site VPN configuration

Let’s start the lab.

The following are screenshots that will help you understand how to configure and verify the IPsec site to site VPN.

Step 1: Configure all the devices in the topology
Assign IP address with Subnet mask and Gateway to virtual PCs. The IP assigned to VPC5 is 192.168.1.2/24 and the gateway is 192.168.1.1.
The IP address assigned to VPC6 is 192.168.2.2/24 and the gateway 192.168.2.1.

Now assign IP address to all the interfaces of Router 1 and Router 2 as shown in the next page.
Step 2: ISAKMP policy
Configure the parameters which will be used for IKE phase 1 tunnel.

```
R1(config-router)#exit
R1(config)#crypto isakmp policy 10
R1(config-isakmp)#authentication pre-share
R1(config-isakmp)#encryption aes 256
R1(config-isakmp)#group 2
R1(config-isakmp)#lifetime 86400
R1(config-isakmp)#exit
R1(config)#
```

Step 3: Transform Set
Configure the parameters which will be used for IKE phase 2 tunnel

```
R1(config-isakmp)#exit
R1(config)#crypto isakmp key redhat address 10.0.0.2
R1(config)#crypto ipsec transform-set TSET esp-aes esp-sha-hmac
R1(config-crypto-trans)#
```

Step 4: ACL-Access Control List
Now, we create ACL in order to define what traffic will be sent over the Virtual Private Network.
Step 5: Crypto Map

Using the previous parameters configure and define Crypto map.

```
R1(config)#crypto map CMAP 10 ipsec-isakmp
% NOTE: This new crypto map will remain disabled until a peer
   and a valid access list have been configured.
R1(config-crypto-map)#set peer 10.0.0.2
R1(config-crypto-map)#match address 101
R1(config-crypto-map)#set transform-set TSET
R1(config-crypto-map)#exit
R1(config)#
```

Step 6: Crypto map implementation.

Apply the crypto map to an interface.

```
R1(config)#interface e0/0
R1(config-if)#crypto map CMAP
R1(config-if)#
Jun 7 23:11:48.312: %CRYPTO-6-ISAKMP_CN_OFF: ISAKMP is ON
R1(config-if)#
```

Configuring Router 2

Now, repeat the above configuration steps on Router 2

```
*Jun 7 23:05:09.647: %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console
R2>en
R2#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
R2(config)#router rip
R2(config-router)#network 10.0.0.0
R2(config-router)#network 192.168.2.0
R2(config-router)#
```

Step 1. ISAKMP policy
Step 2: Transform Set

R2(config-router)#crypto isakmp policy 10
R2(config-isakmp)#authentication pre-share
R2(config-isakmp)#hash sha
R2(config-isakmp)#encryption aes 256
R2(config-isakmp)#group 2
R2(config-isakmp)#lifetime 86400
R2(config-isakmp)#exit
R2(config)#

Step 3: ACL-Access Control List

R2(config)#$ 101 permit ip 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.255 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255
R2(config)#

Step 4: Crypto Map

R2(config)#crypto map CMAP 10 ipsec-isakmp
% NOTE: This new crypto map will remain disabled until a peer and a valid access list have been configured.
R2(config-crypto-map)#set peer 10.0.0.1
R2(config-crypto-map)#match address 101
R2(config-crypto-map)#set transform-set TSET
R2(config-crypto-map)#exit
R2(config)#

Step 5: Crypto map implementation.

R2(config-crypto-map)#exit
R2(config)#interface e0/0
R2(config-if)#crypto map CMAP
R2(config-if)#

Verification (Test and Verify IPSEC Configuration)
Ping VPC6 and gateway from VPC5 to check and verify the connectivity.

Ping VPC5 and gateway from VPC6.

Now, Ping VPC5 and gateway from VPC6.
Now for verification, use command ‘crypto isakmp policy’ on both routers, it will show you the encryption algorithm we have configured and other details as shown in the screenshot.

Now TEST and VERIFY the IPsec configuration on R1 also.

Use also ‘show crypto isakmp sa’ and ‘show crypto ipsec sa’ command for verification.
interface: Ethernet0/0
Crypto map tag: CMAP, local addr 10.0.0.1
protected vrf: (none)
remote ident (addr/mask/prot/port): |192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0/0|0
remote_ident (addr/mask/prot/port): |192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0/0|0

PERMIT, flags=(origin is acl),
#pkts encaps: 9, #pkts encrypt: 9, #pkts digest: 9
#pkts decaps: 9, #pkts decrypt: 9, #pkts verify: 9
#pkts compressed: 0, #pkts decompressed: 0
#pkts not compressed: 0, #pkts compr. failed: 0
#pkts not decompressed: 0, #pkts decompress failed: 0
#send errors 0, #recv errors 0

local crypto endpt.: 10.0.0.1, remote crypto endpt.: 10.0.0.2
plaintext mtu 1490, path mtu 1500, ip mtu 1500, ip mtu id: Ethernet0/0
current outbound spi: 0x10007f8d(20486160)
FFS (T/N): N, DH group: none

inbound esp sas:
spi: 0x10007f8d(20486160)
transform: esp-aes esp-cha-hmac
in use settings = (Tunnel, ,
conai id: 1, flow_id: 9211, sibling_flags 00000000, crypto map: CMAP
sa timing: remaining key lifetime (K/sec): (4263383/3571)
IV size: 16 bytes
replay detection support: Y
ecn bit support: Y status: off
Status: ACTIVE(ACTIVE)

inbound ah sas:
inbound pcp sas:

current esp sas:
spi: 0x10007f8d(20486160)
transform: esp-aes esp-cha-hmac
in use settings = (Tunnel, ,
conai id: 2, flow_id: 9212, sibling_flags 00000000, crypto map: CMAP
sa timing: remaining key lifetime (K/sec): (4263383/3571)
plaintext mtu 1438, path mtu 1500, ip mtu 1500, ip mtu idb EthernetC/C
current outbound spi: 0x10e077b0(283146160)
PF3 (Y/N): N, DH group: none

inbound esp sas:
  spi: 0x11627153(560099675)
  transform: esp-aes esp-sha-hmac
  in use settings = (Tunnel, )
  conn id: 1, flow id: SV:1, sibling flags 80004040, crypto map: CMAF
  sa timing: remaining key lifetime [h/sec]: (4263363/3571)
  IV size: 16 bytes
  replay detection support: Y
  ecm bit support: Y status: off
  Status: ACTIVE(ACTIVE)

inbound ah sas:

inbound pcp sas:

outbound esp sas:
  spi: 0x10e077b0(283146160)
  transform: esp-aes esp-sha-hmac
  in use settings = (Tunnel, )
  conn id: 2, flow id: SV:2, sibling flags 80004040, crypto map: CMAF
  sa timing: remaining key lifetime [h/sec]: (4263363/3571)
  IV size: 16 bytes
  replay detection support: Y
  ecm bit support: Y status: off
  Status: ACTIVE(ACTIVE)

outbound ah sas:

outbound pcp sas:

R1#show crypto isakmp sa
IPv4 Crypto ISAKMP SA
dst src state conn-id status
10.0.0.2 10.0.0.1 QN_IDLE 1001 ACTIVE

IPv6 Crypto ISAKMP SA

R1#
LAB 2-2: VPN configuration

Case Study: In this lab, we will learn how to configure VPN and how to create VPN tunnel between routers for safe communication. For showing VPN configuration on routers, I have taken 3 Routers. And total 5 networks are used as shown in the topology.

Network 192.168.1.0/24
Network 192.168.2.0/24
Network 1.0.0.0/8
Network 2.0.0.0/8
Network 172.16.1.0/16 (For VPN tunnel)

Topology:

Let’s start the lab.

The first thing to do in this lab is to assign IP address on the PCs and on each interface of the Routers. The following are screenshots that will help you in configuring VPN step by step.

Step 01: Configure all routers
Assign IP address on each interface of router 1.

```
Router>en
Router#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/2.
Router(config)#hostname R1
R1(config)#interface e0/0
R1(config-if)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
R1(config-if)#no shut
R1(config-if)#
*Jun 12 18:37:31.139: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Ethernet0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 12 18:37:32.143: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Ethernet0/0, changed state to up
R1(config-if)#exit
R1(config)#interface e0/1
R1(config-if)#ip address 1.0.0.1 255.0.0.0
R1(config-if)#no shut
R1(config-if)#
*Jun 12 18:38:15.404: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Ethernet0/1, changed state to up
*Jun 12 18:38:16.406: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Ethernet0/1, changed state to up
R1(config-if)#
```

Now assign IP address on router 2

```
Router>en
Router#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/2.
Router(config)#hostname R2
R2(config)#interface e0/0
R2(config-if)#ip address 1.0.0.2 255.0.0.0
R2(config-if)#no shut
R2(config-if)#
*Jun 12 18:43:08.796: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Ethernet0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 12 18:43:09.800: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Ethernet0/0, changed state to up
R2(config-if)#exit
R2(config)#interface e0/1
R2(config-if)#ip address 2.0.0.1 255.0.0.0
R2(config-if)#no shut
R2(config-if)#
*Jun 12 10:43:45.737: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Ethernet0/1, changed state to up
*Jun 12 10:43:47.741: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Ethernet0/1, changed state to up
R2(config-if)#
```

And now configure router 3
Step 02: Default Routing

Now it’s time to do routing. I am here going to configure default routing on R1.

Default routing configuration on R3

Step 03: Check Connectivity

Now check the connectivity by pinging each other. First go to router 1 and ping with R3.
Now go to R3 and test network by pinging R1 interface. You can clearly see both routers pinging each other successfully.

**Step 04: VPN tunnel between R1 and R3**

First create VPN tunnel on R1

Create VPN tunnel on R3
Step 05: Test communication

Now test communication between these two routers again by pinging each other.

Step 06: Routing for VPN tunnel

Now do routing for created VPN tunnel on R1 and R3 using command ‘ip route’.
Step 07: Test VPN tunnel configuration.
Go to R1 and test whether VPN tunnel is created or not using command ‘show interface tunnel 10’.
Now go to R3 and do the same.
Step 08: Testing and Verification

Now if you want to check what path VPN tunnel is using just go to any of the PC and then ping another PC located in different and then trace the path using ‘trace’ command. Its result will show the path followed by VPN tunnel created.
by you.

In the picture below, you can see that I have successfully pinged VPC5 from VPC4 and the trace command have shown the path followed.
Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention

Network Intrusion Detection
It is used to monitor traffic at selected points in a network in real time. It examines Application, Transport, or Network level protocol activities. The traffic pattern analysis can be done at the sensor, the management servers or a combination of two.

Functions of NIDS
- The main function of NIDS is to filter out the IP Address of the intruder by configuring the firewall.
- It launches a separate program to handle the event.
- It can terminate the TCP session by forging a TCP FIN packets to force a connection to terminate.
- It Sends entry to a system log file.

Network Intrusion Prevention
It is an “inline” NIDS that can terminate TCP connection and can discard packets.

Functions of NIPS
It can identify malicious packets using the following methods:
- Pattern Matching
- Stateful Matching
- Protocol Anomaly
- Statistical Anomaly
- Traffic Anomaly

It can also provide flow data protection through:
- Monitoring full application flow content
- Reassembling whole packets

Difference between NIDS and NIPS
The major difference between NIDS and NIPS is in their location:

- NIPS would be located ‘inline’ on the firewall itself to allow NIPS to more quickly take action to block the attack.
- NIDS has sensors that monitor traffic entering and leaving firewall, and report back to the central device for analysis.

The placement of sensor within a network differentiates the functionality of IPS over the IDS. When sensor is placed in line with the network, i.e., the common in/out of specific network segment terminates on hardware or logical interface of the sensor and goes out from second hardware or logical interface of the sensor, then every single packet will be analyzed and pass through sensor only if does not contain anything malicious. By dropping the traffic malicious traffic, the trusted network or a segment of it can be protected from known threats and attacks. This is the basic working of Intrusion Prevention System (IPS). However, the inline installation and inspection of traffic may result in a slighter delay. IPS may also become a single point of failure for the whole network. If ‘fail-open’ mode is used, the good and malicious traffic will be allowed in case of any kind of failure within IPS sensor. Similarly, if ‘fail-close’ mode is configured, the whole IP traffic will be dropped in case of sensor’s failure.

![Figure 2.5. In-line deployment of IPS sensor](image)

If a sensor is installed in the position as shown below, a copy of every packet will be sent to the sensor to analyze for any malicious activity.
In other means, the sensor, running in promiscuous mode will perform the detection and generate an alert if required. As the normal flow of traffic is not disturbed, no end-to-end delay will be introduced by implementing IDS. The only downside of this configuration is that IDS will not be able to stop malicious packets from entering the network because IDS is not controlling the overall path of traffic.

This table summarizes and compares various features of IDS and IPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>IPS</th>
<th>IDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positioning</td>
<td>In-line with the network. Every packet goes through it.</td>
<td>Not in-line with the network. Gets the copy of every packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>In-line/Tap</td>
<td>Promiscuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Introduces delay because every packet is analyzed before forwarded to the destination</td>
<td>Does not introduce delay because it is not in-line with the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of failure</td>
<td>Yes. If the sensor is down, it may drop as well as malicious traffic from entering the network, depending on one of the two modes configured on it,</td>
<td>No impact on traffic as IDS is not in-line with the network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
namely fail-open or fail-close

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability to mitigate an attack?</th>
<th>Yes. By dropping the malicious traffic, attacks can be readily reduced on the network. If deployed in TAP mode, then it will get a copy of each packet but cannot mitigate the attack</th>
<th>IDS cannot directly stop an attack. However, it can assist some in-line device like IPS to drop certain traffic to stop an attack.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can do packet manipulation?</td>
<td>Yes. Can modify the IP traffic according to a defined set of rules.</td>
<td>No. As IDS receive mirrored traffic, so it can only perform the inspection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3. IDS/IPS Comparison
Router and Switch Security

Router

The router is specifically designed to route traffic and not as a security device, but some of the router’s capabilities provide security functions. There are different hardening techniques that are applicable to the router such as following:

- Disable unused router interfaces
- Disable unused services such as CDP, FTP, etc.
- Disable management protocols that you are not using such as SNMP etc.
- Disable features that are techniques for re-directing your traffic such as ICMP Redirects & IP Source routing
- Disable features that are techniques for probes and scans in reconnaissance attacks like Finger, ICMP unreachables, ICMP mask reply
- Ensure security of terminal connections such as IP identification service & TCP keepalives
- Disable gratuitous ARP and proxy ARP
- Disable IP-directed broadcasts
- Enable SSH for Access to the Router
- Enable Unicast RPF on Outside Interfaces
- Set Users
- Enable Logging
- Set Enable Secret Password
- Disable IP Source Route
- Enable Password Encryption Service
- Use Secure Protocols

Switches

Switches are OSI layer 2 devices that have more than one ports and high bandwidth. Its function is to bridge traffic in hardware. NAC (Network Access Control) is used to control the security of switches. Following are some basic hardening techniques for switches.

- Change default passwords
- Enable Logging
- Using Secure Protocols
Proxies
Proxy server resides between the user and the external network. Used to filter and protect from internet communication. It is useful for URL filtering, Access control, Catching information, Scanning content, etc.

There are two modes of operation for proxies that is:
- Explicit Proxy
- Transparent Proxy

Explicit Proxy The user needs to configure his operating system to use the proxy explicitly to communicate over the network or internet.

Transparent Proxy No configuration is required to do on the operating system, as the users do not have any idea that the proxy is in the middle of the network.

Network-Based Proxies
Application Proxy One of the most common network-based proxy is Network Address Translator (NAT). Application proxies are used most commonly which understands the way the application works. Some proxy knows only one application. Advanced or modern proxies are multipurpose proxies that can use multiple kinds of application.
**Forward Proxy**
The proxies that are inside of the network that helps the user protect and control themselves from accessing the internet are known as “Forward Proxies.”

**Reverse Proxy**
The proxy that is on the outside of the network and controls the traffic flow that is coming inside the network.

**Open Proxy**
A proxy that is set up and configured by the third party and can be a significant security concern. This uncontrolled proxy is used to circumvent existing security controls.

**Load Balancer**
It takes the load and distributes it among various resources without the user information that it is occurring. The load balancer is able to provide fault tolerance and have very fast convergence.

A load balancer is something that takes the load of traffic and distributes it among multiple resources or servers. This process of distributing load is invisible to the user. A benefit of the load balancer is that it provides fault tolerance.

**Scheduling**
It is the scheduling algorithm on the basis of which the load balancer decides how to distribute the traffic load among various internal servers. There are many different scheduling algorithms, some of them are discussed below.

**Affinity**
The affinity is the characteristic of a load balancer, which means that for a particular application or user, the load balancer will use the same server.

**Round robin**
Round robin is the kind of schedule in which every new request is sent over to the next server in a cycle or rotation, and all these requests are forwarded in equal amount despite server load. The modified round-robin scheme involves a weight factor that considers servers load and other principles when forwarding
the request to the next server in turn.

**Active-Passive**

In active-passive load balancing scheme, there are two load balancer, one for doing active balancing and another load balancer passively observe the system and used when the primary load balancer fails.

**Active-Active**

In the active-active type of load balancing scheme, both the load balancer are active means both the load balancer are sharing the duty of load balancing.

**Virtual IPs**

It is not necessary that the IP address of the target or destination server correspond to the IP address linked with the router delivering the traffic. Therefore, this situation is handled by the load balancer using the Virtual IPs and make them reflect back as the same IP address.

**Access Points**

**SSID**

SSID is an acronym for Service Set Identifier that refers to the name associated with the wireless network. The SSID of a wireless network can be determined by performing packet captures, therefore disabling it does not mean it becomes secure.

**MAC filtering**

MAC (Media Access Control) filtering is used to limit access to some certain devices on the network. Typically, it is used for keeping neighbors out or to ensure that only the people of a company can connect to the network. The disadvantage of MAC filtering is that it is easy to circumvent.

**Signal strength**

Some WAP permits the user to set the level of power to be used by the network. This allows the user to limit the signal strength to the inside of a building and stops the signal from being listened outside the building.

**Band selection**

A number of frequencies are there that you can configure on WAPs. Configuring frequencies on the network also depends on the standard type being used for the wireless network. Some access point support 2.4 GHz spectrum and some support 5 GHz spectrum.
**Antenna types**

Multiple types of antennas are available that can be connected to the WAP. Most common type of antenna that usually came with most WAP is ‘Omnidirectional antenna’ that distribute signals equally on all sides. Another type of antenna is ‘Directional antenna’ that is best to be used for long distance. ‘Yagi antenna’ is the type of directional antenna that provides high gain. ‘Parabolic antenna is also a directional antenna type that focuses the signal to a single point.

**Fat vs. Thin**

Wireless access points that are configured as thick access point handles most wireless tasks and contains all the intelligence for managing the inside and outside communication. Wireless access points that are configured as a thin access point are not as intelligent as compared to the thick access point. Instead, the intelligence is in the switch.

**Controlled based vs. stand alone**

The fat access point is standalone access point whereas thin access point is controlled based access point. The standalone access point has significant skills in terms of encryption, authentication and channel and degree management. Controlled based access point support centralized management that has multiple benefits like better management of channels, better load balancing, and easy patch deployment.

**Wireless Access Points (WAP)**

Wireless Access point is a device that allows us to connect to the internet over the air interface. Hotspot is commonly confused with the term wireless access point. Wireless access point covers an area with Wi-Fi signal whereas the area in which one can connect to the internet over the air interface is called a hotspot.

**How to set up a wireless access point**

The setup procedure should emphasize security above everything. And the essential solution to the wireless access point is encryption.

**SIEM (Security Information and Event Management)**

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is an industry standard term used to monitor and manage networks. SEIM is a combination of two related technologies Security Event Management (SEM) and Security
Information Management (SIM).

SEM deals with the real-time monitoring and notifying the security events such as authentication failures and intrusion events generated by the security systems while SIM is responsible for collecting and managing security-related log data from firewalls, antivirus software, network routers, DNS servers, databases and another origin. Therefore, SIEM is referred to as the System Information and Event Management strengthen the effect on the whole system, particularly on security.

Some popular SIEM options include:
- ArcSight Express
- McAfee ESM (Enterprise Security Manager)
- IBM Security QRadar
- Splunk Enterprise software or virtual machines
- LogRhythm's appliance, software, and virtual machines
Some common features offered by SIEM are:

- **Logging Device**
  SIEM is a centralized logging device.

- **Common Database**
  Get data from all the devices and bring it to a single database.

- **Security Alerts**
  It can also provide security alerts as the user is getting real-time information.

- **Storage**
  The storage of SIEM is long term.

- **Data Correlation**
  SIEM also includes additional feature of data correlation.

**How SIEM works**

SIEM provides reports on security-related events and incidents like failed and successful logins, malicious activities, etc. It sends alerts if analysis shows that activity runs against predetermined rulesets and thus indicates a potential security issue.

**Challenges**

One of the challenges during log collection against all the devices that are connected to a network like switches, workstations, routers, servers, workstations, etc. is *Time Synchronization*.

Every device has its own clock, and if the user wants to synchronize all the devices to a single clock, then a standard protocol is required that is NTP (Network Time Protocol). This allows all the devices to automatically synchronize these clocks to one single clock. It is a flexible method and also accurate.

**Log Transfer**

A standard method to transfer logs between devices or we can say a method or way to gather log data from the devices. There is a central receiver, which is often integrated into a SIEM.
An organization that is focused on the security of logs and needs storage method that cannot be changed uses WORM devices technology that in short protect important security logs. Example: DVD-R

**DLP**

DLP is an acronym for Data Loss Prevention. It basically stops the data before the threat actor gets it. The endpoint DLP tool on the computer observes the data and prevent its unauthorized access. DLP appliance on the network connection looks constantly all the confidential information like credit card number that should not be in the form of clear text. The DLP system that is on the server watches the data and prevent it from getting into the hands of threat actor.

**USB blocking**

DLP on the workstation can be implemented through preventing data transfer on the workstation and also resist certain tasks to occur on the workstation. In November 2008, the US DoD (Department of Defense) received a worm on the USB device. And as a result, the DoD bans removable flash media in order to prevent it from happening again, and the DLP agent was the in charge of handling USB blocking.

**Cloud-based**

Cloud-based DLP is used by many organizations, which is between the users and the internet and every bit goes through the DLP tool means it watches every bit of network traffic. Everything takes place in the cloud, and no hardware or software is required for this purpose.

**Email**

A major risk factor is the email system. Therefore, DLP appliance is used by many organization that monitor, track and filter all the inbound and outbound emails.

**NAC**

NAC is an acronym for Network Access Control. With NAC, the traffic from inside or outside the network is controlled. Access control is based on different rules like the type of user, their location, application, etc. One of the advantages of access control is that it can be enabled or disabled easily.

**Dissolvable/permanent**

Dissolvable agents are those agents that are deployed upon demand and removed
later after use. On the other hand, permanent agents are those that are pre-deployed to the endpoints, and they function as the gateway to the functionality of NAC.

**Host health check**

A major advantage of NAC solution is the capability of carrying out the definite level of checks (Host health Checks) on the client before they enter a network. Common host health checks involve the verification of the presence of antivirus and the verification of patched application and operating system.

**Agent vs. agentless**

In agent-based network access control, the code is kept on the system of host for activation, and it runs at the connection time. Agentless network access control is integrated with Windows Active Directory. In agentless access control, checks are performed during login & log out, and it can’t be scheduled.

**Mail Gateways**

**Unsolicited email:**

Unsolicited email or spam email are stopped at the email gateway before it reaches the user. Can be On-site or Cloud-based.

**Identification of Spam**

Multiple methods are used by the email gateway to identify spam messages some of them are as follows:

**Whitelist**

This allows email from only trusted users and known locations.

**SMTP Standard Checking**

This blocks everything that does not follow RFC standards.
rDNS
rDNS or Reverse DNS is used to check spam. This allows email only whose senders’ domain matches the IP address and blocks every email where IP address does not match the sender’s domain.

Tarpitting
This slows down the server conversation that the threat actor does not like and give up.
Recipient Filtering This block emails that are not from a valid recipient’s email address.

Bridges
A bridge may also be referred to as network segregation device, and it works at OSI layer 2. It joins two separate network sectors and support communication between them.

SSL/TLS accelerator
When there are hundreds of servers, the SSL accelerator is used to maintain encryption and security of data moving across the network, and it also ensures the efficiency of the application.

SSL decryption
SLL decryption is also a common security technique used between the third-party site and the browser. Its purpose is to decrypt the information in order to check for anything malicious and then again re-encrypt it to forward it on its path.

Media gateway
The use of media gateway has also become common in organizations. Media gateway connects from PSTN and converts that to VOIP in order to be used internally with VOIP telephones.

Hardware security module
A hardware security module implementation is necessary for managing a large group of servers and certificates. It is a high-end hardware piece that performs cryptographic functions. A place where the keys can also be backed up and
secured.
**Security Software**

Security tools are of two different types that are Passive Security tools and active Security tools.

**Protocol Analyzer**

- To capture packets.
- To solve complex application issues.
- Allow the user to view traffic pattern.

**Network Scanner**

- To determine what services are being used or running on remote devices. Like FTP services, Web services, etc.
- To determine what operating system might be running.
- Can visually graph all the identified devices.
- Detect rogue system.
- *Example*: N-map, Zen-map, and angry IP scanner.

**Password cracker**

In most of the application and operating system, the passwords are stored as hashes because it is a ‘one-way function.’ Some old OS or applications that are poorly developed stores the hashes in a straightforward way that makes it easy for the attackers to brute force weak hashes and gain access to the password. Password cracker is therefore used to find weak passwords.

**Vulnerability scanner**

Staying up to date with recent security patches is essential before the threat actor takes any advantage of vulnerabilities in a system. Vulnerability scanner helps you in finding vulnerabilities in a system. There are many vulnerability scanners available like Nikto, Tenable Nessus, etc.

**Configuration compliance scanner**

To see if the system meets the minimum security configuration requirement, there is scanner available called configuration compliance scanner. It gives you a detailed report about all of the system’s configurations.

**Exploitation framework**

For gaining access to the system, the threat actor uses every possible tool. The
threat actor looks for vulnerabilities in the browser, OS, applications, etc. and take advantage of it by writing an exploit. For this purpose, the threat actors use ‘exploitation framework’ instead of writing exploits every time from scratch. Example of some common frameworks includes BeEF and RouterSploit.

**Data sanitization tools**

The data on the old hard drive that you want to prevent someone’s approach needs to be sanitized. In the process of sanitization, the data is simply overwritten. Overwriting the data once makes it unavailable forever but overwriting it multiple time can make the data unrecoverable.

**Steganography tools**

Using steganography, the data can be stored in plain sight but still hidden.

**Honeypot**

A honeypot is a system that is set for the threat actors for the purpose of attracting and trapping them. A honeypot is usually a virtual organization structure that looks exactly like a real organization.

**Backup utilities**

Backing up utilities helps you at unexpected downtown like a failure of the system, the system gets infected and also at the time of data loss. At these critical time, the backed up utilities become lifesavers.
Banner grabbing

A technique used for the collection of information from services that advertise information using banner is called Banner grabbing. It can be used for the identification of service by version, type, etc.

Passive vs. active

The interaction of active tools with a system can be detected like network scanning through Nmap (an active tools). Whereas the interaction of passive tools with a system cannot be detected. Example of the passive tool is Tripwire (identify a modification to a file on the basis of hash value).

Wireless Scanner and Cracker

A unique security tool. These tools can do following:

- Wireless Monitoring
- Wireless attack
- Cracking

Command Line Security Tools

Ping:

- Command to test if another device is available on the network.
- Used to calculate round trip time between the user device and another device on the internet.
- It uses ICMP (Internet Control messaging protocol).
- Ping is also sometimes used for troubleshooting or security.

Netstat:

- It is abbreviated as Network Statistics.
- netstat –a: Shows all active connections.
- netstat –b: Show binaries.
- netstat –n: Don’t resolve names.

Traceroute:

- Determine the route to a destination a packet takes.
- Uses function of ICMP to traceroute.
- In Windows, the command used to traceroute is “tracert” whereas in
Linux the command used is “traceroute.”

**Nslookup:**
- Lookup information from DNS servers like IP addresses, Cache times, canonical names, etc.

**Dig:**
- It stands for Domain Information Grouper.
- More advanced domain information.

**Address Resolution Protocol (ARP):**
- Determine MAC address based on IP address.
- `arp –a`: View local ARP table.

ARP is a stateless protocol that is used within a broadcast domain to ensure the communication by resolving the IP address to MAC address mapping. It is in charge of L3 to L2 address mappings. ARP protocol ensures the binding of IP addresses and MAC addresses. By broadcasting the ARP request with IP address, the switch can learn the associated MAC address information from the reply of the specific host. In the event that there is no map, or the map is unknown, the source will send a broadcast to all nodes. Just the node with a coordinating MAC address for that IP will answer to the demand with the packet that involves the MAC address mapping. The switch will learn the MAC address and its connected port information into its fixed length CAM table.

As shown in the figure, the source generates the ARP query by broadcasting the
ARP packet. A node having the MAC address, the query is destined for, will reply only to the packet. The frame is flooded out all ports (other than the port on which the frame was received) if CAM table entries are full. This also happens when the destination MAC address in the frame is the broadcast address. MAC flooding technique is used to turn a switch into a hub in which switch starts broadcasting each and every packet. In this scenario, each user can catch the packet even those packet which is not intended for.

**Ipconfig:**
Determine TCP/IP and network adapter information and some additional IP details. In Windows, the command used is “ipconfig” whereas in Linux and Mac the command used is “ifconfig.”

**Tcpdump:**
Capture packets from the command line.

**Nmap:**
Nmap in a nutshell, offers Host discovery, Port discovery, Service discovery. Operating system version information. Hardware (MAC) address information, Service version detection, Vulnerability & exploit detection using Nmap scripts (NSE).

Using Windows or Linux command prompt, enter the following command: -

```
nmap –sP –v <target IP address>
```

Upon successful response from the targeted host, If the command successfully finds a live host, it returns a message indicating that the IP address of the targeted host is up, along with the media access control (MAC) address and the network card vendor.

Apart from ICMP Echo Request packets and using ping sweep, nmap also offers a quick scan. Enter the following command for quick scan: -

```
nmap –sP –PE –PA<port numbers> <starting IP/ending IP>
```

For example: `nmap –sP –PE –PA 21,23,80,3389 <192.168.0.1-50>`
Figure 2.8. Nmap
**Netcat:**

- Used to read or write information to or from the network (open a port and send or receive some traffic).
- Multiple functions:
  - Listen on a port number.
  - Scan ports and send data to the port.
  - Transfer data.
Common Security Issues

Unencrypted Credentials

All data must be encrypted in order to have the best security when the internet is accessed with unencrypted credentials, it is not authenticated over the internet world, and clear texts and passwords can easily be violated in this way. Some applications and protocols send information in clear text form which we need to protect the network.

Logs and Events Anomalies

The attacker can also gather as much information as possible about what’s happening on the network and unfortunately, many different resources are there to provide such anomalies your precious data like firewalls, intrusion detection system, switches, routers, IPS, servers, etc. Every network should use information and event management systems, so it can perform some analysis and logs of the activities happening inside the network.

Permission Issues

Another most common mistake over the internet is observed to be the permission issue; it happens when a file is shared over the internet, and it’s not protected with the righteous permissions so anyone can access that file and use it in a way it’s not supported. So permission and permission logs should be audit actively for such behavior in order to keep the network secure.

Access Violations

An access violation is when an application or an applicant tries to access the part of memory or information it’s not allowed to. Operating systems also provide checks and logs about restricted data so that no one can access the network more than its allowed to. Otherwise, some major steps are taken like denial of service and blocking the applicant in order to prevent the network.

Certificate Issues

Another most important credential in the security world is Trust. Some sort of certificates should be signed by someone whom you and your computer trust so that no violation can be performed as an inside job. And these certificates should also be taken care of the time duration like performance check, so that validity of the certificate is authenticated.
Data Exfiltration

It’s the process when data from a network is taken in an unauthorized way and use it against the law. It’s something of a security threat when someone can easily copy or retrieve data from inside of the network and take it outside as their own.

Misconfigured Devices

A threat is associated with configurations while the devices on the network are configured. It happens when installation is set to default while configuring the device and no proper secure access is allotted to the device. It’s always good to set up active usernames and passwords for devices. Outdated software can also be a reason for such threat.

Firewall

Some devices are also likely to provide vulnerability to the network. Firewalls can be questionable when it comes to having monitored the complete traffic for a very large network. It becomes difficult to perform rules and regulations to allow or block traffic for accessing the networks.

Content Filter:

Content across the network needs to be protected. Everything that is used to access the network is vulnerable like the URLs provided and some protocols. These things may become vulnerable to the network.

Access Points:

Access points are used to access the network, so it’s obvious for the network to authenticate the access points with proper encrypted credentials so that no configurations can be violated easily.

Weak Security Configurations

The security configuration gets weaker by the time, For example, the security mechanism your network is using today may not be used in the next 20 years, so the upgrades are appreciated. Weak security configurations are found vulnerable as for example, a security key of small key size was secure 40 years ago, but it’s not now. The chances of threat and vulnerability with weak configurations increase with wireless networks.

Personnel Issues
Personnel issue is related to people or human being that are most likely to make mistakes. They can be of two types, intentionally or by mistake, but both are harmful to the network.

**Policy violation**
Proper policies or security documentation should be taken care of in order to survive in the network world.

**Insider Threat**
It’s guaranteed that someone inside the network can destroy the network more easily than anyone outside the network. The security related to rights and access permission must be granted correctly in order to secure the network.

**Social Engineering**
Social Engineering can destroy the network like a joke. Even if you are doing your job by making your network socially active, it’s so much easier for anyone to steal and copy your data if they have enough information about your network.

**Social media**
Social media is indeed a blessing, but when it comes to security, it easily applies some question to the system. Valuable information must be kept secure from the real world as much as possible. Every company should have some secure boundaries for the marketing strategies they follow.

**Personal Email**
Personal emails are more of a security threat nowadays as the organization that provides the access emails to the employees are giving them access to the resources of the company. The resources can also be used against the company itself, or anyone can attach information that is vulnerable to the company and can share it to anywhere he wants.

**Unauthorized software:**
Unauthorized softwares are most likely to put your network in danger. That’s the reason almost every organization blocks individual access to download any software on the internet. It’s because the software downloaded can also be a threat to the network as it has not been authorized by the organization and its not even checked yet if it’s feasible for the organization's environment or not. Licensed software is appreciated for the security of the network. Software updates and upgrades should also be kept active.
Baseline Deviation:

While the installation and configuration of the network are going on. Evidence and proper documentation must be maintained in order to verify the security of the network. Technical evidence has much worth in dealing with the network. Proper alerts and activity logs must be configured for the access, and there must be more verification for the applications that gives remote access to the network.

License Compliance Violation

The license is always required for the authorized access to the network, every system has a unique format for that license, Varies by categories like software and hardware. The documentation of license agreement should also be properly maintained.

Availability: Availability of data is authorized according to the license. When the license is renewed or valid, all data is available but when the expiry date arrives some sort of data access can be denied.

Integrity: A bad license can also be vulnerable to the network. The accuracy of the license agreement should be properly maintained.

Asset Management

Data is asset and asset needs management. When it comes to network, it needs to be managed properly for the sake of security. There must be a complete tracking data of computing assets. The proper and timely response should be given to the vulnerabilities. Keep a good eye on everything that’s going on in your network.

Authentication Issues

Authentication issues are most likely to happen to the network. For taking care of these factors, the solution is to gather as many facts and figures you can provide to make sure the person trying to access is authorized or not. Fingerprint, access codes, and other ways are the solution to this problem. Authentication failed alerts must also be active on the network.
Analysing Security Output

Host-based IDS/IPS

- IDS and IPS are the softwares that we run on our operating system these days.
- These softwares were separate applications, but now they are integrated into many endpoint products like antiviruses or antimalware.
- It is often called endpoint security agent.
- Protect our system based on signatures.
- Look for specific kind of traffic pattern, and if it sees those patterns, it is able to allow or block traffic.
- It protects based on activity.

Host-based IPS/IDS is normally deployed for the protection of specific host machine, and it works closely with the Operating System Kernel of the host machine. It creates a filtering layer and filters out any malicious application call to the OS.

There are four major types of Host-based IDS/IPS:  

- **File System Monitoring:** In this configuration, IDS/IPS works by closely comparing the versions of files within some directory with the previous versions of same file and checks for any unauthorized tampering and changing within a file. Hashing algorithms are often used to verify the integrity of files and directories which gives an indication of possible changes which are not supposed to be there.

- **Log Files Analysis:** In this configuration, IDS/IPS works by analyzing the log files of the host machine and generates warning for system administrators who are responsible for machine security. Several tools and applications are available which works by analyzing the patterns of behavior and further correlate it with actual events.

- **Connection Analysis:** IDS/IPS works by monitoring the overall network connections being made with the secure machine and tries to figure out which of them are legitimate and how many of them are unauthorized. Examples of techniques used are open ports scanning, half open and rogue TCP connections and so forth.

- **Kernel Level Detection:** In this configuration, the kernel of OS itself
detects the changing within the system binaries, and an anomaly in system calls to detect the intrusion attempts on that machine.

**Anti-Virus:**
- A kind of log that commonly scans in the operating system.
- The software is running on our operating system and looking for viruses to be downloaded or executed in our system.
- It alerts when identifies malicious activities and stops downloading or executing the software and prevent the user to visit known bad URL.

**File Integrity Check:**
- If the malware has modified any file or any part of the operating system, it is identified and repair by this file integrity check.
- In Windows, this software is called SFC.

**Host-based Firewall:**
- It prevents someone from accessing the user’s computer from the outside or prevent the application running on the computer from accessing the exterior network.
- The restriction is based on application and port numbers.
- The firewall includes centralized logs to allow the user to see exactly what traffic is allowed or blocked.

**Advance Malware Tool:**
- Specifically designed to identify malware and remove it.
- When malware infects the system, it gets very deep inside and spread to all parts of the operating system and become difficult to remove.
- The best recovery is to delete everything and restore the operating system from good backup.
Securing Mobile Devices

Mobile Device connection methods

The following are some ways that one can use to connect portable technology:

**Cellular Network**
- Through this, our cell phones are able to communicate over a wide network that is separated into sectors called cells.
- There is an antenna in mobile phones can communicate to the antenna that may be in the local areas.
- There are various security concerns with this, i.e., Traffic monitoring, Location tracking, Wide access to mobile devices.

**Wi-Fi**
- Another common way to connect devices is through Wi-Fi.
- This is 802.11 wireless network.
- We have to make sure that every data that is being sent or received is encrypted.
- If the data is not encrypted, then a man in the middle and denial of service attack risk will increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>802.11a</td>
<td>5 GHz</td>
<td>OFDM</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11b</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>DSSs</td>
<td>11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11g</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>OFDM, DSSS</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11n</td>
<td>2.4, 5 GHz</td>
<td>OFDM</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.16</td>
<td>10 - 66 GHz</td>
<td>OFDM</td>
<td>70-1000 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 – 3 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.4. Wireless network speed comparison*

**Satellite Communication (SATCOM)**
- This is perfect for a place where there is no wireless or cellular network (remote areas).
- There are many technologies that use satellite communication. Some connect to a satellite in lower earth orbit or some to the geostationary satellite.
- As it uses digital communication, therefore both the voice and data
can be sent over it.

- SATCOM has many security concerns to the mobile device like remote code execution, operating system vulnerabilities, etc.
- It is suggested to keep all the soft-wares on the device to be updated.

**Near Field Communication (NFC)**
- It is commonly used when the communication is between the mobile device and a device that is nearby.
- Commonly used in the payment system.
- Also used to help with other wireless technologies like, used to help the pairing process for Bluetooth, also used as identity system where one can identify their selves using the phone.

Some of the security concerns with NFC are as follows:
- It is a wireless network (although short range), but someone with an antenna can capture and listen to the conversation.
- Someone could jam the frequency and attack through denial of service.
- There is also a concern about replay attack.
- If NFC device is lost, it could be a major security issue because the person who stole the device will be able to use that NFC instead of the legitimate user.

**ANT/ANT+**
- A relatively new type of mobile device network communication is ANT/ANT+.
- It is a wireless sensor network protocol.
- It uses 2.4 GHz ISM band.
- Use mostly in IOT (Internet of Things) like Fitness device, heart rate monitors, etc.
- It is not 802.11, not Bluetooth; it is a separate wireless service.
- Specifically designed for low power devices.
- Some of the security concerns are as follows:
  - Denial of service (Spectrum Jamming).
  - Encryption is optional. Therefore, it is possible for someone to gain access or capture the data and see information inside of that data stream.

**IR (Infrared)**
• In modern times, it is used in phones, tablets, smart-watches to be able to control IR devices.
• It could also be used for file transfer.

**USB (Universal Serial Bus)**
• Most common mobile device connection.
• It uses the physical wired connection.
• It is more secure than wireless protocol.

**Mobile Device Management:**
• Centralized management of the mobile devices.
• Set policies on application, data, camera, etc.
• Manage access control like force screen locks, PINs on these single user device.

**Content Management**
• In content management, the security administrator has to make sure that only the legitimate user has access to the data and no authorized user is gaining access to this data.
• Data could be in the cloud or on the on-site server.
• Many mobile devices include DLP (Data Loss Prevention) option, which prevents someone from copying data from inside server and passing it into the information that might be going outside the organization.
• Make sure that the data is encrypted.
• DLP function can be managed by Mobile Device Manager, and policies can be set for every user.

**Application Management**
Application management is a challenge. Not all applications are secure and some are malicious, which a rapidly growing security concern is.

**Whitelist Application Management:** The organization generates a list of application that is added to the whitelist through which the user can only be able to install the application that is in the whitelist, or we can say which is approved. A management challenge is constantly to check and update the whitelist.

**Geolocation**
- On the basis of GPS or signals triangulation or other techniques geo-locate the device.
- In case the mobile device is lost, you can identify where it is which is a handy process.
- However, this can also be used for a bad purpose like someone could know exactly where you are or be able to track where you happen to be based on the location of the mobile device.
- Mobile device allows you to enable or disable this feature.
- It is often managed by Mobile Device Manager.

**Remote Wipe**

- Remote wipe is the security requirement of the security administrator. It removes all the data from the mobile device often managed by Mobile Device Management.
- It secures the data from unauthorized access if the device is lost, so it is important to have a backup of some private data.
- Needs to be configured ahead of time.

![Android Device Manager](Figure 2.9. Remote wiping)

**Screen Lock**

- An important security feature of any mobile device is to have that device lock the information.
- Allows access to the device if the passphrase or password is known.
- The password can either be Numeric or Alphanumeric. This is an option that you can set on the mobile device manager and force that requirement on all of the mobile device.
- You can also decide what to do with the device on which password is entered wrong too many times.
- You get to choose what that lockout policy might be. Like;
• Erase the data on the device.
• Slow down the process to prevent brute force attack.

**Biometrics**
- A very popular way to set security control on the mobile device.
- The user can use face or fingerprint to gain access, but this is not the most secure option.
- It is much more secure to use password or passcode rather than biometric security.
- It is turned on and off through MDM (Mobile Device Management).

**Context-Aware Authentication**
Context-aware authentication is a little beyond two-factor authentication. There, the user can check another type of access to the device that can help to determine if the device is in the hands of the right person. This certainly may not qualify to be the only type of authentication, but it could be another security check.

The decisions are made upon following factors:
- Where the user normally logs in.
- Where the user normally frequent (GPS).
- Another device that may be paired (Bluetooth).

**Containerization**
- Containerization is implemented where it is difficult for the user to maintain both personal and business data.
- Security management is difficult for someone who uses a mobile phone for corporate use at work and after work; it is used as a personal phone.
- Containerization helps to separate organization’s data and application from user’s personal data and application.
- It creates a virtual container for company data that can also help to wipe all the organization's data if someone leaves the organization instead of wiping all the mobile device data, keeping personal data secure.

**Full Device Encryption**
- Full device encryption is a popular method used by people these days.
- No one could gain access to the encrypted data, in case the device is lost.
• It is handled in different ways by different devices and different operating systems. *For example:* In Android, the encryption is configured from strong to strongest level to the mobile device.
• It is therefore suggested and advised to not forget the passcode, keep a backup of all the data and passcode because if the passcode is lost, the user will not be able to gain access to the mobile data.

**Mobile Device Deployment Models:**

**BYOD**

• BYOD stands for Bring Your Own Device or Bring Your Own Technology.
• One of the most common ways for Mobile Device Deployment.
• Employees own the device and bringing their own personal phone into the workplace and using them for corporate use and personal use simultaneously.
• The device needs to meet the requirement of the company.

The challenge with respect to the security is that it is difficult to manage these devices because it contains both corporative and personal information/data.

The basic purpose of implementing mobile device management (MDM) is deployment, maintenance, and monitoring of mobile devices that make up BYOD solution. Devices may include the laptops, smartphones, tablets, notebooks or any other electronic device that can be moved outside the corporate office to home or some public place and then gets connected to corporate office by some means.

Some of the functions provided by MDM are:
• Enforcing a device to be locked after certain login failure attempts.
• Enforcement of strong password policy for all BYOD devices.
• MDM can detect any attempt at hacking BYOD devices and then limit the network access of these affected devices.
• Enforcing confidentiality by using encryption as per organization’s policy.
• Administration and implementation of *Data Loss Prevention (DLP)* for BYOD devices. It helps prevent any kind of data loss due to end user’s carelessness.
COPE

- It stands for Corporate Own, Personally Enabled.
- The device is purchased by the company, and it is used as both the personal and corporate use.
- The organization keeps control of the device usually through a centralized mobile device, and it is managed in a similar way as the company manages laptop and desktop computer.
- Everything stored is under the preview of the company.

Centralized Owned Model

- In the corporate-owned model, the device is purchased and owned by the company and also controlled by the company.
- It is not for personal use at all.
- It is used where security is most important, as they do not want the personal data to be mixed with company’s data or information.

VDI/VMI

- It is the most popular mobile deployment model.
- It stands for Virtual Desktop Infrastructure/Virtual Mobile Infrastructure.
- Applications are separated from the mobile devices that the employees are using.
- Data and applications are running on the remote server, and the employees are simply using their mobile device as a window into that application.
- Data is securely stored in the centralized area and not on the mobile device.
- No data will be lost if the device is lost.
- The application is written once for the VMI platform, and everyone can access through that platform.
- The application is managed centrally and no need to update all device.
Secure Protocols

SRTP

- It stands for Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (Secure RTP).
- It is the secure version of RTP.
- It is the secure version of RTP that is seen with other VOIP, but it adds encryption, using AES to make sure that all the videos and audios are confidential.
- It includes ‘authentication integrity’ and ‘replay protection’ by including HMAC-SHA1 (Hash-based message authentication code using SHA1) as a hashing function.
- With this in place, the user knows that he is receiving the original audio and video and there is nobody sitting in the middle of the path listening to the conversation.

NTP

NTP is Network Time Protocol used in a network to synchronize the clocks across the hosts and network devices. The NTP is an important protocol, as directory services, network devices and host rely on clock settings for login purposes and logging to keep a record of events. NTP helps in correlating events by the time system logs are received by Syslog servers. NTP uses UDP port number 123, and its whole communication is based on coordinated universal time (UTC).

NTP uses a term known as stratum to describe the distance between NTP server and device. It is just like TTL number that decreases every hop a packet passes by. Stratum value, starting from one, increases by every hop. For example, if we see stratum number 10 on local router, it means that NTP server is nine hops away. Securing NTP is also an important aspect as the attacker may change time at first place to mislead the forensic teams who investigate and correlate the events to find the root cause of the attack.
- It is used to synchronize all the devices that are connected to the network.
- It is around since 1985 but do not have any security feature, and it is seen that the threat actor has found a way to use it in denial of service attack.
NTPsec is a new protocol that is created to make NTP more secure. This more secure version of NTP protocol started around June 2015. In NTPsec, the code base of NTP is updated, and all the vulnerabilities are patched.

**S/MIME**

- Secure/Multipurpose Internet mail Extension.
- This protocol allows the user to digitally sign and encrypt the information that is being used.
- It has to be initially configured as the PKI is required or at least a way to manage key so that the user will be able to provide public and private key to be used in S/MIME communication.

**SSL/TLS**

- SSL stands for Secure Socket Layer, and TLS stands for Transport Layer Security.
- TLS is an updated version of SSL.
- SSL uses a combination of Symmetric and Asymmetric encryption to provide confidentiality.

**FTPS**

- It stands for File Transfer Protocol Secure, i.e., FTP over SSL.
- This is not SFTP (SSH FTP), where SSH is used instead of SSL.

**LDAP**

- Protocol for reading and writing directories over an IP network.
- It uses an ITU standard that is X.500 and uses TCP/IP.
- By enabling LDAPS, it can be made more secure.
- Another way is to implement SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer).

**SSH**

- It stands for Secure Shell.
- This is an encrypted terminal communication.

**DHCP**

- It stands for Dynamic Host Control Protocol.
- It does not include any built-in security.
- There is no secure version of DHCP.

**Practice Question**

1. Software-based Firewalls installed usually on the endpoints are known as?

2. When a firewall does not find a match in the list, the traffic is dropped. This is known as?

3. For blocking the suspicious traffic, what is location of NIPS deployment in a network?

4. Type of antenna which radiates equally in all direction is called?

5. Which type of antenna is best for long distance communication?

6. Which of the following is not a SIEM options?
   - A. Micro Focus ArcSight
   - B. McAfee ESM (Enterprise Security Manager)
   - C. IBM Security QRadar
   - D. Splunk Enterprise Security
   - E. Nessus

7. For encryption keys, the temper protection can be provided by which of the following device?
   - A. HSM
   - B. DLP
   - C. NIDS/NIPS
   - D. NAC

8. ANT is correctly described by which of the following?
   - A. It is similar to Bluetooth enhanced mode.
   - B. It operates in the 5-GHz spectrum.
   - C. It encrypts HTTP traffic.
   - D. It functions well in the crowded 2.4-GHz spectrum.
Chapter 03: Architecture and Design

Frameworks and configuration guide

Industry standard frameworks and reference architecture

Industry standard framework and reference architecture can be referred to as conceptual model that describes the operation and structure of the IT system in the organization.

Regulatory

The business processes and procedures that are compliance concern is known as Regulatory bodies. There are some rules and regulation that are required to be followed for performing functions. For example, public companies deal with a lot of Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) regulation.

Non-regulatory

Some processes in an organization are not compliance concern. This means that there is no rule of law required to perform a particular function. Example: NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) is a non-regulatory body.

National vs international

There are a lot of national and international frameworks that provides instruction and best practices for information security. Example: FISMA (Federal Information Security Management Act) is the United States law developed for the protection of government data and resources against dreadful threats.

Industry-specific framework

The industry-specific framework has been formed by bodies within a specific industry for addressing regulatory requirements or because of industry-specific risks or concerns. Examples of Industry Specific Framework are HITRUST Common Security Framework (CSF) and COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies).

Benchmarks/secure configuration guides

When the operating systems, database servers, web servers, or other technologies are installed, they are far away from the secure configuration. Systems with default configuration are not secure. Some guidelines are needed
for keeping everything safe and secure.

**Platform-specific guide**

The platform-specific guide is the finest guide that comes from the manufacturer. This guide includes all the guidance about installation, configuration and sometimes operational guidance.

**Web server** Web servers provide a link between clients and web pages. They are susceptible to attacks as they are open to the internet. Therefore, proper setting of external facing applications is the key to avoid unnecessary risk. For web servers, several reliable and prescriptive sources of instruction are available to support administrators properly protect and secure the application.

**OS**

Operating system serves as the interface between the physical hardware and the application. Configuration guide from all the significant operating system’s manufacturer is available on CIS platform.

**Application server** Application server resides between the back-end database and the web server. It is sometimes called as Middleware. A proper configuration guide for application servers is available at CIS and STIGs.

**Network infrastructure device** Routers, switches, firewalls, concentrators and all the devices that are essential for the network to work properly, are called network infrastructure devices. It is challenging but also essential to configure these devices properly because any failure can negatively influence the security of the data being handled by them.

**General purpose guide**

CIS controls are the best general purpose guide that contains 20 common security control set. The framework maintained by the Center for Internet Security can be found in this link: [https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/](https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/)

**Defense in depth/ layered security**

IT security strategy for the organization involves multiple security technologies and devices and this is commonly referred to as Defense in depth. In Defense in depth, a mixture of multiple devices and security technologies provide security.

**Vendor diversity**

When you have multiple suppliers, it creates vendor diversity and this reduces the risk from a particular supplier. Relying on a single vendor increases risk
factor. For example, if you have two firewalls from two different vendors it reduces risk and adds diversity because you can turn to the other firewall in case something happened to one firewall or in case one firewall contains flaws.

**Control diversity**

Control diversity is also important because it provides layered security that helps in generating the desired result.

**Administrative** The most important control is administrative control. Administrative control includes all the policies and procedures that are required to be followed by everyone in order to maintain security. **Technical** Technical control is also essential to ensure that the hardware and software we are using is hardened. The active directory authentication, firewall, and disk encryption all lie in technical control.

**User training**

Users are fundamental elements in the security defense of an organization. Users also serve as a significant reason behind vulnerabilities, therefore, it is necessary to have strong security defense that can be achieved by enforcing user training program for guiding the users to recognize between safe and unsafe computing behavior.
Secure Network Architecture Concept

The overall IT system’s security is maintained through Secure Network Topology. The following are some network topologies that are commonly implemented to secure network.

Zone / Topology

**DMZ**

DMZ stands for Demilitarized Zone. It is the region between trusted internal network and untrusted network.

![DMZ Diagram](image)

*Figure 3.1. DMZ (Demilitarized Zone)* It functions as a buffer region between the internet and the internal network. The idea is to secure internal network and not to allow direct access from the internet to the trusted internal network directly by forcing the user to make at least one hop in the DMZ before accessing internal network information.

The servers that are directly accessed from the outside (untrusted zone) should be placed in DMZ like Remote access server, Web server, External email server, etc. And all the other standard servers like a Database server, DNS, File server, Print server, application server, etc. should be placed in the internal network for security purpose.

**Extranet**

There are some trusted third parties to whom we want to provide access to the resources inside the internal network, and for them, a *private DMZ* that is called ‘Extranet’ is created.

The extranet is not on the internal network and provides access to the external
user. The authentication credentials are required from the user who wants to gain access to the resources. This additional authentication helps to allow only authorized users to access the resources.

**Intranet**

A private network that is only accessible from the inside of the network and no external access is provided. In an intranet, the important resources or important internal documents are placed, and the access is given only to the organizational users (employees of the company) and no other users are allowed or permitted to gain access to those resources.

**Ad Hoc**

Using Ad hoc wireless networking, devices can connect directly without an access point. It is commonly used in mobile devices with the application (like Contact sharing application, AirDrop) for file transfer.

As people are connecting directly with each other, therefore it is difficult to manage. Ad hoc functionality can be allowed or disallowed using Mobile Device Manager, or some types of parameters can also be set through this Mobile Device Manager on the usage of Ad hoc. Like one can set authentication credentials to log in to the use of Ad Hoc functionality or may limit application use for ad hoc.

**Honeynets**

A honeynet is a virtual system which is basically designed to attract threat actors or attackers and trap them. It is group or collection of honeypots designed to look like a real corporate network, but in actuality, it is fake.

**NAT (Network Address Translation)**

It is considered that over 20 billion devices want to get internet access, but IPv4 can only uphold 4.2 billion IP addresses. The complication is how to allocate 4.2 billion IP addresses to almost 20 billion devices. Network Address Translation is the technique through which we can make 20 billion devices to communicate. When the traffic is passing through the network, it simply transforms one IP address to another. Private IP addresses are translated into Public IP address while accessing the internet.

NAT does not grant protection, and the threat actors know how to get around NAT, in case there are no other security parameters. For maintaining security,
NAT is generally associated with Stateful firewall, and this firewall brings protection, not NAT.

**Segmentation of a Network**

Reasons for segmentation are as follows: **Security:** User should not communicate directly to the database server.  
**Performance:** High bandwidth application.  
**Compliance:** Mandated segmentation (PCI compliance).
**Physical Segmentation**
In physical segmentation, the devices are physically divided.

**Logical Segmentation**
In logical segmentation, the devices are logically divided into different segments such as configuring VLANs.

**VPN Technologies**
VPN abbreviates as Virtual Private Network. There are many diverse paths to connect VPN together.
- Site-to-Site VPN
  In site to site VPN, the traffic is encrypted between sites.
- Host to Site VPN
  IT is a type of VPN that is remotely accessible, and it requires software on the user device.
- Host to Host VPN
  In host to host VPN, there is user-to-user encryption. It is software based, and no hardware is demanded.

**Security Technology Placement**

**Sensors and Collectors**
The critical spots in a network contain sensors and collectors and these sensors and collectors gather information from the network devices. These may be integrated into the router, firewall, and switches, etc. or might be built-in into the network.

The information that the sensor collects varies from system to system like authentication logs information is going to be different from database transaction logs or web server access logs etc.
**Difference between Sensor and Collector**

The raw data is provided by the sensor and collector convert these raw data into logical information or the information that makes sense.

**Filters and Firewalls**

Firewall and filter (packet filter) are used in the network for blocking or allowing a certain type of traffic that is going through the network. Packet filter simply filters traffic on the basis of port information and addresses of the packets against the set of rules (different for different direction) and does not track any network state.

State-based filtering is an advanced filtering method of the firewall. It is same as packet filtering but the difference it maintains “state table” in the memory. Firewall filters traffic on the basis of IP addresses, Port numbers, Applications, etc. Firewall is usually placed at the ingress and egress point of the network, but sometimes it is placed inside the network.

**Proxy Server**

Proxy servers are the intermediate point between users and services accessed by them. This is the process that explains the traffic flow between devices:

1. The request is made to the proxy server by the client.
2. The request is then taken by the server, and on client’s behalf, it makes it to the service.
3. The service then responds to the server.
4. The proxy server sends the response to the requester after examining the response.

Useful features like URL filtering, Access control, content filtering, etc. can also be defined in the proxy for the purpose of security control.

**SSL (Secure Socket Layer) Accelerator**

It is needed to be placed between the client and the web server. Its work is to provide secure delivery of web application using SSL/TLS encryption and decryption and decrease the web server’s load. The traffic between client and web server is authenticated and protected through these SSL Accelerators.

**Load Balancer**
The load balancer distributes the load among different servers. A load balancer must be placed between a server, and a requestor that is traffic pathway and its basic need in the system is to manage the workload on various systems by distributing traffic. Following is the diagram that will help you to understand the concept of the Load Balancer.

![Load Balancer Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.2. Load Balancer Working**

**DDoS Mitigator**

The unwanted DDoS packets are shielded away by the DDoS mitigators. It must be located outside the area it is protecting. As it is protecting the DDoS attacks so it must be placed before other devices that are at the very edge of the network.

**TAP & Port Mirror**

TAP stands for Test Access Point, and it is a mechanism of passive splitting. It is located between the network and the device of interest.
Port mirror is also known as SPAN which stands for Switch Port Analyzer. The switches, using SPAN port can copy one or more ports activity and then access network traffic, analysis device is attached to the SPAN port.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAP</th>
<th>SPAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Access Point</td>
<td>Switch Port Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can’t monitor intra-switch traffic;</td>
<td>Can’t handle full duplex links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costly.</td>
<td>without dropping packets. Filters out physical layer errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminates the risk of dropped packet, all packets are received by monitoring device including physical error, provides full visibility in full duplex network.</td>
<td>It is a low cost, it can capture intra-switch traffic, and it is remotely configurable from any system connected to the switch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.1. Difference between TAP and SPAN*
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Hardware / Firmware Security

Full Disk Encryption (FDE)

Everything on the storage drive is encrypted through this full disk encryption. Full disk encryption protects all of the files and operating system automatically, and you don’t need to decide what to encrypt, and what not and the access to the drive (encrypted) is password protected. It is mostly built-in to the system like Linux has Unified Key Setup, Microsoft uses BitLocker, and Apple has FileVault. There are some drives that don’t need any OS software for encryption and decryption instead they have built-in capabilities for data encryption/decryption, and these drives are known as Self –Encrypting Drive (SED).

Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

A piece of hardware that is in charge of handling all of the cryptographic functions. TPM contains Persistent memory that comes with unique keys and also contains versatile memory that store configuration information, storage keys or other different types of data. TPM is password protected (requires authentication for gaining access) and there is no chance of dictionary attack on TPM.

Figure 3.5. Internal components of TPM
**Hardware Security Module (HSM):**

It manages and stores keys in a secure location, keeping the backup of the key. HSM provides facilities to the Cryptographic functions like hashing, encryption, etc. In order to restrict physical approach or access to the key that HSM secure, it has a technique called tamper protection technique.

It is a peripheral device that is usually “attached through USB or a network connection.”

![Figure 3.6. Hardware Security Module](image)

**UEFI/BIOS:**

BIOS which stands for Basic Input/ Output System is stored on the chip that resides on the motherboard of the PC. It is the very first software that runs when you start the Computer. It ensures that all the hardware components are working properly and runs the bootloader. Before Operating system booting the BIOS goes through a POST which stands for Power on Self-Test. In BIOS you can configure multiple settings like system time, hardware configuration, and boot order, etc.

UEFI abbreviates as Unified Extensible Firmware Interface and is a replacement for BIOS. Have significant changes over BIOS like can deal with modern peripheral, more secure (provides secure booting), and that is why all modern(new) systems are UEFI based.
Secure Boot:
Operating system security is a challenge as it possesses multiple drivers and add-ons. These pathways can provide a mean by which malicious software can attack a machine, in case these programs are not properly vetted before installation. The viruses become difficult to detect and defeat as the attack occurs at booting time.
Secure boot is a solution to this problem that is offered by UEFI. By enabling secure boot mode, only signed drivers and OS loader can invoke. Linux’s major version and Microsoft Windows support “Secure Boot.”

Hardware Root of Trust:
Trust is the base on which security relies. Hardware root of trust refers to the hardware on which security relies upon. HSM and TPM that are discussed above are the hardware examples that are used on the basis of trust. This hardware is trusted because it is designed in a way that is difficult to circumvent which means they are secure by design.

Supply Chain:
In September 2015, the researchers found that many Cisco routers are infected by a malicious firmware called “SYNful Knock.” This malicious firmware allows threat actor to gain backdoor access to the infrastructure devices and this creates trust issues. End users realized that they need vendors in the supply chain that they can trust, so they know exactly where this hardware is coming from. They also need to check and make sure that these very critical devices are not connected to the Internet before security is in place. And is always useful if there is some way to verify that the hardware and the firmware inside of that hardware are secure.

EMI/EMP:
EMI stands for “Electromagnetic interference,” and EMP stands for “Electromagnetic Pulse.” The researchers are finding ways to take advantages of EMP and EMI that are created by the hardware. One security aspect on which security researchers focuses on is EMI leakage. Researchers are able to listen in to the EMI that is created by these devices, whether this is video, or keyboards, or hard drives. And by listening in to the interference, the researchers have been able to recreate what people are typing on a keyboard or even recreate what video people may be on their screen.
Another aspect of security in this area is not just listening to the Electromagnetic interference, but injecting their own signals into the EMI. By doing this, they can change data that may be captured on sensors, or input information into the keyboard input by using their own electromagnetic signals. These are few reasons why organization put special precautions in place to protect or shield against EMI and EMP. These are certainly found in a military installation, places that deal with national security, or network that are highly secure.

**Operating System (OS) Security**

A platform is provided by the Operating system for a wide variety of services to run. The operating system that is a complex program is required by the various system. For performing networking functions, hardware needs OS.

**Types of Operating System**

Some types of Operating are discussed below:

- **Network Operating System:**

  Network Operating System is used by the network components for providing computation and configuration portion of networking. Every networking equipment vendor have their own operating system like Cisco has IOS, Juniper has Junos, etc.

- **Server Operating System:**

  The gap between the application that is running on the server and the server hardware is bridged by the “Server Operating System.” Windows Operating system and Linux Operating System are the examples of Server operating system. Windows Operating System has a commanding lead in the market due to its Active Directory Technology and built-in Hyper-V capability.

- **Workstation Operating System:**

  Functional working space and the graphical interface are provided by the Workstation Operating System, for a user to interact with the system and its different applications. Windows is commonly seen in the role of Workstation Operating System due to the reasons for the high level of user interaction with the workstations.

- **Appliance Operating System:**

  Some operating system is built to be used in the purpose-built appliance. The appliance is stand-alone devices that are wired into the network and designed to run an application that performs specific functions. Appliance Operating System is a minimal operating system that is not seen by the end user and is
built for reasons of Economics, Portability, and Functionality.

- **Kiosk:**
  Another type of operating system is the one that is specifically designed to run on Kiosk. Kiosks are the machines that are usually set up with auto-login to a browser. The OS in Kiosk is locked down to minimal functionality to prevent users from making any configuration changes.

- **Mobile Operating System:**
  A type of Operating system that is optimized for the mobile hardware. The Mobile Operating System is categorized into two main types which are Google’s Android OS and Apple’s iOS. And these Operating Systems are optimized to both Device capability and Desired functionality.

**Patch Management**

Patch management is the process of software and application patch upgradation like installing patches, acquiring, and testing. All Operating Systems require an update and have different methods for their users to keep their system up to date.

There is a hierarchy that is followed by the vendor for software update:

- **Hotfix:** A small software update that is usually designed to discover problems that are produced and released quickly like a buffer overflow.

- **Patch:** Refers to larger updates as compared to Hotfix. This can address several or many problems. Patches not only includes enhancement or additional capabilities but it can also fix bugs.

- **Service Pack:** A large collection of Hotfixes and Patches, rolled in one single package that brings system up to latest level at once, is called Service Pack. It saves users from downloading different updates.
Patch Management Lifecycle

![Patch Management Lifecycle Diagram]

**Disabling Unnecessary Ports and Services**

To identify system’s specific need for its proper operation and enabling items that are necessary for those functions, is the management issue in running a secure system. System’s port and connection that are not in use are needed to be disabled. Disabling Unnecessary Ports and Services increase system’s throughput and security by restricting their use by the unauthorized users.

**Least Functionality**

Least Functionality is the principle that allows a system to do ONLY what it is supposed to do. Additional Functions serves as an added surface for the enemy to attack and provides no additional benefits to the organization.
Trusted Operating System
A type of operating system that permits “multi-level security.” The maintenance and creation of Trusted OS are expensive because any changes go through a recertification process. Government agencies and contractors used Trusted Operating System for the system that requires high-level security that is sensitive systems.

Application Whitelisting/Blacklisting
Blacklisting and Whitelisting are the methods for controlling the application of the Operating System.

- **Application Blacklisting**: It is the method that determines which application should not be allowed to run on the machine.
- **Application Whitelisting**: the opposite of blacklisting is whitelisting that determines which application is allowed to run on the machine.

Microsoft uses two methods that are part of OS, to control which user can use which application that is as follows:

- **Software Restrictive Policies**: this is a primary mode that is used by the machine and not by the users. It allowed significant control over application, executable files, and scripts and employed through group policies.
- **User Account Level Control**: Used by the enterprise to control over who can access and use installed software. It is enforced through AppLocker and allow which user can use which application and programs.

Disable Default Accounts and Passwords
As accounts are necessary for the system, the operating system includes a number of different user’s accounts. Such disabling accounts like guest accounts that are default account configured in the operating system, root accounts, mail accounts, etc. that are not in use is common.

If you disable guest account, it means you have created a limit on people, accessing your system. By disabling interactive login for the account that is used as service, the only actual user is able to log in interactively to the operating system.
Peripheral Security

*Wireless Keyboard and Mice*

As far as security is concerned, we don’t think about mice and keyboard, but wireless mice and keyboard are a security concern because they communicate in clear. Wireless mice and keyboard use 2.4 GHz frequency and proprietary wireless communication protocol. Though it uses the proprietary protocol as there is no encryption method is used, it is easy for someone to listen and can capture data.

Someone could act as a keylogger and capture every bit of data that you are typing into your keyboard, or maybe they are able to reverse the process and inject keystrokes into your system as if they were sitting in front of your keyboard. There is a known vulnerability called KeySniffer that allows somebody to perform these types of functions over insecure mice and keyboard configuration.

Therefore for security purposes, the manufacturer of keyboard and mouse have implemented AES encryption between mouse and keyboard which means the communication between these wireless keyboard and mouse that supports AES encryption is secure, and nobody would be able to put their keystrokes, neither they can listen in the communication nor they be able to see what is being typed.

*Displays*

By listening in the electromagnetic radiations that are coming from different components of the system, the researchers could reconstruct what the user sees on the screen. Another security issue is that many display systems don’t have any security associated with the firmware upgrade. The display system has an operating system and requires a firmware upgrade, but there is no checks or authentication that ensures that the firmware that is being installed is really the proper firmware for the system.

*Wi-Fi-enabled microSD card*

Wi-Fi microSD card has the ability to transfer the files wirelessly, without removing the SD card from the device and plugging it into the laptop or computer and then eject it to slot back to the device after the transfer of the file is done. In short, with Wi-Fi enabled micro SD card one can simply transfer files from SD card to computer wirelessly without moving it from device to device.
These Wi-Fi enabled micro SD cards also includes authentication vulnerabilities; the hacker can access the SD card and easily read files over the Wi-Fi.

The Application Programming Interface (API) that allows the third party to use the capabilities of the wireless card by writing up the application could result in data leakage and loss of data. Therefore, it is important for the manufacturer of the SD card to implement strong security controls to the API so nobody could be able to gain access to the SD card by circumventing the security.

**Printer/Multi-Function Devices (MDFs)**

Many modern printers are multi-function devices because they not only print documents but is able to scan, fax, copy documents. The multi-function devices contain lots of information that can be used for exploration (like activity log files or address book, etc.). Some of the device store information in the local spooling file so someone could possibly gain access to the device and retrieve a copy of what the user printed on the MDF. If someone is able to bypass the security, then he may be able to print without authentication.

**External Storage Device**

The external storage device often doesn’t require authentication. Someone could easily connect and read or transfer files that are on the external device. Therefore, it is important to enable encryption to the files in the external device so that if you lose the device, nobody would be able to read or transfer the files.

**Digital Cameras**

Another security concern is Digital Cameras as it captures images and videos and store it in a digital storage device. As the device operates an external device, it is easy to move data and have same security concerns as that of the external storage device.

The firmware that is inside the device is also compromised and allows the third party to look into the security camera that is why security cameras are also vulnerable.
Secure Deployments

Sandboxing
To execute code in an environment that isolates target system and the code from direct contact is called Sandboxing. Sandbox is used for the execution of unverified and untrusted code. Sandbox works just like a *virtual machine* and can mediate a number of system interaction like accessing memory, network access, and accessing another program, device, and file system. Sandbox offers protection, and the protection level it offers depends upon the mediation offered and isolation level.

Working Environment

*Development environment*
There are many secure environments available for development purposes like code writing. The developers take the code and move it to the sandbox for the additional testing purpose.

*Testing environment*
The testing environment looks similar to the production environment. The purpose of the test environment is to investigate a system well prior to deploying it into production to assure that it is error free and will not breach the production environment.

*Staging environment*
Stage deployment is another method of deployment in which software or program is deployed to a part of the enterprise, and then unseen problems are watched. It basically serves as a sandbox for testing, and it is an optional environment.

*Production environment*
In a production environment, the system deals with the real data and do what it is intended to do.
Embedded System

SCADA

SCADA abbreviates as “Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System.” It is a system that that is used to control the system that is automated in a cyber-physical environment like a traffic light, energy networks, water plants, refineries, environmental controls, building automation manufacturing plants, etc. SCADA contains its own smart components, each of which is an embedded system’s example.

SCADA is also known by different other names like Industrial Control System (ICS) and Distributed Control System (DCS), and this variation depends on the configuration and industry.

**SCADA Basic Architecture**

![Figure 3.8. Basic Architecture of SCADA](image)

**Smart Devices/ IOT (Internet of Things)**

The devices that are comprised of the Internet of Things or the Smart devices have taken the world’s market by storm. Anything that contains microcontroller
seems to be connected to the web so that it can be controlled remotely.

**Wearable Technology:** The smart devices that are wearable have been increased in numbers. Wearable technologies include everything from smart watches, to step counters, to health monitors and more. As these devices are connected to the person, they are able to track the location of the person. The question that arises here from a security perspective is where the data/information is stored and who can access this data/information.

**Home Automation:** The driving factor behind the IoT movement is Home Automation.

Home automation or smart home is a system in which every device is connected to the internet and is controlled through the internet like doorbells, lights, fans, AC, TV, Door Locks, etc.

These IOT devices are smart devices, and they know when we are home and when we are not. And if someone is able to gain access to this home automation system, it means they potentially have gained access to the entire house.

**HVAC**

It is an acronym for Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning. A complex system that is designed by the HVAC system expert and is installed in large building or enterprises. It is not a standalone unit; it is usually integrated with other components in the infrastructure. A centralized PC is responsible for
managing all these HVAC units that include making heating and cooling decisions for data centers and workspace.

HVAC systems are usually not built keeping security in mind, and this leads to difficulty in recovering from the infrastructure DOS (Denial of Service).

**SOC**

It is an acronym for “System on a Chip” which is one of the most popular embedded system these days. Multiple activities take place on a single piece of a silicon chip that is multiple components runs on a single chip. The main focus of the process relies on the chip though multiple supporting devices is usually around the chip.

*For Example:* In Raspberry Pi 2, the Broadcom chip is the “System on a Chip” and everything else then this chip is an interface that gets you to the network USB interfaces or HDMI video interface.

Low power consumption and efficient designs are the reasons due to which the SOCs are very common in the markets. As far as an implication of security on the SOC-based system is concerned, all the security issues are handled by the system and not by the specifics of SOC aspects.

**RTOS:**

It is abbreviated as “Real Time Operating System.” The system in which the processing must occur in real time and where the data can’t be queued for significant time-length, for these type of systems the ‘Real Time Operating System’ are designed. RTOS is designed and programmed for a specific purpose. The scheduling algorithm in RTOS deals with the time collision, but generally, RTOS processes each input as it is received or within a specific time defined as ‘response time.’ Mostly, multi-tasking system lacks in real-time processing, therefore, the RTOS, instead of handling multiple tasks, emphasize the thread in processing.

**Special Purpose Systems**

As the name implies, these systems are for a special purpose. Some of the special purpose devices that are targeted by the CompTIA are Aircraft/UAV, Medical Devices, and Vehicles.
Aircraft/UAV (Unmanned Ariel Vehicle)

The embedded systems are also inside the Aircraft or Unmanned Ariel Vehicles (UAV). one of the security issue with this is that if somebody performs denial of service (DOS), not only does it damage the aircraft but it could also be dangerous for the people on the ground.

Medical Devices

Embedded systems are also used for Medical purposes like heart monitor or insulin pump. The security concern related to these medical devices is that how the kernel is patched in case the vulnerabilities are found because the medical devices are designed and manufactured for a static system that does not require updating and patching. And if the changes are made then it will force towards a lengthy, time consuming, expensive, requalification process. Therefore, it is recommended by most of the manufacturers not to connect the medical devices to the outside network (isolate the device) which in reality is not possible.

Note: In 2017, nearly half a million pacemaker are recalled for software vulnerability that allows the hacker to gain access to the device and make changes to the performance characteristics of these devices. The good news related to this security issue is that without removing the device, it can be patched, but it requires a doctor visit to install the new firmware.
Secure Application Development and Deployment

Development Lifecycle Models

Software production is the result of processes that involve tasks like requirement gathering, planning, designing, coding, testing and supporting and these tasks are performed according to the process model by the team members.

Two of them are discussed below:

**Waterfall model**

One of the frameworks of application development is waterfall model which is a “sequential design process” that is the second step starts after the completion of the first step and then third after the second and so on. Waterfall model can be implemented in multiple ways, but they almost follow the similar steps or path.

Some of the most common advantages and disadvantages of Waterfall model are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is a sequential approach.</td>
<td>The developers can’t go back to the previous step to make changes that are every step is final.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphases methodical record keeping and documentation.</td>
<td>Fault in instruction can result in havoc as the project depends upon the initial input and instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients know the expectation at every step.</td>
<td>Only at the end of the sequence, the test is performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong documentation results in less hassle.</td>
<td>Change implementation can be a nightmare for developers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Pros and Cons of Waterfall model
A common framework for application development:

![Waterfall Model](image)

**Agile Model**

In the agile framework, there is no sequential path that is followed, but instead, multiple tasks are being performed simultaneously. An advantage of the agile model is that making changes to the model is easy that is the development process in the agile model is continuous.

There are two major agile development forms which are as follows:

- Scrum
- Extreme Programming (XP)

Some of the most common advantages and disadvantages of the Agile model are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is a team-based</td>
<td>Mismanagement could lead towards code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
approach. | sprints with no ends.
---|---
Allow us to make changes. | The final project could completely be different from a planned project that is lack of a definite plan.
At every step, testing can be performed. | Impossible for an outsider to tell who is working on what.
Simultaneous testing helps in launching project soon. | Lack of emphases on documentation.

Table 3.3. Pros and Cons of the Agile model

Secure DevOps

Security Automation
Automation is the key element of the DevOps and DevOps relies on it for most of its efficiencies. Security automation as the name relies on it handles the security operation related tasks automatically.

Continuous Integration
Continuous integration in the D3evOps refers to the continuous upgradation and improvement of the production code base. Through high-level automation and safety nets, this CI (Continuous Integration) permits the DevOps team members to update and test minor changes without much overhead.

Baselining
Determination of standard of performance and functionality is known as “Baselining.” The management team counters the feature creep and performance through this baselining. It provides a reference point when changes are made that is why it is important to DevOps and Security. Reference point help in showing that changes are an improvement. At the time of major changes or development, it is important for the development team to baseline the system.

Immutable System
A system that is never patched or upgraded once it is deployed is known as an Immutable system, and if upgradation is needed, then it is simply replaced with a new patched or upgraded system. In a typical system (Changeable system), it is difficult to perform authorized software and system update and lock down directories at the same time because when the system is updated, it creates temporary files in the directories and these directories contain some files that should never be modified. This is a problem that is resolved by the immutable
system.

**Infrastructure as Code**

The infrastructure as code or programmable infrastructure refers to the usage of code to build system, despite using normal configuration mechanism to manually configure them. Infrastructure as code, a way of using automation to build out a system that is reproducible and efficient and it is also considered as a key attribute of enabling best practices in DevOps.

**Version Control and Change Management**

Changes like bug fixes, security patches, the addition of new features, etc. in an application are guaranteed. During the application development process, multiple changes need to be implemented, and that requires version control.

**Version Control**

Version control track changes and can also revert back to see what changes have been done. This version control feature is used in multiple software, also used in the operating system, cloud-based files, and wiki software. It is also important from a security perspective because it identifies required modification with respect to time.

**Provisioning and De-provisioning**

Provisioning refers to “making something available” like deploying an application the provisioning of the web server, database server, certificate updates, user workstation configuration, etc. are necessary.

De-provisioning is the process of removing an application. An important factor related to the de-provisioning of application is that every instance of the application should be removed and make sure that there are no open holes left.

**Secure Coding Technique**

**The basic concept of Secure Coding**

The security of an application starts with a code that is secure and free from all the vulnerabilities. But all the codes have vulnerabilities and weaknesses, so the goal is to make a code that can maintain desired security level and possesses effective defense against vulnerability exploitation.
A secure application can be created if the configuration, errors, and exceptions are handled properly. The security risk profile of the system can be determined if the application is tested throughout the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC).

Software Development Lifecycle Methodology (SDLM) possesses elements that can assist in secure code development. Some of the SDLM processes that can improve code security are as follows:

- Cross-site Scripting
- Cross-site Request Forgery
- Input Validation
- Error and Exceptional Handling
**Proper Error Handling**

Error and Exception encounter in an application is common, and this needs to be handled in a secure manner. One of the attack methodologies forces an error to move applications from normal to exceptional handling. If the exception handling is improper, it can lead towards a wide range of disclosure. For example, SQL errors disclose data element and data structure, Sensitive information like server, filename, and path can be disclosed by RPC (Remote Procedure Call) error, and programmatic error can disclose information like stack element or line number on which exception occurred.

**Proper Input Validation**

As we have moved towards web-based application, the errors also have shifted towards input handling issues from buffer overflow. In order to prevent malicious attacks, it is the duty of developer to handle the input properly. A buffer overflow may be considered as improper input, but recent attacks include arithmetic and canonicalization attacks. The most important mechanism that can be employed for defense is “Input Validation.”

Many attacks that are based on common vulnerabilities can be mitigated if all the inputs are hostile before validation. The following are vulnerabilities that require input validation as a defense mechanism:

- Cross-site Scripting
- Cross-site Forgey Attack
- Buffer Overflow
- Incorrect Calculation of Buffer Size
- Path Traversal
- In Security Decision, Reliance on Untrusted Inputs

**Stored Procedure**

A precompiled method that is implemented within a database engine is known as “Stored Procedure.” It is a secure coding mechanism that offers user input isolation from actual SQL statement being executed. In other words, a primary mechanism for defense against SQL injection attack. The stored procedure has better performance than other data access forms, and that is why many major database engines support it.

**Code Signing**
A mechanism that is used by the end user to verify the code integrity is “Code Signing.” It applies a digital signature to the code for code integrity verification and in addition, it also provides evidence as to the source of the software. It relies on established PKI, and the developer needs a pair of the key. For which the public key is to be recognized by the end user and needs to be signed by the certification authority.

**Encryption**

To have secure and usable encryption in an application, proven algorithm and code bases are needed to adopt and utilize.

**Obfuscation**

Obfuscation is also known as Camouflage means “to hide the obvious meaning of observation.” Obfuscation is added to the system so that it becomes hard to exploit and understand by an attacker.

The Obfuscation works well for data names or other such exposed elements, but it does not work well for code construction. Obfuscated code is not just hard to read but nearly impossible to read, and an example of such code is ticking time bomb. And the main question that arises is that how it functions if someone needs the code to figure out how it works or in case of any modification or to fix it if it stops working. These are some of the reasons to which it is not considered good for construction of code.

![Figure 3.11. Code Obfuscation Example](image)

**Code Reuse/ Dead Code**

1. **Code Reuse**

   Code reuse or use of old code or components like libraries or common functions etc. reduces development costs and time. But massive reuse of code
also results in a ripple effect across the application. Therefore, it is necessary for the development team to make a decision about the appropriate level of code reuse. Code reuse is preferred for a complex function like cryptography.

The challenge with the reuse of code is that if the old code contains vulnerabilities then reusing the code will spread those vulnerabilities to other application. Another challenge with this code reusing is the symptoms of dead code.

2. **Dead Code**

The result produced by the dead code is never used anywhere in an application while it may be executed which simply means that the machine is running the executables (code is executed), it is generating the results, but these results are never used anywhere else in the application, thereby making it dead code. Almost every code has security problems therefore by removing the dead code; the application can be made more secure.

**Validation**

1. **Server-Side Validation**

When there is a need for validation of data, it can be validated at multiple places like ‘on the server,’ and this validation is known as server-side validation. In server-side validation, all the check occurs on the server itself.

2. **Client-Side Validation**

As the name implies, this validation process occurs at the front end of the application that is at the client-side. It helps in filtering legitimate input from a genuine user and also benefits the user by providing the additional speed.

**Note:** Validation on the Server-side is always needed, but It will be best if both the validation, i.e., Server-Side Validation and Client-Side Validation are used.

**Memory management**

Memory management refers to those actions that are needed to coordinate and control computer memory, assigning memory to variables, and reclaiming it when no longer needed. Memory management errors lead towards the memory leak problem. The cleaning process of memory that is no longer in use is called
garbage collection. The programming languages like Java, Python, C#, and Ruby provides automatic management of memory with garbage collection, but where there is no automatic garbage collector like in C programming, the programmer has to allocate free memory.

**Use of Third-Party Libraries and SDKs**

To extend the functionality of the programming language, third-party libraries, and software development kit (SDK) are used.

**Data Exposure**

During operation, the loss of data control is known as “Data Exposure.” Protection of data is really important, it must be protected every time and at every step of a process like during communication or transmission, during use and also when at rest that is during storage.

It is the responsibility of the programming team to chart the data flow and to ensure the protection of data exposure (ensures that data is protected from exposure). Exposed data can result in confidentiality failure (data can be lost to an unauthorized person) and integrity failure (data can be changed by the unauthorized person).

**Code Quality and Testing**

Application developers use tools and techniques to assist them in testing and checking the security level of the code. The code analyzation is performed to find weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the code, and this analyzation can be performed either dynamically or statically.

**Code Analysis**

Code analysis is the process of inspecting vulnerabilities and weaknesses in the code, and it is of two types, i.e., Static and Dynamic. The static analysis examines the code without execution whereas dynamic code examines the code with execution.

**Code Testing**

Code testing is the process to verify that the code meets the functional requirement as laid out in the business requirements process.

**Static Code Analyzer**

Static code analysis can be performed on both source and object code, and it is used when without execution, the code is examined. It can be performed both by
tools and by human. However, this is performed mostly through tools because tools can be used against any form of the code base. Various names are given to these tools like static code analyzer or source code analyzer or sometimes binary code scanner or bytecode scanner.

**Dynamic Analysis**

Dynamic analysis is performed on the emulated system or target system while execution of software. Specialized automation is required by the dynamic analysis to perform specific testing. A brute force method that addresses vulnerabilities and input validation issues are known as Fuzzing (Fuzz testing).

**Stress Testing**

Finding bugs is not the only objective of the performance testing, but also it includes finding performance factor and tailbacks. Stress testing basically increases the load of the application to see what happens. This can lead towards unintended results like error messages, kernel or memory dumps, and application details that are not intended to show to the users are displayed to the users, etc. There are many options to perform stress testing that is as follows:

- Automate individual workstation.
- Simulate Large Workstation loads.

And in both cases, extensive report, response time and results are generated that describes how the application is affected by the stress test.

**Sandboxing**

To execute code in an environment that isolates target system and the code from direct contact is called Sandboxing. Sandbox is used for the execution of unverified and untrusted code. Sandbox works just like a virtual machine and can mediate a number of system interaction like accessing memory, network access, and accessing another program, device, and file system. Sandbox offers protection, and the protection level it offers depends upon the mediation offered and isolation level.

**Model Verification**

To ensure that the code is doing what it is supposed to do. In model verification, the program results are needed to match with the desired design model for verification. This testing process consists of two steps that are validation and verification.
**Verification** A process that checks whether the software is working properly, if there are any bugs there to address, or if the product meets the model specification.

**Validation** A process that determines whether the application meets the high-level requirement, if the product is being built, or if it is the right product.
Compiled VS Runtime Code

When the source code is compiled into an executable, it is called Compiled code, and once the code is compiled, the source code becomes hidden (you don’t see it). In our operating system, many applications or software have compiled the code.

During the process of compilation, the bugs and errors are also identified by the compiler that can be resolved by recompiling the code and after fixing the bugs, the error-free application can be developed.

Some software or applications that we use are runtime code. For example, the PHP code of PHP based application is a runtime code. In runtime code, the source code is viewable, and it executes at the time application initially runs. It means there is no compiler to check for bugs and these bugs are only found when the code is executing which is different then compiled code because in the compiled code the errors and bugs are identified before the application is provided to the end user.
Cloud and Virtualization

Hypervisor

Hypervisor which is also referred to as virtual machine monitor is a software that manages virtual machines. It keeps all the operating system separated from each other and also allocate memory, CPU and other required resources to the VM. The hypervisor is of two types: Type I and Type II.

Type I

Type one hypervisors don’t require a host-based OS. It is also known as an embedded hypervisor. You are just required to install the type I hypervisor and then load the virtual machine on it, no additional OS is needed.
**Type II**

Type II hypervisor runs on an existing host-based OS. The hypervisor that runs on Window, Linux, and MAC OS is a type II hypervisor.

**Application Cells/Containers**

A container is a form of lightweight virtualization that possesses the same essence as the host system. The application container is designed to run a sole service. Commonly used for packaging applications and services without a launch of VM for every application.

**VM Sprawl Avoidance**

When virtual machines are running and you are not sure which application is related to which virtual machine, this is called VM sprawl and this makes de-provisioning very difficult. Therefore, in order to avoid this situation, a formal process and detailed documentation are required (all the virtual object should contain detailed information).

**VM Escape Protection**

VM escape is a type of vulnerability through which the threat actors can break out of the VM and directly interact with the host OS, hardware, or hypervisor. Therefore, in order to avoid such situation, keeping virtual environment up to date with recent security patches is essential.

**Cloud Storage**

Cloud storage is a popular cloud service that allows us to put our data in it and it is made available to us anywhere, anytime, on any device we use and we can easily get access to it after proper authentication process if we have a network connection.
Cloud Deployment Models

To deploy the cloud, there are several deployment models, each of which has specific way for agencies. Due to the different characteristics and trade-offs of the various cloud computing deployment models, the most important thing to consider is that the agencies of IT professionals should have a clear understanding of their agency's specific needs as well as how the different systems can help them to meet these needs.

Let's take a glance at some of the key differences.

**SaaS**
SaaS is an acronym for Software as a Service. It offers a complete product as a web service that is run and maintained by the service provider along with the management of the underlying infrastructure.

**PaaS**
PaaS is an acronym for Platform as a Service. It manages its own underlying infrastructure, usually hardware and OS, and provides application development program.

**IaaS**
IaaS is an acronym for Infrastructure as a Service which is also known as HaaS (Hardware as a Service). It provides basic building blocks for cloud IT by offering access to networking features, computers, and data storage space.

**Private**
Cloud-based applications can be worked with respect to low-level infrastructure pieces or can utilize a larger amount of benefits that give abstraction from the administration, architecting, and scaling prerequisites of core infrastructure. In private clouds, the application is totally deployed in the cloud, therefore, all the components of that application run on that cloud. We can use private clouds by either creating applications on the cloud or migrate the cloud from an existing framework to another for taking more benefits or some other purpose.

**Public**
A public cloud deployment model is something that is made available on the internet to everyone. Like when we go to Amazon or Microsoft and take benefit of their cloud-based offers, we use a public cloud.
**Hybrid**

A hybrid deployment is a procedure to combine any framework and applications between cloud-based resources and existing resources that are not situated in the cloud. The most well-known strategy for deploying hybrid method between the cloud and existing on-premises infrastructure to broaden, and grow an organization's foundation into the cloud while interfacing cloud resources to the interior framework.

**Community**

Community deployment model is a recent innovation on the private cloud model and it presents a complete cloud solution for business communities. It allows multiple business corporations to share the same resources.
On-premise vs. Hosed vs. Cloud

**On-Premise:** A type of model that uses the same legacy IT infrastructure and run cloud resources within its own data center. It is also called private cloud for its ability to provide dedicated resources while maintaining total control and ownership of the environment.

**Hybrid:** A type of model that includes a mix of on-premises private cloud and third-party public cloud. Hybrid deployment is between the cloud and existing on-premises infrastructure to achieve a unified scalable environment.

**Cloud:** A type of model in which third-party makes compute resources available to the public over the internet. Cloud-based applications are fully deployed and run in the cloud. There is no need to setup and maintain own cloud servers in-house.

**VDI/VDE**

VDI is an acronym for Virtual desktop Infrastructure. It virtualizes the user’s desktop and runs it in the cloud or data center which means that the application we use, runs in the data cloud. It is also known as VDE (virtual Desktop Environment). In VDI, all the computing power is in the cloud. Two major advantages of VDI are as follows:

- Client’s workstation has small computing requirements.
- High security (centralized and can be managed easily).

**Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)**

By integrating CASB, you can make security policies to work in the cloud. It can be implemented as client software, local security appliances or cloud-based security solution. CASB provides Visibility, Compliance, threat prevention, and Data security.

**Security as a Service (SECaaS)**

Security as a Service (SECaaS) is a type of business model in which the security services of the service provider are integrated into an organization’s infrastructure. Therefore, instead of managing your own security solution, you just have to move it to the cloud and only have to pay for what you use.
Resiliency and Automation Strategies

Automation/scripting

For the administrators and clients, automation and scripting is a powerful tool that provides protection along with the efficiency to execute tasks. Automation provides accuracy and reduces risks as it is a use of tools and procedures to perform tasks, otherwise these tasks are manually performed by humans by using command line execution or GUI operations. Whereas, scripts can be connected to reduce the complexity of actions that require a sequence of commands to be performed.

Automated courses of actions

Scripting system can be assumed as a best friend for all the professionals who believe in effective technical work as it provides automated courses of actions to save time. The importance of Scripts and Automation can be seen by the fact that it is specified by the National Institute of Standard and Technology Special publication in 800-53 series.

Continuous Monitoring

Continuous monitoring is a term that defines the procedure followed to keep a check on the functioning and to reduce risk or it can simply be called a risk assessment procedure. It follows NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) methodology that is used for security controls.

Configuration validation

As the time changes, the system becomes outdated. We first design and configure the system in a way that it should perform for what it has been designed along with the validation of configuration against security standards. For the timely updating of configuration, a method called automated testing can be used to resolve issues that may include multiple configuration management.
Templates

Templates can be defined as a key element for the making of servers, programs or for the entire system too. It can be said that the templates change an infrastructure into a real service. Templates enable the setting of business standards and technology stacks used by the clients.

Master Image

An organization can be fully patched into a master image that would consider the backup of all the applications, operating systems and the most important thing i.e. the data. By using a master image, many of the administrative tasks can be made easier and free of errors. The master image can also be used for enterprises with multiple desktops because if any error found, it can be removed by fixing a single and deploying it on any of the single pc.

Non-Persistence

A system is said to be non-persistence when the changes made in it are not permanent. Making the system non-persistence secures it from certain malware as the files, applications or programs installed in it are not permanent because the changes made in its configuration are not saved.

Snapshots

A snapshot can be a prompt point in any machine which allows the virtual machine to restore the previous points. Snapshot has a great importance because they are like a memory-point for the entire system.

Snapshot helps get back to the previous point as if you want to make any change in your system, take a snapshot and make changes and if you do not like the change get back to the previous point by the help of the taken snapshot.

Revert To Known State

The capability of an operating system to snapshot any virtual machine is known as reverting to a known state. Most of the Oss has this capacity as a built-in program. This option is mainly found in Microsoft office where the system creates a restore point by default before the updates processes.

Rollback to known Configuration

Rollback to a known configuration can be also defined as getting back to a
known state. For example, if you make any incorrect configuration to your system and you want to get back to the older state then you can use this option.

**Live Boot Media**

A bootable system known as live boot media is concluded to an optical disc or USB which are specially designed to be bootable from the media. This is used to boot the system from an external operating system.

**Elasticity**

Increasing the capacity of a system to handle the workload by using an additional hardware to scale out space. This can also be set to an automatic mode in some environments such as cloud environment where the resources are only based on the paying for the resources used.

**Scalability**

A design that makes a system to accommodate more load by using additional hardware or sources is known as scalability. This term is commonly used in server farms and database clusters because these two mostly face scaling issues due to workload.
**Distributive Allocation**

When a request is made to a range of resources for transparent allocation is called distributive Allocation. When a number of servers are trained to respond a load, it is the point where distribution allocation handles the task.

**Redundancy**

When multiple independent components are used for the purpose that if any of a single element fails to work the other can handle the work, this phenomenon is called Redundancy. Some of the most common places where redundancy is used includes servers, ISPs, and redundant connections.

**Fault Tolerance**

Fault tolerance is defined as an uninterrupted functioning of the system, which means the data and services has no disruption due to the fault. This can be done by mirroring the data and services. This can be a useful tool in servers because they are more critical to operations.

**High Availability**

High availability is the ability of a system to maintain a space for data and operational services regardless of any disrupting events (faults). High availability has the same goal as fault tolerance along with the availability of data and services.

**RAID**

RAID stands for Redundant Array Independent Disks which is used to increase the reliability of the storage disk. It takes data that is commonly stored on the disk and send it to many others so that the data can be stored in many places. RAID is also used to increase the speed of data recovery because different disks would be busy to recover data instead of waiting for a single disk to recover the data.
Physical Security Controls

Lighting

An essential part of physical security is proper lighting. Areas that are dimly lit or unlit makes it easy for the intruder to perform unauthorized activities without fear of being noticed or observed. Both internal and external lighting is important to keep aware of any unauthorized activities and other security purposes.

Signs

For both security and safety purposes, signs are important. There are multiple kinds of sign that provides information like “the area is dangerous,” “fire exit,” “keep doors locked,” etc. A sign is commonly used in high-security facilities to portray where the visitor is allowed or where protection/escort is required (secured areas).

Fence/Cage

Fencing is referred to as a physical barrier around the secure area. It basically prevents free movement of unauthorized visitors around secure areas. Multiple types of the fence like perimeter fence, chain link fence, the Anti-scale fence is used outside of the building. Chain link fence can also be used inside of the building to prevent networking gear, server, & sensitive items from unauthorized access.

Security Guard

Security guards are a visible presence with direct security responsibility. Security guards are responsible for monitoring entrance and exit and maintaining access log. These guards are eyes and ears of the company for any suspicious activity, so they need to be more educated and trained in the network and physical security because most of the security guards are not security experts or trained.

Alarms

The function of an alarm is to alert the operator about any abnormal condition or activity. If a company has too many alarm conditions, then the operator will not react to the condition as desired. Tuning an alarm will provide accurate, useful, and desired information.

Safes
Safes are physical storage devices that prevent unauthorized access to the content it contains. Safes are of various shape, size, and cost. They are not considered perfect. They are rated on the basis of how long they can protect or secure content from fire or theft, and the cost of the safe is directly proportional to the rating, i.e., better rating-high cost.

Protected Cabling

During cable installation, the Protected Distribution or Protected Cabling is needed to protect the cable from physical damage and to avoid communication failure. It safeguards the cable between system physically, from physical hazards like tapping & interception.

Airgap

The logical or physical separation of a network from all other network is referred to as Airgap which is designed to prevent unauthorized transfer of data to or from the network. But the flaw that is behind this airgap logic is that the data can be moved by other means like USB drive, and this unauthorized bypassing of the air gap is called “Sneakernet.”
**Mantrap**

The implementation of a mantrap is one approach to oppose tailgating. A mantrap contains two doors closely spaced that demand the user to the card through one and then the other successively. Mantraps form it approximately impossible to trail through a doorway undetected, and if a thief appears to take the first door before it closes, he will be trapped in by the second door as the second door remains locked until the first one closes and locks.

**Screen Filters**

Screen Filters are optical filters that reduce the angle of view-ability to an extremely limited range, making it tough for others to visually eavesdrop. Screen filters have a broad range of uses, from road warrior laptops to kiosks, to receptionists’ computers, or places where sensitive data is presented (medical data in medical environments).

**Key management**

Key management is the process of maintaining a record of where the keys are and who has an approach to what. A physical security environment that does not have a system of key management is not verifiably secure. Key management will be essential when, say, a server in a locked area goes missing, and management needs to identify who owns keys that can provide them to approach that area.

---

**Practice Questions**

1. Which of the following is the purpose of using Tunneling?
   - A. Eliminate an air gap
   - B. Connect users to a honeynet
   - C. Remote access from users outside the building
   - D. Intranet connections to the DMZ

2. The defense-in-depth is not supported by which one of the following?
A. Vendor diversity  
B. User diversity  
C. Control diversity  
D. Redundancy

3. Which of the following can result in the highest risk if configured improperly?
A. The operating system on a server  
B. Web server  
C. Application server  
D. Network infrastructure device

4. Why is UEFI preferred rather than BIOS?
A. UEFI resides on the hardware, making it faster than BIOS.  
B. UEFI is stored in volatile hardware storage.  
C. UEFI has limited ability to deal with high-capacity storage and high-bandwidth communications and thus is more optimized.  
D. UEFI has more security designed into it, including provisions for secure booting.

5. Which of the following is not performed by a Secure Boot?
A. It provides all approved drivers needed.  
B. It enables attestation that drivers haven’t changed since they were approved.  
C. It only allows signed drivers and OS loaders to be invoked.  
D. It blocks malware that attempts to alter the boot process.

6. What is not true about hardware roots of trust?
A. They are secure by design.
B. They have very specific functionality.
C. They are typically implemented in hardware that is isolated from the operating system.
D. They provide security only at their level, not to higher layers of a system.

7. What is the simple way of improving the security of a system?
   A. Enabling all ports and services
   B. Maintaining comprehensive access control rules
   C. Disabling unnecessary ports and services
   D. Optimizing system throughput

8. Which statement is not true regarding systems on a chip?
   A. They provide the full functionality of a computing platform on a single chip.
   B. They typically have low power consumption and efficient design.
   C. Programming of SoC systems can occur at several different levels and thus potential risks are easily mitigated.
   D. Because these devices represent computing platforms with billions of devices worldwide, they have become a significant force in the marketplace

9. Which aspect is important to remember while dealing with the medical device’s security?
   A. They are still relatively new in their usage.
   B. They can directly affect human life.
   C. Security is not related to safety.
   D. They are almost exclusively stand-alone devices, without Internet connectivity.

10. Which term describes the loss of control over data during operations?
    A. Sandboxing
    B. Data exposure
C. Data Breach
D. Runtime release
Chapter 04: Identity and Access Management

Introduction to Identity and access management

AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) framework

The AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) framework is the base of network security. The process of identifying ourselves by providing ID and password when we log into some account goes through this AAA framework.

**Authentication**

The part of the framework that is to authenticate that the person is actually whom he says he is. For that, the person generally provides ID and password and usually other additional authentication factors.

**Authorization**

Once the identification process is completed now the authorization part will figure out what the person can access or what access to the person has to the sources.

**Accounting**

Accounting keeps the record of the following things:

- Person who login
- Login time
- What data is delivered and received
- Logout time

**Multifactor Authentication**

Multiple factors could be demanded when the person is authentication into the AAA framework like *who you are, what you have, what do you know, what do you do*, and etc. These additional items may have a cost combined with them.

**Who you are**

**Biometric authentication:** Biometric authentication like fingerprint does not actually keep your real fingerprint but instead, a mathematical representation of your biometrics. The mathematical values used for biometric representation are complex to modify because these biometric values are unique.

**What you have**

**Smart card:** These cards are inserted into the computer, and usually these cards
are combined with Personal Identification Number or PIN so that, if some unauthorized person may get access to your card he may have to provide that additional information or PIN.

**USB token:** USB Token is another way for authentication. A specialized certificate is stored on the USB and used for authentication when required.

**Hardware and Software Token:** A synchronized pseudo-random codes are generated by this token for the purpose of authentication.

**Your Phone:** Messages or codes are sent to the phone, and then those messages or codes are used for the authentication purpose.

**What do you know**

**Password:** The most common way of authentication is password. The password is a secret word, code or characters that are known to the only person who created that password.

**PIN:** PIN is abbreviated as Personal Identification Number. These PINs are usually asked us when we use ATM that is generally 4 digit code and used for authentication.

**Pattern:** A pattern is also a type of authentication. These types of pattern are seen on the mobile phone lock screen nowadays commonly.

![Password and Pattern Authentication](image)

**Where you are**

**Your Location:** A useful method of authentication that is based on your geographical location. In this type of authentication when the person login to a system he has to provide the details of where he is, and the process of the transaction only completes if that person is in a particular location.

**IP Address:** Another way to authenticate where the person is, is through IP address. It does not provide accurate geography but can help to some extent.

**Mobile Device Location:** Mobile devices provide accurate geography as
compared to other through GPS (Global Positioning System).

**What do you do**

**Handwriting Analysis:** Handwriting and signatures are another way to authenticate who the person is.

**Typing Technique:** Typing technique is also used to determine the person because every person has some kinds of typing pattern.

**Single Sign-on (SSO)**

It is a feature that allows one-time authentication that is users don’t have to type ID and Password every time they want to access device or account or connect to a service. This saves a lot of time for the users. In Windows, there is Kerberos to accomplish Single sign-on.

**Transitive Trust**

Trust is the factor on which authentication relies on. Types of trust are as follows:

- **One way trust:** A type of trust in which B trust A but A do not trust B.
- **Two-way trust:** When both the parties trust each other that is A trust B and B also trust A this is known as Two-way trust.
- **Non-transitive Trust:** When the trust is created only for a single domain or entity and applied specifically to that domain is called Non-transitive trust.
- **Transitive Trust:** A trust that can be extended is called transitive trust. For example; if A trust B and B trust C then it allows A to trust C.
Identity and Access Services

Gaining Access:

To get access to network resources, credentials are needed that are first investigated by the AAA server. For example, consider a client want to get access to the resources of a network and he is authenticating through a VPN concentrator. The client first requests the VPN concentrator for getting access to sending ID and password or other authentication factors and these credentials are tested by the AAA server. After validating the authentication credentials, it will approve the credentials and forward to the internal network.

![Figure 4.1. Access Gaining Process](image)

There are many protocols that are used by the AAA server for this authentication process:

**RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-in User Service)**

RADIUS is a popular protocol for authentication. It supports numerous devices or networks, and it is not only for the dial-in networks. The services of RADIUS can be used to centralize for a single authentication for various systems like Routers, Switches, Firewall, etc. The services of RADIUS are almost available for every Operating System.

**TACACS (Terminal Access Controller Access Control System)**

It is a remote protocol for authentication that is typically needed to control access to dial-up lines.

- **XTACACS:** It is abbreviated as Extended TACACS that is created with new features by Cisco. It is only for Cisco devices as it is Cisco
proprietary and supports accounting and auditing too.

- **TACACS+**: In 1993 Cisco released another enhanced version of TACACS that is TACACS+ which is an open standard. This TACACS+ is not backward compatible and has more request and respond to codes of authentication.

This table summarizes and compares the unique features of RADIUS and TACACS+.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TACACS+</th>
<th>RADIUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L4 Protocol</td>
<td>TCP port 49.</td>
<td>UDP ports. 1812/1645 for authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1813/1646 for accounting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Encrypts full payload of each packet</td>
<td>Encrypts only passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>Proprietary to Cisco, very granular control of authorization, separate implementation of AAA.</td>
<td>Open Standard, robust, great accounting features, less granular authorization control. Another protocol named DIAMETER may replace RADIUS in the near future with enhanced capabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.1. Comparison of RADIUS and TACACS*+

**LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)**

The original standard referred to as X.500. This version was DAP (Directory Access Protocol) that runs on the OSI protocol stack whose specification was created by the ITU. A lightweight version that is LDAP was designed for TCP/IP. This LDAP is for a vast directory of services and for reading and writing directory over an Internet Protocol (IP) network. It is generally needed to deal with user authentication and authorization and access control. LDAP is now ordinarily run in Apple Open Directory, Windows Active Directory, Open LDAP, etc.

**LDAP Database**

In LDAP, information is stored as fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields-Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name-CN</th>
<th>Person or Object Identification.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Unit-OU</td>
<td>Organization’s department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locality-L</td>
<td>Area or City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-ST</td>
<td>Province or State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country-C</td>
<td>Two-character ISO Code of Country (like PK for Pakistan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Component-DC</td>
<td>Object’s Domain Component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.2. LDAP Database*

The attributes are represented by the value using an equal sign like “CN=IPSpecialist, OU=Marketing” and so on and this helps in building an information tree.

**Microsoft NTLM**

The only method of challenge and response of Windows is Microsoft NTLM for authentication in window domain. The NTLM is a type of authentication method that is a combination of NT operating system and LAN manager operating the system. The NTLMv2 (version 2) is common these days. For authentication, it uses a hash challenge, but the method it uses is insecure that is MD4 (as hash type). Vulnerabilities that are found in NTLM hash are removed by the Kerberos that is a standard method nowadays for authentication in Windows.

**Kerberos**

The latest and the most trusted method of authentication is Kerberos. In Kerberos, you only need to authenticate once that means it is an SSO (no need to re-authenticate every time for access gaining) method. It also prevents man in the middle attack or replays attack by allowing mutual authentication between the server and the client. Kerberos are first introduced in 1980 by MIT. Microsoft started using this in Windows 2000, and now it has made compatible with all Windows System.

For providing protection against Kerberos use extensive cryptography.

**How Kerberos Works**

The Client provides a Ticket Granting Ticket to a Ticket granted service. The ticket granting service then provide Service Ticket to the client and all the
services on the network are then authenticated through this Service Ticket. This means the user gain access by simply showing the ticket behind the scene, and he doesn’t have to re-authenticate by putting ID and password again and again.

**Figure 4.3. Kerberos Working Mechanism** Only the devices that are compatible with the Kerberos can use Kerberos authentication, and for other types of system that are not Kerberos friendly, LDAP, RADIUS or TACACS can be used, etc.

**Introduction to PAP, CHAP, & MS-CHAP**

For authentication in Point-to-Point network like ISDN, point-to-point protocol is required. The derivatives of PPP are PPTP and PPPoE.

- **PPTP** stands for Point to point tunneling protocol-Used for authentication in Windows operating system
- **PPPoE** stands for Point to point protocol over Ethernet-Generally used for DSL authentication.

The protocols that are used for *authentication through non-Ethernet networks* are as follows:

1. PAP
2. CHAP
3. MS-CHAP

**PAP**
PAP is abbreviated as Password Authentication Protocol. Used in old systems (mostly legacy systems) and not popular these days. PAP is a weak authentication method because no encryption method is used that means all the information that is being delivered are in clear text. Analog dial-up lines don't need encryption because it is not imaginable for someone to sit somewhere between the communication path to seize data.

![Figure 4.4. PAP Authentication Process](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Commands for PAP authentication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuring Hostname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuring remote router hostname for incoming request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Encapsulation Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Authentication with PAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Debugging Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3. PAP Authentication Commands**

**CHAP**

CHAP is abbreviated as Challenge Authentication Protocol. For delivering credentials over the network, it uses an encrypted challenge. A three-way arrangement is used by CHAP for authentication that is as follows:

1. The client sends credentials to the server, and in response, the server sends an encrypted challenge to the client.
2. The client responds to the challenge with a hash, by combining the password and the challenge together.
3. The server compares its database information (that is its hash) with
the hash it has received. If both matches, then the user's authentication is correct and is authorized to communicate over the network.

![CHAP Authentication Process Diagram](image)

*Figure 4.5. CHAP Authentication Process* The challenge and response mechanism happens multiple times during the connection without the knowledge of the user.

### CHAP Authentication Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command Type</th>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuring Hostname</td>
<td><code>Router(config)#hostname R1</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuring remote router hostname for incoming requests</td>
<td><code>R1(config)# username &lt;remote_username&gt; password &lt;password&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Encapsulation Command</td>
<td><code>R1(config-if)#encapsulation ppp</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Authentication with PAP</td>
<td><code>R1(config-if)#ppp authentication chap</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP Debugging Command</td>
<td><code>R1#debug PPP authentication</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.4. CHAP Authentication Commands*

### MS-CHAP

MS-CHAP is abbreviated as Microsoft-CHAP. The CHAP is personalized by the Microsoft and then named as MS-CHAP that is ordinarily used in PPTP. MS-CHAP has two versions that are MS-CHAP v1 and MS-CHAP v2. Because of using DES protocol both the version suffer vulnerabilities and that cause people to shift to other secure VPN communication like IPSec or L2TP, etc.
LAB 04-1: Configuring PPP PAP and CHAP authentication and verifying it.

Main Objective: The basic objective of this lab is to make you understand how to configure PPP encapsulation with PAP and CHAP authentication protocol in multi area OSPF network.

The following topology shows four routers R1, R2, R3, and R4 that are connected through serial cable. CHAP authentication is needed between R1 and R2 whereas between R2 and R3 PAP is needed to be configured and both PAP and CHAP are required between R3 and R4.

Let’s start the lab.

Step 1: Configure all the devices in the topology The following are screenshots in which basic router configuration commands and steps are shown.

Perform all the basic configuration on all the routers like assign hostname and disable DNS lookup. Also, configure all the interfaces on R1, R2, R3, and R4 with IP address as shown in the topology.

Configuring R1 Interfaces
Go to Router 1 and configure the following commands:
Router(config)#Hostname R1
R1(config)#no ip domain-lookup
R1(config)#interface serial 0/0
R1(config-if)#ip address 10.1.0.1 255.0.0.0
R1(config-if)#no shutdown
R1(config-if)#ex

*Jun 15 10:58:49.052: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 10:58:50.053: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up

### Configuring R2 Interfaces

Go to Router 2 and configure the following commands:

Router(config)#hostname R2
R2(config)#no ip domain-lookup
R2(config)#interface serial 0/0
R2(config-if)#ip address 10.1.0.2 255.0.0.0
R2(config-if)#no shutdown
R2(config-if)#exit

*Jun 15 11:11:12.973: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 11:11:13.977: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
R2(config)#interface serial 0/1
R2(config-if)#ip address 192.168.10.1 255.255.255.0
R2(config-if)#no shut
R2(config-if)#ex
R2(config)#

*Jun 15 11:12:08.086: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Serial0/1, changed state to up
*Jun 15 11:12:09.094: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/1, changed state to up

### Configuring R3 Interfaces

Go to Router 3 and configure the following commands:

Router(config)#hostname R3
R3(config)#interface serial 0/1
R3(config-if)#ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.0
R3(config-if)#no shut
R3(config-if)#exit

*Jun 15 11:19:18.100: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Serial0/1, changed state to up
*Jun 15 11:19:19.106: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/1, changed state to up
R3(config)#interface serial 0/0
R3(config-if)#ip address 172.16.20.1 255.255.0.0
R3(config-if)#no sh
R3(config-if)#ex

*Jun 15 11:19:47.996: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 11:19:49.004: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
Step 2: Now configure OSPF on the devices according to the topology.
Configuring OSPF on Router 1, Router 2, Router 3, Router 4.

### Configuring OSPF on Router 1
Go to Router 1 and configure OSPF commands:
R1(config)#router ospf 1
R1(config-router)#router-id 1.1.1.1
R1(config-router)#net 10.1.0.0 0.255.255.255 area 0
R1(config-router)#ex
R1(config)#

### Configuring OSPF on Router 2
Go to Router 2 and configure OSPF commands:
R2(config)#router ospf 2
R2(config-router)#router-id 2.2.2.2
R2(config-router)#network 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.255 area 10
R2(config-router)#network 10.1.0.0 0.255.255.255 area 0
R2(config-router)#ex

*Jun 15 11:43:15.949: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 2, Nbr 1.1.1.1 on Serial0/0 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done

### Configuring OSPF on Router 3
Go to Router 3 and configure OSPF commands:
R3(config)#router ospf 3
R3(config-router)#router-id 3.3.3.3
R3(config-router)#net 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.255 area 10
R3(config-router)#
*Jun 15 11:47:14.748: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 3, Nbr 2.2.2.2 on Serial0/1 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done
R3(config-router)#network 172.16.20.0 0.0.255.255 area 20
R3(config-router)#ex

Configuring OSPF on Router 4
Go to Router 4 and configure OSPF commands:
R4(config)#router ospf 4
R4(config-router)#router-id 4.4.4.4
R4(config-router)#net 172.16.20.0 0.0.255.255 area 20
R4(config-router)#ex
R4(config)#
*Jun 15 11:52:38.218: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 4, Nbr 3.3.3.3 on Serial0/0 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done

Step 3: Check routing tables of the routers.
Use `show ip route` command to check the routers routing table
R1# show ip route

```
R1>en
R1#show ip route
Codes: L - local, C - connected, S - static, R - RIP, M - mobile, B - BGP
D - EIGRP, EX - EIGRP external, O - OSPF, IA - OSPF inter area
N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2
E1 - OSPF external type 1, E2 - OSPF external type 2
I - IS-IS, su - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2
ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default, U - per-user static route
o - ODR, P - periodic downloaded static route, H - NHRP, l - LISP
c - application route
+ - replicated route, % - next hop override

Gateway of last resort is not set

10.0.0.0/8 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
 C 10.0.0.0/8 is directly connected, Serial0/0
 L 10.1.0.0/32 is directly connected, Serial0/0
 O IA 192.168.10.0/24 [110/128] via 10.1.0.2, 00:12:04, Serial0/0
R1#
```
R2# show ip route

Codes:  L - local,  C - connected,  S - static,  R - RIP,  M - mobile,  B - BGP
       D - EIGRP,  EX - EIGRP external,  O - OSPF,  IA - OSPF inter area
       N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1,  N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2
       E1 - OSPF external type 1,  E2 - OSPF external type 2
       i - IS-IS,  su - IS-IS summary,  L1 - IS-IS level-1,  L2 - IS-IS level-2
       ia - IS-IS inter area,  * - candidate default,  U - per-user static route
       o - ODR,  P - periodic downloaded static route,  H - NHRP,  l - LISP
       a - application route
       + - replicated route,  % - next hop override

Gateway of last resort is not set

10.0.0.0/8 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
  10.0.0.0/8 is directly connected, Serial0/0
  10.1.0.2/32 is directly connected, Serial0/0

192.168.10.0/24 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
  192.168.10.0/24 is directly connected, Serial0/1
  192.168.10.1/32 is directly connected, Serial0/1

R2#

R3# show ip route

Codes:  L - local,  C - connected,  S - static,  R - RIP,  M - mobile,  B - BGP
       D - EIGRP,  EX - EIGRP external,  O - OSPF,  IA - OSPF inter area
       N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1,  N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2
       E1 - OSPF external type 1,  E2 - OSPF external type 2
       i - IS-IS,  su - IS-IS summary,  L1 - IS-IS level-1,  L2 - IS-IS level-2
       ia - IS-IS inter area,  * - candidate default,  U - per-user static route
       o - ODR,  P - periodic downloaded static route,  H - NHRP,  l - LISP
       a - application route
       + - replicated route,  % - next hop override

Gateway of last resort is not set

O IA 10.0.0.8 [110/128] via 192.168.10.1, 00:14:46, Serial0/1
  172.16.0.0/16 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
  172.16.0.0/16 is directly connected, Serial0/0
  172.16.20.1/32 is directly connected, Serial0/0
  192.168.10.0/24 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
  192.168.10.0/24 is directly connected, Serial0/1
  192.168.10.2/32 is directly connected, Serial0/1

R3#

R4# show ip route

Codes:  L - local,  C - connected,  S - static,  R - RIP,  M - mobile,  B - BGP
       D - EIGRP,  EX - EIGRP external,  O - OSPF,  IA - OSPF inter area
       N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1,  N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2
       E1 - OSPF external type 1,  E2 - OSPF external type 2
       i - IS-IS,  su - IS-IS summary,  L1 - IS-IS level-1,  L2 - IS-IS level-2
       ia - IS-IS inter area,  * - candidate default,  U - per-user static route
       o - ODR,  P - periodic downloaded static route,  H - NHRP,  l - LISP
       a - application route
       + - replicated route,  % - next hop override

Gateway of last resort is not set

R4#
We can see that R4 (area 20) is de-connected of the area 10 and backbone area 0. Therefore, in task 03, we are going to use OSPF virtual link in order to mitigate the issue.

**Step 4:** Configure PPP encapsulation with PAP and CHAP authentication on all the serial connection.

### Configuring PPP encapsulation with CHAP between R1 and R2

R1(config)#username R2 Password IPS
R1(config)#interface serial 0/0
R1(config-if)#enca
R1(config-if)#encapsulation ppp

*R*Jun 15 12:07:59.469: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 1, Nbr 2.2.2.2 on Serial0/0 from FULL to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached *Jun 15 12:08:01.469: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to down R1(config-if)#ppp authentication chap
R1(config-if)#ex
R2>en
R2#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
R2(config)#username R1 password IPS
R2(config)#interface serial 0/0
R2(config-if)#_encapsulation ppp
R2(config-if)#ppp authentication chap
R2(config-if)#ex
Configuring PPP encapsulation with PAP between R2 and R3

R2#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
R2(config)#username R3 password IPS1
R2(config)#interface serial 0/1
R2(config-if)#encapsulation ppp
R2(config-if)#
*Jun 15 12:12:33.404: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 12:12:33.444: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 2, Nbr 1.1.1.1 on Serial0/0 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done
R2(config-if)#ppp authentication chap
R2(config-if)#
*Jun 15 12:12:48.240: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to down
*Jun 15 12:12:48.241: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 2, Nbr 1.1.1.1 on Serial0/0 from FULL to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached
*Jun 15 12:12:48.299: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 12:12:48.359: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 2, Nbr 1.1.1.1 on Serial0/0 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done
R2(config-if)#ppp authentication pap
R2(config-if)#ppp pap sent-username R2 Password IPS1
R2(config-if)#ex
R2(config)#
R3(config)#username R2 password IPS1
R3(config)#interface serial 0/1
R3(config-if)#encapsulation ppp
R3(config-if)#ppp authentication pap
R3(config-if)#ppp pap sent-username R3 password IPS1
R3(config-if)#ex

*Jun 15 12:24:28.021: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/1, changed state to up
*Jun 15 12:24:28.079: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 3, Nbr 2.2.2.2 on Serial0/1 from LOADING to FULL, Loading Done

Configuring PPP encapsulation with CHAP-PAP between R3 and R4
R3(config)#username R4 password IPS2
R3(config)#interface serial 0/0
R3(config-if)#encapsulation ppp
R3(config-if)#ppp authentication chap pap

*Jun 15 12:28:54.683: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 3, Nbr 4.4.4.4 on Serial0/0 from FULL to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached
*Jun 15 12:28:56.679: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to down
R3(config-if)# ppp pap sent-username R3 password IPS2
R3(config-if)# ex

R3(config-if)# username R4 password IPS2
R3(config-if)# interface serial 0/0
R3(config-if)# encapsulation ppp

*Jun 15 12:28:54.683: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached

*Jun 15 12:28:56.679: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to down

R3(config-if)# ppp authentication chap pap
R3(config-if)# ppp pap sent-username R3 password IPS2
R3(config-if)# ex

R4(config)# username R3 password IPS2
R4(config)# interface serial 0/0
R4(config-if)# encapsulation ppp

*Jun 15 12:33:12.563: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to up
*Jun 15 12:33:12.612: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 4, Nbr 4.4.4.4 on Serial0/0 from FULL to DOWN, Neighbor Down: Interface down or detached

*Jun 15 12:28:54.683: %LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on Interface Serial0/0, changed state to down

R4(config-if)# ppp authenctication chap pap
R4(config-if)# ppp pap sent-username R4 password IPS2
R4(config-if)# ex
**Step 5:** Configure OSPF Virtual link to connect area 20 to area 0

**Configuring OSPF virtual link on R2 and R3**

```
R2>en
R2#config t
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

R2(config)#router ospf 2
R2(config-router)#area 10 virtual-link 3.3.3.3
R2(config-router)#ex
R2(config)#

R3(config)#router ospf 3
```
R3(config-router)#area 10 virtual-link 2.2.2.2
R3(config-router)#ex
*Jun 15 12:39:42.373: %OSPF-5-ADJCHG: Process 3, Nbr 2.2.2.2 on OSPF_VL0 from LOADING to
FULL, Loading Done R3(config)#

Step 6: Ping all the routers.
R4 now have a route in the routing table to ping R1 (interface s0/0). And for verification, the ping test result is shown in the below figure.

Ping result of R1 from R4:

R4# Ping 10.1.0.1

Ping result of R3 from R1:
R1# Ping 172.16.20.1
Ping result of R4 from R2:
R2# Ping 172.16.20.2

Ping result of R1 from R3:
R3# Ping 10.1.0.1

**Step 7**: Verify the PPP encapsulation.
To verify the PPP encapsulation use `show interface serial 0/0` command.

An Overview of Federated Identities

*Server Based Authentication*

Web communication is stateless communication because every command or request is unique that means it has no link to the preceding request or command that is why authentication through the web is a challenge. So the question is, how we can extend that authentication of the request made previously?
Conventionally, this is achieved through Server-Based Authentication. In Server-Based Authentication, the server has a record of login. A session ID is granted to every user during login, and when the user sends a request, the server checks the session validity. This process adds overhead and ends in scalability issues to the server as the users increased.

The process of Server Based Authentication:
1. When the client login the session, information is held by the server.
2. The server checks the session information when the client sends an application request.
3. If the session information is authentic, then the feedback is sent to the client.

**Token-based Authentication**
It is also stateless based authentication like web communication (HTTP). In this authentication process session information is not saved on the server, but instead, the server sends a token to the client and the client store that token. The token is moved with the request when the client made a subsequent request. The server checks the validity of the token, and if the token is valid, then the server responds accordingly to the client. This process is secure because the token expires after a certain amount of time and also scalable because now the session information is kept by the client and not by the server.

**The process of Token-based Authentication**
1. The client login to the server.
2. After investigating the validity of the authentication process, a token is sent to the client.
3. The client sends that token along the application request.
4. If the token is valid, server response to the client.

**Federation**
Federation is a system that grants access to the other users also who may not have local-login that means a single token of the user is entrusted or authenticated across various systems just like in SSO (Single Sign-On). Federated network is created by third parties so that users can log in with separate credentials. For example; Facebook credentials, Twitter Credentials, etc.
In establishing the federated network, the third party have to create a trust relationship in advance.

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
SAML is an authentication and authorization method that is an open standard. The user authenticates through a third party for achieving entry to local sources. Shibboleth software is an example of SAML. Modern mobile networks don't have SAML because it was not created for mobile devices that are its major weakness.

OAuth
It is introduced by Google, Twitter, and other parties and it serves as an authorization to the resource that is what resources a user can approach. OAuth is usually observed to be used by Facebook, Google, etc. It is not a protocol for authentication and just provides authorization between applications. OAuth is combined with OpenID Connect (handles SSO) and then OAuth decides what resources a user can approach.
Identity & Access Control Management

Access Control Models

The first step towards ‘access’ is the authorization. Authorization is a combination of two things policy definition and policy enforcement.

- **Policy Definition**: what resources can a user access?
- **Policy Enforcement**: Ensuring that the user is accessing only the authorized resources.

Through access control models, a user determines what right he has or what resources he can access. Access control models vary from organization to organization depending upon their goals of controlling access.

*Mandatory Access Control (MAC)*

The operating system describes the limit on how much a user can access the resources based on clearance level of security. Each object that somebody requires to access is assigned a label (confidential label, secret label, etc.) and then users are provided with some rights that are decided by the administrator and users cannot change them. Through these rights, a user can determine what he can access. Some user may access confidential resources; some may access secret resources and so on.
**Discretionary Access Control (DAC)**

Commonly used in most operating systems. It is a type of model in which the owner decides who can access the object or what type of access the user can gain. The owner can also modify access at any time.

**The advantage of DAC**: Flexible Model. The owner can easily determine who can gain access and modify the access control whenever he wants to.

**The disadvantage of DAC**: Security is weak. The whole system’s security depends upon the security settings made by the owner. For example, suppose you create a spreadsheet. Now as the owner, you decide who can access the objects of the file and what objects of the file. And can modify the settings when required.

**Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)**

Role-based access control model is a type of model that offers access based on the role of the user in the organization like CEO, manager, director, team leader, etc. Type of access depends on the role.

The administrator is responsible for deciding which role will get what type of access. The RBAC allows users to gain access implicitly. For example, if some type of access is provided to the team leader, then by becoming the part of team leader group a member can also enjoy the rights of team leader. Windows group is used in Windows Operating System for providing Role-based Access Control.

**Attribute-Based Access control (ABAC)**

In ABAC model the right of accessing the resources is allotted to the user depending upon the policies collectively with the attributes. It is also considered as Next Generation Model of authorization because there are many different attributes through which it can be determined what type of access a can user have. These attributes may include who is accessing (Role), from where is accessing (Location), what is being accessed (Resource), and when is it being accessed (Time).

**Rule-based Access Control (RBAC)**

In rule-based access control model, the administrator creates some collection of the rule, and these rules describe who can approach what. Firewall is one of the rule-based access control models we are familiar with. Example of rules are: "Only the people in Pakistan can gain access to the web page," "the web form
can only be accessed through explorer browser," "the web form can only be accessed between 4 to 8 pm", etc.

**File System Security**

Security to the file is most of the time served by the operating system itself or could also be maintained by the proprietor. An access control list is kept by the operating system that contains a list of users along with the rights and permission. Some file system also allows encryption and decryption of data for higher security.

**Database Security**

Database server possesses their own access control. Database security is implemented through different approaches or database server have different choices for their security purpose such as; Encryption, Data Integrity (helps to avoid data loss), etc.

**Access Control Technologies**

The following are some technologies through which the access to the resources can be controlled:

**Proximity Cards**

A passive device that is used to unlock doors. A proximity reader reads the card, compare the information with the information in the database and then allow or disallow access.

**Smart Card**

Integrated Circuit (IC) card, used mostly for access control. It is a physical card that the person can slide into the computer or another device to gain access and typically contain a digital certificate for the purpose of authentication.

**Biometric Factors**

For controlling access, numerous biometric factors are used such as fingerprint, voice recognition, retinal scanner, facial recognition, and irris scanner.

**Token Generator**

This is another method of access control. The token generator generates pseudorandom tokens that are used along with various authentication methods.

**HOTP**

It stands for HMAC-based One Time Password. The type of method in which
different tokens are used every time for authentication means ne token is used only once and never again. These tokens or passwords are generated through a secret-key and a counter

**TOTP**

It stands for Time-based One Time Password. These tokens or passwords are generated through the time of day and a secret key. Many organizations like Facebook, Microsoft, Google, etc. use this method.

**Authentication through Certificate**

Popular access control method. This method of certificate-based authentication is used in a various form or types like PIV cards, CAC cards, and Smart cards in which the certificates are built-in for authentication or identification.
Account Management

Account Types

User account:
This is the type of account that is most common among users and linked to an individual or some specific person. It allows limited access to the operating system. Each user is assigned with particular identification number by the user account. Multi-users can use the same computer for accessing their resources only, by using User Account, which also keeps each user’s data secure from another unauthorized user. This means that by using the User Account, multi-user can log in to the same computer and but they can only access their resources only.

Shared Account
As the name suggests, this account can be used by more than one person. For example, some operating system allows the user to log in to a guest account (Guest Login). The shared account is difficult to manage because it is not known who is logging in. If the password of the shared account is changed, then everyone needs to be notified that the password is changed and this brings complexity to the management of the password. It is recommended to use User account on the system rather than Shared Account.

Service Account
The operating system or services of operating system use an internal account that is referred as Service Account and is used to run database or web server. Used only on the local computer and no user can login interactively. Different types of access permission can be set up for various services when using Service Account, which means database and web server rights may vary from each other. Some of the services accounts require username and password, and some don’t.

Privileged Account
Also known as Root account or administrator. Generally, these accounts can access the complete operating system. If you have to install application or device drivers or have to manage hardware, then you need to log in to Privilege Account.

General Concepts

Least privileges
Least privilege is considered as a significant principle in the management of the account. The principle that allows the user to have only the rights and permission that are necessary for them to perform their task or accomplish their objective and no extra rights should be given to the user. By limiting the access rights of objects (user, process, or application), the administrator can also limit the cause of harms and malware.

**On-Boarding**

Onboarding refers to the hiring of new personnel in the organization. For account management, it is very important for the administrator to have an agreement and AUC (Acceptable Use Policy) to be signed by the on-boarding member. After the agreement signing step, the administrator creates an account of the new member and put him to an appropriate access control group according to their requirement.

**Off-Boarding**

Prior to on-boarding, Off-boarding refers to the removal of personnel from the organization or group or team. When the member is off-boarded there are some proper steps that should be followed by the administrator that is, the off-boarding personnel’s account should be disabled (not deleted) and he should be removed from the access group.

**Perform Routine Audits**

Routine Auditing allows the administrator to checks or to assure that the account policies are being followed by everyone that means the administrator will check validation of all the account of the user and are all members in the proper group. Because of On-boarding and Off-boarding of the members, this routine auditing is necessary. Some audits are automatic that automatically generate a list of alerts.
Auditing

Auditing can be categories into two main types; one is Permission Auditing and second is Usage Auditing.

- **Permission Auditing** - Type of auditing to ensure that every user has correct permission or only the permission they need and also to assure that all the users are in a proper group.
- **Usage Auditing** - Type of auditing to assure that all the resources are being used correctly and to review how and where the files are being stored, and if the system is secure.

Standard Naming Convention

One of an essential part of maintaining the account is Standard Naming Convention. A username is typically assigned to everyone when they set up an account. The Naming Convention should hold the following features:

- **Uniqueness** - It should be Unique and does not conflict.
- **Consistency** - It should be consistent like, if a person is asked to enter the Last name and then the First name, then everybody should be asked to enter the username in the same pattern.
- **Persistency** - It is persistence, which means the user must use the same username every time.
- **Memorable** - It should be memorable but not recognizable.

Account Maintenance

Account maintenance includes the creation of an account, Periodic updates and De-provision of account.

- **Creation of Account** - It includes the provision of appropriate username, group, and access.
- **The periodic Updates** - The process to update about the changes.
- **Account Deactivation** - The deactivation of the account after the member left the group.

Group-Based Access Control

It refers to the provision of correct rights and permission to the user that are changeable by the time. The first step is to create a group then set rule or access rights for each group and then the user can be added to the group according to the rights they need.

Location Based Policies
Access policy can also be set based on the location of the user like GPS (accurate), IP address (completely inaccurate sometimes), etc. By using this policy, the user can be restricted from accessing data based on the location.

**Account Policy Enforcement**

**Credential Management**

Credential management is necessary when it comes to credential security. The credential that is being used should be stored on the server instead of on the client. And the credentials must not be sent in clear (should be encrypted) over the network.

**Configuring Setting**

It is difficult to create individual policies for large organizations. In Windows Operating system, the administrative tools like Windows Group Policy Management help to set security rules and apply an administrative setting in the system. This Group Policy Management is different from NTFS.

**Group Policy Control**

Group policy control is used by the administrator to limit people access right in the network. Multiple Security policies can be implemented on the network like the password length limit, Smart card authentication requirement, security log size limit, login restriction, etc.

**Password Complexity and Length**

To make strong and unrecognizable password, one must use a combination of uppercase letters and lowercase letters, numbers, and symbols and must be of long length (that can easily be remembered). The organizations can set rule for password requirement like that the password must be of 12 character length and must contain uppercase and lowercase letters plus at least one number and symbol.

**Password Expiration and Recovery**

Using the same password for a long time open paths for the hackers to hack password through brute force attack. For this reason, many organizations force users to change their password after a certain amount of time. In case of password loss, the password recovery method helps to reset the password. There is a formal procedure for recovering the password to ensure that the authentic person is recovering the password.

**Account Lockout**
Account lockout means that the account is temporarily blocked for the user due to incorrect password entry too many times. Automatic Lockout is very common on most of the system.
Figure 4.7. Access Control & Identity Management
Practice Question

1. Which account is used to run processes that don't involve human interference to start or stop?
   A. Guest account
   B. Process account
   C. Service account
   D. Root account

2. A person who works in the IT department of the bank informs you that the tellers are permitted to access their terminal from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., Monday through Saturday only. This restriction is an example of which of the following?
   A. User auditing
   B. Least privilege
   C. Time-of-day restrictions
   D. Account verification

3. The process of assigning a computer ID to a particular user is identified as?
   A. Authentication
   B. Validation
   C. Authorization
   D. Identification

4. Which is not a true category of authentication factors to be used if you are developing a new multifactor authentication system for your company?
   A. Something you know
B. Something you see
C. Something you are
D. Something you do

5. Which one of the following passwords seems hardest to break?
   A. An eight-character password based on a common dictionary word
   B. A six-character password using only uppercase letters
   C. A seven-character password using a completely random mix of letters, symbols, and numbers
   D. An eight-character password using only lowercase letters

6. The process of ensuring that every account on a mail server is owned by a valid and active employee is known as?
   A. Recertification
   B. Privilege auditing
   C. Password cracking
   D. Payroll auditing

7. What should occur when a user is no longer authorized or no longer desires to use a system?
   A. Account recovery
   B. Account deletion
   C. Account reset
   D. Account audit

8. For managing identities across corporates and systems, the protocols, policies, and practices are defined by which of the following?
   A. Transitive trust
   B. Single sign-on
   C. Identity Federation
   D. Account management
9. From the following scenarios in which it is acceptable to use a shared account?
   
   A. On a server maintained by different personnel  
   B. On a publicly accessible PC running in kiosk mode  
   C. If the account is used only to administer e-mail accounts  
   D. If the account is used by the CEO and her assistant  

10. For generating a one-time password which algorithm uses the secret key with a current timestamp?
   
   A. Hash-based Message Authentication Code  
   B. Date-hashed Message Authorization Password  
   C. Time-based One-Time Password  
   D. Single sign-on
Chapter 05: Risk Management

Overview of Security Policies, Plans, and Procedures

Standard Operating Procedure

For handling IT operation, every organization has its own procedures, and these procedures are known as Standard Operating Procedures. The standard operating procedure assures that all the applications and the systems are secure.

Here is a simple example of a standard operating procedure when a new account needs to be made:

Agreement Types

*Interoperability Agreement*

To provide product and services, every organization needs to work with the third-party. It is important to set up an agreement before handling sensitive data of your organization to a third party. The question that arises is that why would an organization share its sensitive data to a third party. One reason might be that the organization may need a third party that provides web hosting, firewall management or payroll services to your organization.

*ISA*

ISA stands for Interconnection Security Agreement. A type of agreement that is between the organization and the interconnected IT system. The requirements of the security that are associated with the interconnection are documented in ISA agreement, and that document provides the information on how the connection will be established, maintained and disconnected by the two parties.

*Mou/MOA*

It stands for Memorandum of Understanding, and it is an agreement that can be bilateral or multi-lateral, i.e., between two or more parties. It is a type of agreement between two parties, containing “set of intended actions” that direct towards a common goal.

*SLA*

SLA stands for Service Level Agreement. It is a type of agreement that is between the client and the service provider. SLA agreement defines the terms of services that exist between the client and the service provider.
### Personnel Management

**Mandatory Vacations**

Mandatory vacation is a part of the business requirement in some organization. On mandatory vacation, the employees are required to go on vacation for a certain amount of time during the year.

In some organization, employees are forced to take mandatory vacations in case they don’t want to because those employees who never take any vacation may be involved in illegal activity or fraud. So mandatory vacation helps the organization to discover illegal activities of employees and this vacation policy may prove to be a security protection mechanism.

**Job Rotation**
Another security policy is job rotation that keeps employees moving between different responsibilities. It has multiple benefits like it gives a better understanding of the employees of the organization that how different parts of the organization hinder or enhance the business.

It also benefits the organization in terms of security, as relying on an individual for security expertise is not good for the organization because if the person leaves the organization or harm the security system, it would become difficult for the organization to deal with that.

**Separation of Duties**

Separation of duty is also a part of the business policy. Separation of duty is divided into two types, i.e., split knowledge and dual control. Split knowledge refers to the separation of duties in which no single person has all the details that are needed to perform a specific task which means each person has half of the safe combination. Another type is a dual control that requires both the person to be present at the same time for performing the specific task. Both the person have their keys (don’t have to tell what their half of the combination is?) and when they combine their keys at the same time, it opens the safe.

**Clean Desk**

One of the very effective business security policies. Cleaning desk policy means when the person leaves the desk, nothing will be on their desk, PC should be shut down properly, and no paperwork will be on the desk. In short, employees should clean their desk before leaving the office so no one could see any of your data. One of the important security policy for the one who deals with sensitive data.

**Background Checks**

A background check also called pre-employment screening. A background check is performed by the organization to check that the person they are hiring is trustworthy and verify that the information that is provided by him/her is authentic or not. This basically provides all the necessary information to the HR members so that they can make the correct decision.

**Exit Interview**

In terms of security, an exit interview can be a powerful tool for gathering information when someone leaves the organization. This also includes termination of all the accounts and collection of mobile devices supplied to the
employee at the time of hiring.

**Role-based Awareness Training**

**Data Owner**
One of the roles for which the training is created is “Data Owner.” An executive level person who have responsibilities of administrator for data and application.

**System Administrator**
The system administrator is the one who enables the use of the application or data, and it is not necessary that the system administrator use this application or data (not necessarily be a user).

**System Owner**
A system administrator is the one who is responsible for making a decision about the overall operation of the data and application, defines security policies, make backup policies, and manages changes and updates. In short, a system administrator is closer to the business side of the application use.

**User**
The users are those who have least privilege access to the applications. As the name implies, the users are the application users. Users can be categorized into two types which are as follows:

- **Privilege User**
  A user who has a higher level of right and permission is known as “Privilege User.” This may be an area manager or the one who creates a report or who has permission for doing a wider range of tasks. A database administrator is also an example of a privileged user, who needs database function’s access but not to all servers or operating system option.

- **Executive User**
  A user is holding the responsibility of overall application use and operation. He is responsible for making a decision related to the usage of data or application.

**NDA**
NDA stands for Non-Disclosure Agreement that is a standard document of a corporate that explains the boundaries of information and secret material of the company. This agreement is responsible for controlling the discloser of any secret or confidential information to the unauthorized person or party.
Onboarding
An important element when onboarding workforce is to assure that the workforce must understand and must be aware of their responsibilities related to securing information and assets of the company.

Continuing Education
Advancement in technology and security is a continuous process therefore proper training and education is required for retaining skilled personnel in security. For keeping the skills of employees up to date, this “Continuing Education” programs help a lot.

Acceptable Use Policy/ Rules of Behavior
The AUPs (Acceptable Use Policies) are those policies that describe the correct use of the organization’s resources (like Computer, Internet, and Network). These policies are described by the organization, as they should be concerned about any personal use of these resources that does not serve the organization.
Adverse Actions
When employees violate the rules or policies, the adverse action is taken against those employees. There are two types of adverse actions that are as follows:

- **Zero Tolerance**
  Zero tolerance means no flexibility will be given to the employees upon breaking the rules or not correctly following the policies. One of the advantages of this action is that the organization gets the strict followers of rules and better performers. There is also a downside to this action that is the organization will lose outstanding long-term employee due to his one mistake.

- **Discretionary Action**
  Adverse issues are examined by adopting the rule that is “violation will be punished through a variety of HR actions including termination.” This is more challenging for the management of the organization to figure out the correct adverse action. This action offers flexibility to the valuable workforce member who made uncharacteristic mistakes.

General Security Policies

Social Media Network/Application
In today’s world where everyone is connected to each other socially, the organization needs social media policies for security purpose, and that establishes a balance between company’s requirement and social media.

These policies represent the company’s requirement and expectation (company’s code of conduct). It is the part of social media policy that the confidential information of company should not be shared on social media and it the personal responsibility of each employee to put only that information on social media that the company can represent.

Personal Email
The policies that are used for a business email account by the company is known as Personal Email Policies. Some company allows both personal and business use of business email account while other only allows business use. The basic goal is to disruptive use of the business account, and it also includes compliance issues. All the policies related to the use of business email account must be documented properly.
**Impact Analysis**

Business Impact Analysis is the process in which the source and relative impact value of risk element is determined in a process. It also refers to the document that describes the sources of risk and the steps related to its mitigation.

**RTO/RPO**

RTO stands for Recovery Time Objective, and as the name implies, it is the target time that is set for recovery of operation after the occurrence of the incident. Shorter RTO requires more resources and coordination. Therefore, it results in higher cost. This term is commonly used in disaster recovery operation and business continuity.

RPO stands for Recovery Point Objective which is defined as the time period that represents the maximum period of acceptable data loss. It determines the backup frequency essential for preventing unacceptable data loss. The RPO basically gives the answer to how much data loss is affordable.

**MTBF**

MTBF stands for Mean Time between Failure which is a measure of system’s reliability, and its expression describes the average time between system failures. Mathematically, MTBF is defined as the arithmetic means of system failures set and expressed as: \( \text{MTBF} = \frac{\sum (\text{start of downtime} - \text{start of uptime})}{\text{number of failures}} \)
MTTR

MTTR stands for Mean Time to Repair and is defined as the time required to repair a given failure. Mathematically, MTTR is expressed as follows: \( \text{MTBF} = \frac{\sum (\text{start of downtime} - \text{start of uptime})}{\text{number of failures}} \)

Availability is defined as the time in which the system performs its intended function. It is expressed in percentage, and its mathematical formula is as follows: \( \text{Availability} = \frac{\text{MTBF}}{\text{MTBF} + \text{MTTR}} \)

Mission Essential Function

Mission essential function permits the security squad to properly set up defenses for securing system and data in a way corresponding to the associated risk. It also guarantees the restoration of service.

Single Point of Failure

The Single point of failure is defined as any of the system’s component whose break down, or flaw could result in the entire system’s breakdown. For example:

- Fine for a small firm.
- A single connection to the internet.

Impact

When something does not work as it is planned it is called risk and this cause an adverse impact. The cost linked to the risk is the impact, and different level of risk causes a different level of impact. Example of Impacts from human life are as follows:

- Loss of Property
- Reputation Loss
- Death or Injury
- Safety Loss
- Life

Some IT systems are engaged in healthcare. Therefore, any failure of the system can cause injury and death to the victim. And this loss or injury of life are the issues that cannot be addressed by the substitute. It is, therefore, necessary to ensure that the system is extremely superfluous in order to prevent impact.

- Property
Unmitigated risk results in property damage. Property damage to organization’s property or other’s property and environmental damage caused due to the toxic release in an industrial setting are all those damages that are caused by IT security failure.

- Safety
Safety can be defined as “Protection against risk, danger or injury.” Safety issues (cause due to failure) increases losses and can cause a work stoppage. Computers can impact safety as they are now becoming involved in all business aspects.

- Finance
The final arbiter of all work is Finance that helps us to manage a score. The gain can be measured by profit and loss through unmitigated threat. When impacts overreach the predicted costs linked with the planned residual risks, this turns into an issue and impact profit.

- Reputation
One of the essential thing in marketing is Reputation. Junky history or shoddy record ruin the company’s reputation and costs the company in client base and revenue. For example, Nobody wants to give up personal information or contract with a bank with a junky history

**Privacy Impact Assessment**

A privacy impact assessment (PIA) is an organized way of figuring out the gap between the needed privacy act and actual privacy act. PIA ensures the compliance of the process and system with the existing laws and regulation. It analyzes how the PII (Personally Identifiable Information) is gathered, secured and used and all these information are provided to the users in the written privacy statement.
**Privacy Threshold Assessment**

A privacy threshold assessment determines whether the system has gathered and managed the PII or not and if the PII is kept the next step is the determination of privacy impact assessment.
Risk Management Processes and Concept

Risk management can also be called “Decision Making Process.” All the components like threat assessment, risk assessment, and security implementation approaches arranged within the concept of business management, describes the risk management

Threat Assessment

An organized interpretation of threat that encounters a firm is known as Threat assessment. Threats cannot be changed however the way it affects can be changed. Therefore threats are necessary to figure out.

Environmental

The Environment is one of the largest sources of threat to the system. There are a variety of sources that cause an environmental change like weather, storm, flood, lightning, etc. and these environmental changes disrupt the normal operation of the system and increase the risk. To overcome this situation, make the system resilient that mitigate the risk sources and reduce impacts to the enterprise.

Manmade

As the name implies, the manmade threats are those threats that are being caused by the action of a person. These threats are the result of both the adverse action of the attacker and accidents by the users. Therefore, appropriate control against intended and unintended actions are necessary to deal with the risk of the system.

External Vs. Internal

Internal threats come from inside the organization, and these threats are more damaging. These threats may be due to the dissatisfied / angry employee or may be due to a mistake or accident by a well-meaning employee. In internal threat, the risk is directly proportional to the level of access and the value of assets being worked on.

In contrary, the external threats are those that are caused by the outside of the organization, without access to the system.

Risk Assessment

The process of determining potential risk based on mathematical and statistical design is called risk assessment. For measuring the risk assessment value, any of the methods can be adopted by the user. A simple technique is to calculate ALE
(Annualized Loss Expectancy) that generates the financial value of impact, and its calculation starts with the measurement of SLE (Single Loss Expectancy).

**SLE**
SLE refers to the loss value that is expected from an event. The mathematical formula for calculating SLE is as follows: \( \text{SLE} = \text{asset value} \times \text{exposure factor} \)
The determination of the amount of loss of a resource is called Exposure factor, or we can say, it is the measure of the risk level of an asset (how much it is at risk).

\[ \text{Asset} = \text{Resource} \]

**ALE**
ALE is calculated after the calculation of SLE by multiplying SLE and ARO, following is the mathematical formula for it: \( \text{ALE} = \text{SLE} \times \text{ARO} \)
Where; ARO which stands for Annualized Rate of Occurrence refers to the amount of time the event is supposed to take place in a year.

**ARO**
As explained above, the ARO is the amount of time the event is supposed to take place in a year or in short; it can also be called as “events frequency in a standard year.”

For example: If the event is supposed to take place twice in 15 years then the ARO is 2/15

**Asset Value**
The amount of money that is required to replace an asset is known as Asset Value. The term asset value is commonly used with the term exposure factor for the determination of SLE.

**Risk Register**
The risk register is something that contains the list of all the risks linked with the system and all the information related to those risks; like their Types to arrange them, Mitigation factor, Possibility of occurrence, Impact to a business, etc.

**Likelihood of Occurrence**
The chance of occurrence of a particular risk is known as “Likelihood of Occurrence” which can be Quantitative or Qualitative. The livelihood of occurrence when defined qualitatively, is ordinarily described on an annual base in order to compare it with other annualized measures. If described quantitatively, it is used to generate rank-order results.
Supply Chain Assessment

All the organization requires to look not just at risk linked to a system, but the risk enclosed in the system. The process of exploration and identification of these risks is known as “Supply Chain Assessment.”

Impact

The impact refers to the measurement of actual loss occur when risk exploits the vulnerability. The impact level can be defined in terms of cost, schedule, performance, etc.

Quantitative

To objectively figure out the impact of an action which affects a business or program is known as “Quantitative Risk Assessment” and to perform this assessment, the use of models and metrics are involved commonly.

Qualitative

To subjectively figure out the impact of an action which affects a business or program is known as “Qualitative Risk Assessment” and to perform this assessment, the use of experience and expert judgments are involved commonly.

Testing

The testing is the process of determining a measure of the risk that a system possesses to the business. There are two types of testing Penetration testing and Vulnerability Testing.

- Penetration Testing Authorization
  
  Penetration testing is needed to mimic an attack to determine if the controls in place meet the desired standard or in other words, used to test security control. The first step in penetration testing is ‘Penetration Testing Authorization’ which is used as a communication plan, i.e., the team performing test obtains permission from the system owner and explain them the specifics of the penetration test.

- Vulnerability Testing Authorization
  
  Vulnerability test is used for the determination of weaknesses or vulnerabilities (that can result in damage, if left unguarded) and their level of exposure. Vulnerability Testing Authorization is the process of taking permission for vulnerability test from the management and explaining to them the purpose and risk of the test.

Risk Response Techniques
There are four different ways to respond to the risk which are as follows:

- **Transfer**
  Another way is to transfer the risk which you can do by purchasing insurance that transfer risks to the third party.

- **Avoid**
  Although it is hard to get rid of the threat but varying the system discloser to the threat can be accomplished in multiple ways. One of the most common ways is not deploying the module which extends risk.

- **Mitigate**
  Another way is to mitigate the risk. Through the effort of ‘Control’ that weakens the impact of an attack, risk can be mitigated.

- **Accept**
  One of the best response to the attack is to accept the risk after the specific risk is analyzed, and the cost to mitigate, transfer, and avoid the risk is examined against its possibility of occurrence, and it’s possible impact.
Incidence Response Procedure

Incident response plan

Incident response plan refers to those steps carried out by a corporation in response to any unusual or strange situation figured out in the work of a computer system. For managing incidents when they take place, the IT squad requires to set up an incident response plan that carries a table of instructions to facilitate in determining the response level.

The following are the steps of incident response plan:

**Documented incident types/category definitions**

Document incident response type/categories are the step in which multiple possible incidents are categorized into the manageable set to facilitate the planner and responders. For example, the category that deals with service interruption, or the one that deals with malicious communication, another might be dealing with phishing attack and so on.

All organizations can have different incident categories, as they can personalize the categories of the incident to meet the need for IT.

**Roles and responsibilities**

The next step is defining the roles and responsibilities of IR team representative. Roles might include team leader (the one who manages and maintain the overall incident response process), team communicator (the one who plays the role of spokesperson to all other inside or outside company’s group), Technical staff (who perform tasks), etc.

**Reporting requirements/escalation**

Reporting requirement/escalation is an important step in the incident response planning that illustrates the following parts:

- Who to contact when an incident occurs?
- What to say?
- Who requires to be involved?

Contact is made on the basis of incident type. Contact can be made with corporate persons (information security head, CIO, IR team) or with non-IT internal staff (Legal department, HR, etc.), and also with an external one (system owner, law enforcement, etc.).
**Cyber-incident response teams (CIRT)**

Cyber-incident response team is a predefined team of professionals who are designated to review and respond to cyber incidents. In this step of planning, it is determined what type of incident needs a CIRT response. For example, it is not necessary to involve the CIRT team for an incident like virus infection, but the incidents like denial of service may require you to involve the CIRT team. CIRT team may or may not be a part of the organization.

**Exercise**

Exercise is to test the IR team and the planning before the incident occurs. Owning a team and process is not sufficient, the organization needs to get the team practiced and exercised the process on the system before the incident occurs.

**Incident response process**

Incidents response process refers to the action taken by the security personnel in response to an incident. These are the steps of incident response process:

**Preparation**

There is a number of tasks needed to be prepared before the incident occurs like the determination of communication method and contact information, knowledge of handling hardware and software, assurance of all the incident analysis resources availability, assurance of having a proper incident mitigation software, etc.

**Identification**

There are various methods of detecting an incident occurs, and these methods possess different perception and detail levels. The identification process is challenging because the network and system are under attack all the time.

**Containment**

Once the incident occurred, the next step is to prevent it from spreading which is also known as Containment. It basically refers to the set of actions taken to preserve incident production as much as possible. For example, if a virus attacks the database it is important to protect the server which is uninfected.

**Eradication**

Eradication refers to the “removing of the problem.” A key element in eradication process is to prevent the system from reinfection.
**Recovery**
Recovery is the process that takes place after eradication step. It basically a process of bringing the assets back into function and restoring normal operation of those assets.

**Lessons learned**
The term lesson learned is used to illustrate the following things:
- What went wrong?
- How can it be improved?

In other words, it describes actions for improving methods and correct all the weaknesses.

*Figure 5.2. Incident Response Process*
Basic Concept of Forensics

Order of volatility

Volutility describes how long data will stick around. All data has different volatility, some are more volatile (stick for short time period) and some are least volatile (stick for the long time period). The following is the order of volatility from most to least:

- CPU, cache, and register content
- Routing table, process table, ARP cache, kernel statistics
- Live network connection and data flow
- Memory-RAM
- Temporary file system or swap space
- Data on hard disk
- Remotely logged data
- Data stored on archival media/backup

Chain of custody

In the process of evidence collection, the important thing is the maintenance of integrity and control of evidence which can be done through a chain of custody.

The chain of custody records for all persons who handled or had approached the evidence. More precisely, the chain of custody shows who collected the evidence, when and where it was collected, where it was kept, and who had authority or custody of the evidence for the entire time since the evidence was collected.

These are some of the steps that belong to the process of Chain of Custody:

- Note each item gathered as evidence.
- Note who gathered the evidence along with the date and time it was gathered or noted.
- Create an explanation of the evidence in the documentation.
- Place the evidence in containers/catalog and tag the containers with the incident number, the name of the guy who gathered it, and the date and time it was gathered or place in the container.
- Note all message digest (hash) values in the documentation.
- Securely move the evidence to a guarded storage resource.
• Receive a signature from the guy who takes the evidence at this storage resource.
• Add limits to restrict approach to and compromise the evidence while it is being kept.
• Securely move the evidence to court for actions.

Legal Hold
The IT experts may be requested to keep the evidence using legal hold. This is a legal procedure that assures that any data that may be linked with a specific legal procedure is taken and stored so that nothing is misplaced. This is commonly produced to prepare for some approaching lawsuit, and it’s generally a legal document presented to you this is normally presented as a hold notice, which notifies you specifically what kind of data and how much should be secured.

Data acquisition
All the steps that are taken for the collection of evidence should be documented properly because these may be required in the court as evidence. So, if all the process and information are documented, then this can help in proving the authenticity of the process and information.

The points that should be kept in mind while documenting the evidence are:
• Who gathered the evidence?
• How was it gathered?
• Where was it gathered?
• Who has had custody of the evidence?
• How was it secured and kept?
• When was it disposed of from storage? Why? Who got possession?

Capture system image
It is important to take a system image of the drive because the content may serve as a valuable forensic data.

Network traffic and logs
Many attacks take place across the network so, it is essential to grab all the information coming from the router, switch, firewall and single thing linked to the network as much you can.

Capture video
Video capturing is another way of seizing vital information at the time of data collection. Videos help you in providing high bandwidth data that shows exactly how things were planted or how the event or incident occurs.

**Screenshots**

At the time of evidence collection, it is necessary to take a screenshot of the state of the screen. These screenshots will help in providing proof of the authenticity of the documentation.

**Witness interviews**

Another important part of data collection is “Witness” because the credibility of a witness is essential.

**Preservation**

It is essential to store all the forensics data because there will be a time when you require to collect most of the data. It is necessary to have this data for present inquiry, and you require efficient to see through all the potential evidence in order to figure out what took place during that incident. And it is also necessary to preserve all the data and information for future incidents that need you to revisit the stored data and look for any interrelationship between incidents.

**Recovery**

The capability of recovering from the incident is also needed, and it will be simpler to set up a plan for later if there is more data. One thing that benefits someone in securing themselves is the ability to gather and process all the data and details and spot the solid information. In addition, this part also helps you in carrying out policy changes and modification on the basis of the knowledge that you discovered and safeguards you in future.

**Strategic intelligence/Counterintelligence gathering**

Strategic intelligence collection refers to the usage of all means to carry out the decision. This also helps in determining whether an organization is ready for the threat or not. It presents information that can reduce the range of an inquiry to a manageable stage. Having the understanding of definite actions for which obvious evidence of existence and non-existence are needed, a strategic intelligence can be set up on the information.

Counterintelligence collection is the collection of information specifically
addressing the strategic intelligence efforts. It helps you identify what people are seeking for and what information are they receiving. It also helps in identifying the motives and possible future activities of people.

*Active logging*

One of the most important security rules is to log every information because this is the only way of recording what an attacker exactly does.
Basic Concept of Disaster Recovery and Continuity of Operation

A process that the corporation needs to recover from situations that disturb regular operations is known as “Disaster Recovery.”

Recovery sites

It is generally very late to start the procedure of a response when a disaster takes place. Therefore, it is necessary to build disaster recovery sites. For building a disaster site, there are many options available like the hot site, warm site, and cold site.

Cold site

A site where the empty building is provided to you with basic environmental controls and no hardware or data or people are available. You are required to bring these things with you, and it takes weeks to get the cold site to operate.

Warm site

A one step up site is a warm site that is partially configured. Usually, the hardware is available you just required to bring the operating system and data.

Hot site

A site that is fully configured and duplicate of your operating environment. It takes no time or few hours to operate the hot site.

Order of restoration

During the process of application recovery, it is required to consider what applications have higher priority because all the applications do not have the same priority. Such as customer-facing application or the application dealing the billing process are of higher priority.

The priority list of application restoration should be well defined by the management of the corporation and this order of restoration list changeable, which means the management can change the order based on the priority.

Backup concepts

Having a backup of everything serves as the key factor in the disaster recovery of any organization. Backup can be made to tape, disk, optical drive, etc. For database backup, replication (online duplication) can be used.

Full

In order to back up files in an OS, there are various strategies that can be
followed. One of them is full back up. In full back up, every time the backup process is performed, every single file is copied during the process.

**Differential**
In differential back up, those files are copied that have been modified since the last time full back up is performed.

**Incremental**
In the incremental backup, those files are copied that have been modified since the last time incremental back up is performed.

**Snapshots**
Using snapshots, it is common to the backup operating system. A snapshot is a replicate of virtual machines at a definite moment in time. A snapshot is a generated by replicating the files that keep the virtual machine.
**Geographic considerations**

During the preparation for dealing with any type of incident, it must be kept in mind that the incident may damage everything in the building. Such as incidents like fire, flood, hurricane, etc. therefore it is necessary to plan for the worst.

**Off-site backups**

Having off-site backup is one of the best options. Off-site backup means that all the data is copied and stored on some other site (other than your building). It also mitigates the risk of backup lost.

**Distance**

Another challenge is the determination of location for backing up all the data because disasters can affect a large area. Therefore, the recovery site should be at a distance from that particular area (at a larger distance from your organization). But if the data is backed up at large distance, then it will also increase the time of recovery.

**Location selection**

Another key element that should be kept in mind while backing up data is location selection. Backup media protection is the highest priority. Therefore, a safe and proper location is necessary. Cloud can be an ideal location.

**Legal implications**

The legal issues liked with the location is also a point of consideration because the business regulation varies between states. For example, if the backup is outside the country, then the recovery personnel should have a passport and must be able to clear immigration process.

**Data sovereignty**

Data sovereignty is a relatively recent type of rule several states have formulated. If your data is residing in some particular state, then it will be subjected to that state’s law. You can be restricted to move your data to another country.

**Continuity of operation planning**

The continuity of operation plan refers to the strategies whose goal is to figure out which subdivision of the regular operation is required to be continued during interruption period. It involves preparing a broad plan that can be appointed
during any unanticipated events. In short, it basically helps in providing trouble-free services during any disruption.

**Exercises/tabletop**

Getting all the team members in a cabin around the table for discussing simulated emergency conditions is known as tabletop exercise. All the key players examine and discuss the actions they would pick up during an incident or emergency and test their plan in order to determine if the plan is viable or not.

**After-action reports**

After testing the continuity of operation plan, it is necessary to prepare a report that describes what went right and what went wrong during the test and also documented the objectives and standard of operation upon transmission to the backup system.

**Failover**

Failover refers to the process of transferring from regular business operation to continuity of operation plan. The alternate processing site remains running even for months, depending on the extent of the incident.

**Alternate processing sites**

If something occurs with the primary site, there should be some alternate site to continue the normal business processes. The alternate processing sites have data synchronization and all the necessary resources for bringing the site up.

**Alternate business practices**

Having an alternate business practice is also a good business strategy. When a disaster or unexpected event occurs, everything can be destroyed even the technologies on which the business process relies on. Therefore, alternate practices are needed. Am example is an alternate of a transaction process that is being performed on a computer is a manual transaction (provide paper receipt).
**Types of Security Control**

**Deterrent**

A *Deterrent Control* serves to inhibit the attacker by reducing the possibility of success from the viewpoint of the attacker.

**Preventive**

*Preventive Control* refers to the prevention of specific action from occurring. For Example Firewall

**Detective**

*Detective Control* helps to detect a physical security breach. It alerts the operator to specific condition and acts during an event.

**Corrective**

Corrective Control is an attempt to reduce the amount of damage and used after an event. For Example ‘Backup’ that helps the rapid restoration of operation.

**Compensating**

To directly address the threat when there is no control available, one thing needed to meet the requirement is ‘*Compensating Control.*’ For Example: ‘Fire suppression System’ that do not stop fire damage but can limit fire damage.

**Technical**

When some form of technology is used to address the physical security issue, it is referred to as a ‘*Technical Control.*’ For Example: Biometrics.

**Administrative**

Limiting the security risks through policies and procedures are known as ‘*Administrative Control.*’ For Example: Giving instructions to a security guard.

**Physical**

Physical Control refers to restricting specific physical activity from occurring. For example, Mantrap that prevents tailgating. It basically restricts the accidental operating and specific human interaction with a system.
Data Security and Privacy Practices

Data destruction and media sanitization

It is important to destroy the data that is no longer in use because that data or information can be discovered and used by the criminals in malicious activities like identity theft, social engineering, etc. Dumpster diving is used by the criminals for this purpose because the value of it is well known to the criminals.

For every organization, it is vital to have effective demolition and destruction policies and associated procedures. The following are some methods of data destruction and media sanitization.

Burning

A method of destruction, which is regarded as a gold method is referred to as Burning. The data/media is carried out in a form that can be demolished by the fire and then it is burned. This is the process which is irreversible and makes the data lost permanently.

Shredding

Shredding which is also referred to as physical destruction is the method of splitting things into small chunks and then mixed making the reassembling impossible or difficult. Everything that might be advantageous or useful to a criminal or dumpster diver should be shredded.

Pulping

A process of recombining a paper into new paper by suspending a paper fiber in a liquid. Once the paper is shredded, the pulping process erase the ink by bleaching, and then those shredded pieces are recombined into new paper, and in this way, the layout of the old paper is completely destroyed.

Pulverizing

Breaking things by external force into unusable pieces (that cannot be reconstructed) is known as Pulverizing which is also referred as ‘Physical Process of Destruction.’ Used for hard disk driver like items. Encryption is the modern approach of pulverizing. In this method, the owner encrypts the drive’s data and destroy the key. This process makes the data non-recoverable depending on the strength of encryption.

Degaussing
The files on a magnetic storage device can be destroyed magnetically, i.e., using a magnetic field; this method is known as degaussing. This is a safe technique for degaussing the data or media. In this method, the magnetic particles got realigned by discarding the organized format that displayed the data.

**Purging**

A process of discarding and erasing data from the storage zone permanently is known as purging. A key expression that reflects the purging is “removing data,” which is planned to clear up the storage zone for reuse. For example: Circular Buffer.

**Wiping**

Wiping is a process of rewriting the media in storage with 1’s and 0’s pattern series multiple times so that every trace is eliminated of original data or media. It is ideal for the method because it is a non-destructive method. There are various data wiping protocols available with different passes like 3, 7 or 35, depending on the level of security of data.

**Data sensitivity labelling and handling**

**Confidential**

A Confidential labeled data on exposure to an illegitimate or unauthorized party leads to severe harm to the corporation. The data is specified by the policy that covers detail regarding who possesses the authority to issue the data. Examples are Software Codes, Trade Secrets, Product Design which are all confidential data.

**Private**

A Private labeled data on exposure to an illegitimate or unauthorized party leads to disruption or harm to the corporation. Private data is commonly related to the personal data that belong to an individual or less often with the corporation. The damage level related to the private data is less as compared to the confidential data but still significant.

**Public**

A public labeled data can be viewed by the public and carries no protection in regards to confidentiality. But in regards to integrity, the protection is still required. For example Press Release, Public Web Pages, etc. are the examples of public data.

**Proprietary**
Proprietary is something that is owned and controlled by individual or organization. Therefore, proprietary data is something that is confined to a business for competitive use.

Proprietary labeled data can be shared with a party other than a competitor, and the label of proprietary is for alerting that party to not share that proprietary data further. For protecting proprietary data the laws of secrecy, copyright, patent are used.

**PII**

PII stands for Personally Identifiable Information. It indicates the information that is used to differentiate or detect an individual’s identity such as individual name in combination with one or more of the following things:

- Social security number,
- Driving License number,
- Account number or credit card number or other identifying information that is linked to a specific person.

In other words a set of a data element that leads to the identity of a specific individual. PII is mostly used in the online transaction, and it can also be misused by the unauthorized party. Therefore, it is necessary to protect that information.

**PHI**

PHI stands for Protected Health Information that refers to the health information of an individual like health care record, a payment that is made for health care, insurance information and all medical care related information. HI information is protected by Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

**Data Roles**

There is a relation between the data and the people who require to access that data. The rights and permissions to access that data are given to the people on the basis of responsibilities in the organization.

**Owner**

One of the types of data role is the Owner or Data Owner. The data owner is usually the director or senior officer of an organization. For Example, The sales vice president, who own all the customer related data. Another example is Treasurer, who owns financial data/information.
Steward/custodian

Steward refers to someone who manages security, privacy, and accuracy of data. They are responsible for assigning security labels and also ensures compliance with applicable standards and laws.

Privacy officer

A person who is responsible for overseeing the privacy of all the data of the organization is the privacy officer. They set policies and implement processes.

Data retention

Data retention refers to the storage of data logs and the most important thing in data retention is to determine what data needs to be stored and for how long. Data is retained for multiple purposes like a contractual obligation, accounting, and billing, warranty history, etc. But storing data for the long time period may cause a risk if not maintained properly.

Legal and compliance

Some of the data security and privacy actions are supervised by legal requirements and regulatory compliance. Various sectors have varied requirement belonging to personal information use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The requisite level of performance of a given contractual service is essentially set by which of the following?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Inter-organizational service agreement (ISA) B. Memorandum of agreement C. Memorandum of understanding D. Service level agreement (SLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Which of the following is responsible for defining the characteristics like privacy, security, and retention policies for specific information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. The data owner B. The privacy office C. The data security office D. An individual specifically is given this responsibility for the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Which of the following policy describes what a company considers to be the proper use of its resources (like computer policies, internet, network, and e-mail)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Resource usage policy (RUP)  B. Acceptable use policy (AUP)  C. Organizational use policy (OUP)  D. Acceptable use of resources policy (AURP)

4. Which of the following is the step-by-step instruction that describes policies implementation steps in a corporation?
   A. Procedures  B. Regulations  C. Standards  D. Guidelines

5. After an incident, the target time that is set for a continuation of operations is described by which of the following term?
   A. RPO  B. MTTR  C. RTO  D. MTBF

6. The security control that is used post-event for minimizing the amount of damage is?
   A. Corrective  B. Detective  C. Preventative  D. Deterrent
Chapter 06: Cryptography & PKI

Cryptography Concepts:

Cryptography is derived from a Greek word ‘Krypto’ which means ‘hidden or secret.’ Hence, it is stated to be the study of secret writing or encryption and decryption of normal text to make it impenetrable. Cryptography allows us to check the integrity of data. Cryptography techniques are generally classified as Traditional and Modern cryptography.

- **Traditional**: Conventional techniques use the simple mechanism of transportation (reordering of plain text) and substitution (alteration of plain text).
- **Modern**: A New technique that relies on sophisticated protocol and algorithm to gain the security of information preservation.

Cryptography is vital when communicating over un-trusted or shared medium (like the Internet). The target is to secure static and mobile information by using cryptographic technologies. It helps us to address issues linked to Confidentiality, Integrity, and Authentication. We can figure out if someone is whom they claim they are. Another security factor that cryptography provides is Non-repudiation that verifies the incoming packet from the authentic user. You are also able to validate the information truly written by the sender. In other words, you can check that the information you have received is the actual piece of information sent by an actual source without any modification by an unauthorized user. Some common term used in Cryptography are defined below.

![Cryptography Features](Image)

**Figure 6.1. Cryptography Features**

**Cryptographic Terminologies:**

Some common terminologies that are used in cryptographic context are:
**Encryption**
Transformation of plain text into a secret code by using an algorithm that uses a secret key to prevent anyone from accessing the information except the intended recipient. It provides security in term of encryption for secure communication over an insecure medium by making the information unreadable to the unauthorized person.

![Figure 6.2. Encryption Process](image)

**Decryption:**
Conversion of encrypted data back to its original form. Decryption is a reverse process of encryption which requires decryption key to achieve plaintext data.

**Ciphertext:**
A ciphertext is an encrypted form of plaintext data.

**Plaintext:**
The original form of data before any sort of encryption is known as Plain text.

**Hash:**
Hashing is a technique to validate the integrity of a message. Message digest value generated mathematically is calculated and compared to verify the integrity of a message.

**Key:**
To encrypt data, you require the simple text, the cipher you will apply, and then you require a key (Cryptographic key). This key is combined to the cipher to encrypt the simple text. The key size is proportional to the security, the larger the keys, the better the security will be. Therefore, to bring more, security key sizes are kept larger.
Some encryption techniques use a single key, some use multiple keys for the encryption of data, and the methodology that is employed will depend on the cipher in use.

**Cryptanalysis:**
The art of breaking encryption is known as cryptanalysis. There are various ways for data encryption; the investigators are working continually on identifying weaknesses and problems with the procedure through which we are encrypting and securing our data to make sure our data is harmless as possible.

**Digital Signatures:**

It provides integrity, so to make sure that the message that is received is exactly the message originally sent. It also provides authentication in order to know that the message that is received is sent by the authentic sender. Another feature that it provides is non-repudiation that is to make sure that the digital signature is not fake.
**Cryptographic Algorithm:**

There are generally three types of algorithms:

**Symmetric Key Cryptography:**

Symmetric Key Cryptography is the oldest and most widely used cryptography technique in the domain of cryptography. Symmetric ciphers use the same secret key for the encryption and decryption of data. It is also known as a secret key or pre-shared key algorithm.

Its purpose is to provide data confidentiality Symmetric key cryptography ciphers are typically classified in two approaches: **Stream Cipher:** A type of symmetric key cipher that encrypts the plain text one by one. There are various types of stream ciphers such as synchronous, asynchronous. RC4 is the most common type of stream cipher design. The transformation of encrypted output varies during the encryption cycle. **Block Cipher:** A type of symmetric key cipher that encrypts the plain text on the fixed length of the group. The transformation of encrypted data does not vary in a block cipher. It encrypts the block of data using the same key on each block. DES and AES are common types of block cipher design.

**Example:** A block cipher takes a 128-bit block of plain text and returns a corresponding 128-bit block of ciphertext.

**Symmetric Key Cryptography Algorithm:** The following are some symmetric key cryptographic algorithm: **Data encryption algorithm (DES):** Most common symmetric algorithm designed by IBM in the 1970s. DES uses 56-bit key to encrypt 64-bit datagram block. It is no longer considered secure due to the reason that its keys size is too small. **Triple-DES (3DES):** It is an enhanced version of DES. It uses up to three 56 bit keys and makes three encryption and decryption passes over the same datagram block. It is mainly derived to enlarge the key length to 168 bits (Three 56-bit key). In short, it encrypts 64-bit datagram bock using three 56-bit key (168-bit key). **Advanced encryption standard (AES):** It is also known as ‘Rijndael’ and was introduced by NIST in 2001. A most important feature of AES algorithm is that it can use variable block length and key length. Any combination of key length
128, 192, 256 bits and block length 128, 192, 256 bits can be used.

Asymmetric Key Cryptography:

Unlike Symmetric Ciphers, two keys are used. One key is publically known to everyone while one key is kept secret and is used to encrypt the data by sender hence it is also called Public Key cryptography. Each sender uses its secret key (also known as a private key) for encrypting its data before sending. The receiver uses the respective public key of the sender to decrypt the data. RSA, DSA and Diffie-Hellman Algorithm are popular examples of asymmetric ciphers. Asymmetric Key Cryptography delivers Confidentiality, integrity, authenticity & Non-repudiation by using Public and Private key concept. The private key is only known by the owner itself. Whereas, the Public key is issued by using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) where a trusted Certification Authority (CA) certify the ownership of key pairs.

Asymmetric key Cryptography is also known as Public-key algorithm and was announced publically in 1976. It uses a two-key pair; one key is for the encryption of plain text, and the other is for the decryption of ciphertext. In contrary to the symmetric algorithm, asymmetric algorithm required no secret key sharing to securely communicate over an insecure channel. It is commonly used in digital certification and key management.

Asymmetric Key Cryptography Algorithm: Some asymmetric key algorithms are as follows: **RSA Algorithm:** RSA is named after the initials of three MIT mathematicians Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman who developed this algorithm and was publically described in 1976. As it is an asymmetric algorithm, which means it uses two keys that are public and private. The public is given to everyone, and private is kept secret.

**Example:** A user sends its public key to the server and requests for some data. The server will encrypt the data by using user’s public key and sends the encrypted data to the user. The user will receive the data and decrypt it.

It is the most widely used algorithm for key exchange, digital signature, and message encryption. There are various standards of RSA algorithm, and all of them use variable size block lengths and key lengths. The standards are RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4, RC5, and RC6.

**Diffie Hellman (DH):** This algorithm was introduced by Stanford University
professor Martin Hellman and a graduate student Whitfield Diffie in 1976. DH protocol also known as key exchange protocol is a public key distributing system that uses asymmetric key cryptography method. DH permits two end users that have no previous knowledge of each other to create a shared key over an insecure communication channel, and that secret key can be used to encrypt subsequent messages using a symmetric key algorithm. DH algorithm is only used for secret key exchange and not for digital signatures and authentication.

**Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA):** DSA algorithm was introduced by National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in 1991 for (Digital Signature Standard) DSS use, and it is also a Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) standard for digital signature. It is mainly used for a digital signature to assure message authentication.

**Public-key Cryptography standard (PKCS):** It is a collection of interoperable public key cryptography standards and guidelines. It is developed and published by RSA Data Security Inc.

**PKCS Standards:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PKCS #1</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #1</td>
<td>RSA Cryptography Standard</td>
<td>Description of RSA Public and Private key’s properties and format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #2</td>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>Withdrawn and merged into PKCS #1. Covered RSA Encryption of message digests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #3</td>
<td>Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement Standard</td>
<td>Allows two end users with no previous knowledge of each other to create a shared secret key over an insecure communication path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #4</td>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>Withdrawn and merged into PKCS #1. Covered RSA key syntax.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #5</td>
<td>Password-based Encryption Standard</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #6</td>
<td>Extended Certificate Syntax</td>
<td>Describes extensions to the old X.509 v1 certificate specification, obsolete by X.509 v3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #7</td>
<td>Cryptographic Message Syntax Standard</td>
<td>Used to sign or encrypt messages under a PKI and also used for certificate dissemination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #8</td>
<td>Private-key Information Syntax Standard</td>
<td>It is used to carry private certificate key pairs both encrypted and unencrypted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #9</td>
<td>Selected Attribute Type</td>
<td>It describe selected attribute type for use in PKCS#6 (extended certificates), PKCS#7 (digitally signed messages), PKCS#8 (private key information) and PKCS #10 (certificate signing request).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #10</td>
<td>Certification Request Standard</td>
<td>Defines the pattern of messages sent to a Certification Authority to demand certification of a public key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #11</td>
<td>Cryptographic Token Interface</td>
<td>An API is defining a generic interface to cryptographic tokens. Used in single sign-on, Public key cryptography &amp; Disk encryption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #12</td>
<td>Personal Information Exchange Syntax Standard</td>
<td>Defines a file format typically used to keep private keys with leading public-key certificates, protected with a password-based symmetric key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #13</td>
<td>Elliptic Curve Cryptography Standard</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #14</td>
<td>Pseudo-random Number Generation</td>
<td>PRNG is an algorithm that generates a sequence of numbers that are not truly random.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKCS #15</td>
<td>Cryptographic Token</td>
<td>It defines a standard allowing users of cryptographic tokens to identify themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hashing

A cryptographic hash function is a function which takes the Plain text as an input and returns a fixed-size string. This string is called hash value, message digest, digital fingerprint, digest or checksum. One-way Hashing condenses a message into an irreversible fixed-length value or hash.

**Hash Algorithm:**

It has various names for one-way encryption, message digest, and hash function. It is used to compute a fixed-length hash value based on the original plain text. Using hash value, the original cannot be changed even with the knowledge of hash function. A hash value is a unique number that is created from a sequence of text using a mathematical formula. It is usually faster than encryption techniques.

The main purpose of the hash algorithm is to provide a digital fingerprint of any type of data in order to assure that information has not been changed during the transmission and provide a measure of information integrity. The hash algorithm is typically used for two purposes:

- Digital certificate
- Data integrity check

Some of the hash algorithms that are commonly used are as follows: Message Digest (MD)

- MD2
- MD4
- Md5

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)

- SHA1

**Message Digest (MD):** MD Algorithm is a sequence of byte-oriented cryptographic hash function that generates 128 bits (fixed length) hash value from a random length input.

**Message Digest 2 (MD2):** It was developed in 1989 by Ronald Rivest. It was
produced and enhanced for an 8-bit system having insufficient memory, for example, Smart Card. The message is augmented initially to assure that its length is divisible by 16 and then a 16-byte checksum is affixed to the message. The rising value is proceeded to figure out a hash value.

**Message Digest 4 (MD4):** It was also developed by Ronald Rivest in 1989 for 32-bit system or machine. It was identical to MD2 but specially designed for faster processing in programs. In MD4, the message is first augmented to assure that its length in bits plus 64 is divisible by 512 and then 64 bit of the original message length is linked in series to the message.

**Message Digest 5 (MD5):** It was developed in 1991 by Ronald Rivest. It was an improved version of the MD4 algorithm and was specially designed to overcome the weaknesses in the MD4 algorithm and provide stronger security. MD5 continuous to survive in spite of several weaknesses but algorithmically it is not highly secure due to analytical attack and possible collision that has been found in less than 1 hour.

**Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA):** SHA is a type of Hash algorithm that produces 160-bit output. It was developed by National Security Agency (NSA) and declared as U.S govt. standard. SHA is more secure than MD5, but processing is slower than MD5. This algorithm also known as SHA0 was published in 1993 and after 2 years SHA1 was introduced.

**Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA1):** Most generally used algorithm that gives 160-bit hash value as an output. It is recognized to be the replacement to the MD5 algorithm and employed broadly in multiple application and protocols such as TLS, SSL, PGP, SSH, S/MIME and IPsec. Four modifications SHA224, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512 which is jointly called SHA2, have now been introduced. These modifications are illustrated in RFC4634 and can produce 224, 256, 384 or 512-bit length hash value. Attacks on both SHA1 and SHA0 have been noted by the cryptographer. However, no attacks have been noted on SHA 2 yet.
Cryptography Uses

For creating a balance between security provision and enough battery provision that will remain available throughout the day, we use cryptography that uses less power. For that smaller symmetric key sizes or elliptic curve, cryptography is used which needs fewer resources than asymmetric encryption. Symmetric encryption or smaller key sizes are used if you have an application that demands low latency so to encrypt and decrypt information quickly and to keep the process as active as possible.

Moreover, if you are concerned about the integrity of data, then a strong encryption technique is required that uses larger key sizes and include hashing.

Confidentiality

The biggest reason to employ encryption is confidentiality. It is a private & secret way of conveying information that only the desired recipient could look. To preserve this confidentiality, these encryptions are used; drive-level encryption, file level encryption and encryption over email.
Integrity
To ensure that the information that is received by the recipient is exactly the information that was originally sent. It prevents from modifying data by the unauthorized user. To provide this integrity hashes are used. For this sender takes a hash of the data while sending the information and then the end user or the recipient performs the same hashing function and make a comparison of the two hashes to ensure that during transmission nothing has changed.

- Typically used with the transfer of the file to authenticate a successful file transfer.
- Also used to store password, to save it in a way that hides the original password but yet keep a check that everybody is authenticating properly.

Obfuscation
Another usage of cryptography is to hide data that is done through obfuscation. However, in this way malware takes profits of this by data encryption and transportation of it to the system. The encrypted data will hide from anti-virus on your system, and once the virus enforces on the system, it decrypts itself and starts infecting.

Authentication
Commonly used with authentication as written before about getting the password and hashing them for comparison later. Usually, the password is merged with a random salt, and a hash of both the salt and password is produced, and in this way, if somebody accesses the hash password list, all the passwords look quite unique even if the same password was shared by someone else.

Non-Repudiation
Cryptography also provides non-repudiation. Through this, it can be confirmed that the information received by the recipient really come from the third party. It can be provided by using digital signatures that also provide integrity.
Wireless security

The use of wireless network has risen and, therefore, the security of the protocols used in a wireless network has become a vital factor which can be ensured through the implementation of encryption.

Cryptographic Protocols

Cryptographic protocols refer to the cryptographic methods and their implementation to assure various vendors equipment interoperability.

All can have a secure wireless communication channel by configuring WPA and WPA 2 encryption that permits only people with a password to communicate.

**WPA**

- It stands for Wireless Protected Access
- Used for encryption on wireless networks
- It uses RC4 cipher with TKPI (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol)
- Capable of accepting much larger Initialization Vector
- In WPA, every packet has a unique 128-bit encryption key.

**WPA2**

- Wi-Fi protected access version 2.
- It is the most modern wireless encryption and was introduced in 2004.
- Uses AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) for encryption that replaced RC4.
- Also, involve CCMP (Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol) that replaced TKIP.

**CCMP: Block cipher mode**

- Uses 128-bit keys and encrypts in 128-bit block size.
- Its services include Data confidentiality, Access control, and Authentication.
- For data confidentiality it uses AES

**TKIP**

- It merges the secret root key with initialization vector and prevents
replay attack by adding sequence counter.
- It also defends against tempering by adding 64-bit message integrity check.
- There were some integration vulnerabilities found with TKIP that is why it was agreed to not use it further.

**Authentication Protocols**

**EAP**
- It stands for Extensible Authentication Protocol.
- It also serves as a framework for creating various types of authentication.
- WPA and WPA2 also use five various EAP types for authentication on wireless networks.

**PEAP**
- It stands for Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol.
- It was developed by Microsoft, Cisco, and RSA for the purpose of secure authentication.
- In PEAP, EAP is encapsulated into a tunnel (TLS tunnel). The encryption certificate is on the server side, and all the EAP communication are sent over this TLS tunnel.

**EAP-FAST**
- One if the EAP type is EAP-FAST that stands for EAP Flexible Authentication via Secure Tunneling.
- It was proposed by Cisco as a replacement of LEAP (Lightweight EAP) protocol that was used with WEP.
- It is more secure protocol.

**EAP-TLS**
- It stands for EAP-Transport Layer Security or EAP over Transport Layer Security.
- EAP-TLS is a common way for encrypting web server traffic and authentication methods, and it is used widely.
- Common advantages include: Strong Security Support for various wireless network types.

**EAP-TTLS**
- It stands for EAP-Tunneled Transport Layer Security.
- It functions almost the same as EAP-TLS like the server authenticates to the client with a certificate, but the client side authentication is tunneled in this protocol that permits the use of legacy protocols of authentication such as PAP, CHAP, MS-CHAP, etc.

**IEEE 802.1x**
- A standard of authentication commonly referred to as “Port-based NAC (Network Access Control).”
- Access is not granted until the authentication process is completed.
- Over wireless, IEEE 802.1x uses either EAP based protocol or IEEE 802.11i.

**RADIUS Federation**
- As the name implies, RADIUS Federation simply means using RADIUS with the federation.
- Federation permits a member of one company to authenticate to another company’s network using normal credentials; no separate credentials are needed for visiting separate network.

**Methods**

For configuring wireless access point, there are various authentication methods available.

**PSK vs. Enterprise vs. Open**

An open system is those in which there is no security, which means no password is needed for authentication in open system. PSK is commonly named as WPA-PSK because it uses WPA2 encryption with a secret key. It stands for Preshared Key, and it needs to be securely shared among users.

In organizations, there are various security problems associated with using a shared key and for that WPA-Enterprise is used. It authenticates all the users individually with an authentication server.

**WPS**

It stands for Wi-Fi /Protected setup that was originally called ‘Wi-Fi simple config.’ Using WPS, there are various ways of authentication such as; Using 8 digit PIN that is configured on the access point (simply add that PIN to the mobile device), Pushing a button on the access point, NFC-Near Field Communication (bring mobile near the access point).
**Captive Portal**

Another authentication method for wireless networks is a captive portal. A pop up that you get when you open a browser and asks you for credentials, this is called a captive portal.
Public Key Infrastructure PKI

One of the challenges in cryptography is the key management. Conventional cryptography techniques based on symmetric key cryptography that use the same key for both encryption and decryption. The secure transmission of the key from one user to another is difficult because if the unauthorized user accesses the key, he can read, decrypt and modify all the information using that key.

In 1976, PKI was introduced by Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman to solve key management issue. In Public key cryptography, every user receives two keys i.e.

- Public—Can be published to see or use by the user
- Private—Always kept secret

In public key cryptography, no secret or private key is shared or transmitted, and all the communication involves only the public key. Hence, the sharing of the secret key problem in symmetric key cryptography was solved using public key cryptography.

In Public key cryptography, the initial message is encrypted by the sender using receiver’s public key, and then he decrypts that message using his own private key.

![Figure 6.3. Public Key Cryptography](image-url)
The following are the features of public key cryptography:

- It is efficient.
- It is secure.
- It is scalable for a large number of users.

**PKI Components**

It describes all the procedures, policies, & people that are required to manage Digital certificate. It encapsulates the process to create, manage to revoke and distribute these certificates.

**Key management**

The management of Key starts with the generation of a key. Using proper cipher, keys with the requested strength are generated. After that, the certificate is generated where a public key is allocated to a user or device and then it is distributed to that particular user and stored in order to prevent it from any unauthorized access. In case unauthorized gain access to the certificate then these certificates are revoked or replaced. And if the certificates are not revoked, then there is an expiry date so when the certificate expires, the key management process begins again.
Figure 6.4. Key Management Lifecycle
**Digital Certificates**

A digital certificate also known as the Public key certificate is a combination of digital signature and Public key. It also contains other important details of the key holder. Digital signatures are used for the purpose of adding trust especially if it comes from a third party. For additional trust, Certification Authority (CA) is used by the PKI, and also Web of trust is used. Digital Certificate can be created with Windows, which is the part of Windows Domain Services. And in Linux Digital certificates are created by using various third-party options.

**What does a Digital Certificate contain?**

Digital Certificate contains various items and these items are listed below:

- **Subject**—Certificate holder’s name.
- **Serial Number**—Unique number for certificate identification.
- **Public Key**—A copy of public of the certificate holder.
- **Issuer**—Certificate issuing authority’s digital signature to verify that the certificate is real.
- **Signature Algorithm**—Algorithm used to digitally sign the certificate by the Certification Authority (CA).
- **Validity**—Validity of a certificate or we can say expiry date and time of the certificate.

The Digital certificate has X.509 version supported format, and that is a standard format.

**Certificate Extensions**

Another item such as ‘certificate extension’ can also be added to a digital certificate to add functionality. Various standard extensions are there that are added to a digital certificate. Some of them are:

**Standard Extension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extensions</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>digitalSignature (0)</td>
<td>To sign documents digitally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonRepudiation (1)</td>
<td>For non-repudiation service use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyAgreement (4)</td>
<td>For DH (Diffie-Hellman) key agreement use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyEncipherment (2)</td>
<td>For exchange of key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keycertsign (5)</td>
<td>Used for the signing of certificates by a Certification Authority (CA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dataEncipherment (3)</td>
<td>Used for data confidentiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encipherOnly (7)</td>
<td>Used with the key agreement of Diffie-Hellman (DH).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decipherOnly (8)</td>
<td>Used with the key agreement of Diffie-Hellman (DH).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cRLSign (6)</td>
<td>For signing Certification Revocation List.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2. Extensions and their purposes

**Commercial Certificate Authorities**

There are hundreds of certificate authorities listed in the web browser details. These listed certificate authorities can be used to digitally sign the certificate from web servers, as they are the trusted certificate authorities.

If someone manages a website, he would get digitally signed a certificate or trusted website certificate by the certification authority (CA) to place on the website so that everyone’s browser will trust him.

It is easy to have a digital sign by the certification authority. The process starts with the pair of key creation. One is a private key that is kept on the website, and the other is a public key that is sent to the certification authority to be digitally signed, and this process is called Certificate signing request (CSR). To verify that requested party is the real owner of that website, the certification authority performs some checks, and after that sign, the certificate and sometimes provides additional features.

**Private Certificate Authority**

The private certificate authority refers to the authority that is built by someone privately, and that person can perform all the certification authority function by himself at home. And all the devices that are inside of a network must trust the certificate that is signed by the internal certificate authority.
For example, in a medium or large organization that have many web servers and devices that are required to be encrypted for privacy, they can have their own certificate authority that can be created simply at home, instead of going to the third party and pay to them for each signed certificate. There is a good deal of software available for building your own certificate authority. Windows Certificate Services (in windows) and some other use openCA.
PKI Trust Relationship

To build certificate authority, there are many ways: **Single Certificate Authority**-Everyone or every device receives their digitally signed certificate from the same Certificate Authority.

**Hierarchical**-It owns a Root Certificate Authority and some other Intermediate Certification Authority underneath that Root CA.

Advantages of having multiple certificate authority are as follows:

- Helps to balance the load of certificate creation.
- Every department in the organization can easily build and manage their own certificate.
- Revocation of an Intermediate Certificate Authority is easier to deal.

*Example*

Imagine if somebody gains access to the private key of the Intermediate certification authority then only the certificates that are underneath that CA are needed to be revoked, instead of revoking the certificate of the whole organization.
**Key Revocation**

Through a Certification Revocation List (CRL), the certificate revocation process occurs on the certificate authority.

**Reasons for the certificate revocation**

- Certificate association with the server that is not in use.
- Some unauthorized person gains access to the certificate.
- Originally issued certificate has some error.
Getting revocation details to the browser

**OCSP (Online certificate status protocol)**–Using this protocol the browser can check certificate revocation or the status of the certificate. The message is usually sent to the OCSP Responder through HTTP (Hyper Text Markup Language). Not all applications or browsers support the OCSP protocol. Moreover, some of the application or browser that support don’t allow checking the certificate.
**PKI Concept**

**Online and Offline CA**

The infrastructure of the public key relies on the trust, and typically this trust is provided by the certification authority (CA) but a compromised CA is a bad thing, and this also creates trust issues with the certificate authority.

For this purpose, Root certificate is used that creates intermediate certificate authority certificate that means, in this case, Intermediate Certificate Authority issues the certificate. Once the Intermediate CA runs, and the load is distributed, the Root certificate gets offline for protection.

**OCSP Stapling**

As discussed above, the OCSP depends upon CA, and it is the responsibility of CA to respond to all the OCSP requests of the clients. In addition, if the numbers of devices that the CA has to check are large, then this creates the issue of scalability. In this case, OCSP Stapling is implemented. In OCSP Stapling, the device that holds certificate can verify their status and provide revocation status. This information is received from the device directly rather than CA, and the information of the status is stored on the server of the certificate holder.

The OCSP status or the revocation is stapled into the TSL or SSL handshake, and digitally signed note by the certification authority is present with the OCSP stapled information so that people can trust that it is really from the CA.

**Pinning**

The purpose of the Certificate pinning is to prevent the *man-in-the-middle attack*. Certificate pinning is used when the server’s certificate has been hard-coded into the application by the application itself. In this case, the application communicates to the server and receive a copy of the certificate to compare them. If both of them matches, then it means that the person is directly communicating to the server and if the certificate doesn’t match, then the decision is made by the application about what to do. It shows an error message that the certificate does not match or it may shut it down.

**PKI Trust Relationships**
Certificate authority initiates with a single CA, and from that single authority, all the certificates are generated. In some environment, the Hierarchical structure is used that consists of Root CA and Intermediate CA.

- **Mesh CA**
  Some organization employs Mesh Certificate Authority Structure. In mesh CA structure, each certificate authority is directly connected to all other certification authority, and one of the problems with this type of topology is that it is difficult to scale large numbers of CA in a mesh topology.

- **Web of Trust**
  To make everyone an authority is the alternative to the certification authority, and this is what Web of Trust is. It is an alternative to PKI.

- **Mutual Authentication**
  In this mutual authentication scenario, both the client and the server authenticate each other’s certificates. So that the certificate from you is trusted by the server and also the certificate from the server is trusted by you.

- **Key Escrow**
  Key escrow means the third party holds or may have access to your private key or the decryption key and also have a backup of that key. This can be employed by some organizations or businesses where the employee’s information or partner’s data needs to access or decrypt.

**What is it all about?**
As the private keys or decryption keys are very important so when these keys are in the hands of the third party, it needs to be properly managed, and that requires a clear and well-defined procedure or process. You are obviously required to be able to trust the third party that holds your keys, and you also need assurance that the third party is able to secure your keys appropriately.

- **Certificate Chaining**
  As mentioned above, a single certificate authority is not a good idea. However, hierarchical structures having multiple levels within it are preferable. All the connection between different certificate authorities is known as Chain of Trust. The list of the certificates between Root CA and other Intermediate CA are listed in Chain of Trust.
The chain of trust initiates with SSL certificate (part of the web server) and ends with the Root certificate authority certificate. In between, there is a certification authority who assigned the certificate. The certificates between SSL certificate and Root CA are called “Intermediate Certificate or Chain Certificate.”

The configuration with an appropriate chain is required by the web server, and it is common to configure not just SSL certificate, but also you can add Intermediate certificate between Root CA and SSL certificate.
**Types of Certificates**

There are various kinds of certificates that are used for different purposes. There are some of them:

**Root certificate**

A certificate that is public and is assigned to the Root CA and its purpose is to identify the Root CA. Everything initiates with Root certificate in PKI infrastructure. It is Root certificate that issues an intermediate certificate or another certificate.

In public key infrastructure, the root certificate is the most important certificate. And in case if somebody gains access to this root certificate private key, then they would be able to generate their own certificate for any purpose of their interest.

**Web Server SSL Certificate**

For SSL encryption, there are a number of certificates that can be assigned to a web server. Some of them are as follows:

- **Domain Validation (DV) Certificate**—The person having DV certificate has some control over the DNS domain associated with the SSL.
- **Extended Validation (EV) Certificate**—The certificate receiving person is passed through some additional checks by the certificate authority, and in case the person passes all the checks then that person gets EV certificate. The web owner’s organization name appeared in green color on the address bar of the web who owns an EV certificate.

**Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Certificate**—A certificate that supports various domains in the same certificate. It is an X.509 standard extension and permits you to put a subject alternative name extension and list out all the DNS names (additional identification information) linked with the certificate.

**Wildcard Domain Certificate**—A wildcard domain name certificate can be
applied to any domain and all the names associated with that domain. So, the name of the server is not a piece of matter the main thing is the replacement of the asterisk (*).

**Example:** There are an asterisk and a period that a wildcard notation contains the domain name.

*domainname.com

**Self-Signed Certificate**

The certificate that doesn’t require to be signed by the Certificate Authority (Public). This internal certificate is signed by the same person having the certificate. For this, the person creates his own certificate authority that issues the digitally signed certificate.

This certificate is used for the web server that is for an internal network of the company only, and in this way, the person doesn’t have to pay for the external certification authority. These certificates are then installed on every device or web server inside a network. Every person who then connects to the web server will see the Internal Certification Authority signature certificate.

**Machine and Computer Certificate**

The certificate that is used to allow and manage devices for communication on the network. This certificate is for the authentication purpose of the devices that means only the authenticated devices can communicate over the network.

For that, certificates signed by the certification authority are placed on the devices so if some unauthorized person tries to connect to the network using VPN then that person will not be allowed to communicate over the network because that particular person will not have the certificate or a valid certificate.

**User Certificate**

The type of certificates that could be assigned to an individual user. Generally integrated into a smart card or digital access card.

**Example:** ID card

**Email Certificate**
Type of the certificate that is used in email and this email certificate permits us to send the email securely by encrypting the information to the other user. To encrypt the information, it uses a recipient’s key (public), and this allows only the receiver to decrypt the information in the email.

This certificate can also be used for Digital signature in the case when you don’t want to encrypt the information then you can just digitally sign the information.

**Code Signing Certificate**

For providing some level of trust to the person downloading software, digital signatures are used that contains code signing a certificate. That means that the developers sign the code to create trust. Therefore, when the user installs the software or implements the software, then the OS (operating system) checks for the certificate for the authentication process.

### Practice Question

1. Which of the following form of cryptography makes key management less of a concern?
   - A. Digital signatures
   - B. Hashing
   - C. Asymmetric
   - D. Symmetric

2. What does Diffie-Hellman permit us to do?
   - A. Exchange keys out-of-band
   - B. Exchange keys in-band
   - C. Neither A nor B
   - D. Both A and B
3. A hash collision is bad for malware prevention. Why?
   A. The hashes are encrypted and cannot change.
   B. Two different programs with the same hash could allow malware to be undetected.
   C. The hashed passwords would be exposed.
   D. Malware could corrupt the hash algorithm.

4. For key exchange protocol why the ephemeral key is important?
   A. It increases security due to the usage of a different key for each connection.
   B. It adds entropy to the algorithm.
   C. It allows the key exchange to be completed faster.
   D. It is longer than a normal key.

5. What enables RADIUS to scale to a global authentication network?
   A. CCMP-delegated authentication
   B. Two-factor authentication
   C. Strong encryption
   D. Certificate-based tunneling and EAP
Answers

Chapter 1 Answers

1. Malware
2. Virus
3. Ransomware
4. Ransomware
5. Worm
6. True
7. Rootkit
8. Keylogger
9. Software that displays advertisements
10. Spyware
11. Bots
12. Botnets

Chapter 2 Answers

1. Host-Based Firewall
2. Implicit Deny
3. Inline
4. Omnidirectional Antenna
5. Directional Antenna
6. Nessus
7. HSM
8. It functions well in the crowded 2.4-GHz spectrum.

Chapter 3 Answers

1. Remote access from users outside the building
2. User diversity
3. Network Infrastructure Device
4. UEFI has more security designed into it, including provisions for secure booting
5. If provides all approved drivers needed
6. It blocks malware that attempts to alter the boot process
7. Disabling unnecessary ports and services
8. Programming of SoC systems can occur at several different levels and thus potential risks are easily mitigated.
9. They can directly affect human life
10. Data exposure

Chapter 4 Answers

1. Something you are
2. Time-of-day restrictions
3. Identification
4. Something you see
5. A seven-character password using a completely random mix of letters, symbols, and numbers
6. Recertification
7. Account deletion
8. Identity Federation
9. On a publicly accessible PC running in kiosk mode
10. Time-based One-Time Password

Chapter 5 Answers

1. SLA
2. Data Owner
3. AUP  
4. Procedures  
5. RTO  
6. Corrective Controls

**Chapter 6 Answers**

1. Asymmetric  
2. Exchange keys in-band  
3. Two different programs with the same hash could allow malware to be undetected.  
4. It increases security due to the usage of a different key for each connection  
5. Certificate-based tunneling and EAP
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Threat_(computer)#Threat_classification
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